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Abstract 

The article collects, processes, analyses and systematises scientific and technical information in the field of 

increasing the efficiency of operation of waterflooded gas wells of fields at the late stage of development of 

Cenomanian deposits. Using the selected methods and means of problem solving, the possible directions of in-

creasing the efficiency of operation of waterflooding gas wells have been identified. 

Key words: feasibility study, oil and gas project, multi-criteria optimisation, alternatives, performance cri-

teria. 

 

Hydrocarbon prospecting, appraisal and produc-

tion activities often involve a high degree of uncer-

tainty and require significant investment. Thus, in 

order to achieve the required efficiency of field devel-

opment, special attention must be paid to detailing the 

technical and economic evaluation of the project. 

A feasibility study is often carried out when al-

ternatives to a project are available to help decision-

makers choose between the available options [1]. 

Decision-making, in turn, is based on exercising 

choice by collecting and analysing available infor-

mation and evaluating alternatives [5]. 

One of the most popular decision-making models 

is the multi-criteria decision-making method. The 

multi-criteria decision-making method with the appli-

cation of quantitative and qualitative criteria will in-

crease the efficiency of gas wells involved in the de-

velopment of Cenomanian deposits under water en-

croachment [8]. 

The following alternative solutions are consid-

ered to solve the multi-criteria problem: 

 Technological well blowouts (А1); 

 Feeding surface-active substances to the bot-

tom hole (А2); 

 Replacing lift columns with smaller diameter 

pipes (А3); 

 Plunger lift (А4); 

 Operating wells on concentric lift strings 

(А5); 

 Borehole submersible pumps (А6); 

 Gaslift (А7). 

Alternatives are evaluated by various criteria us-

ing relative units (r.u.) from 0 to 10, as well as mone-

tary amounts - millions of roubles (million rbl.), the 

value of the flow rate - thousands of cubic metres per 

day (thousands m3/day). 

The evaluation criteria and the values of the indi-

vidual performance indicators of the alternatives under 

consideration are presented in Table 1. 

Table - 1 

The values of the individual performance indicators 

Performance indicators f(A) 
Alternatives 

А1 А2 А3 А4 А5 А6 А7 

I. The environmental friendliness of the 

project (r.u.) 
f1 (A) 0 7 6 10 10 5 5 

II. Efficiency of condensation water 

removal (r.u.) 
f2 (A) 10 2 2 9 9 3 3 

III. Operationally feasible in the Far 

North and permafrost areas (r.u.) 
f3 (A) 8 8 8 1 8 5 8 

IV. Can be operated at high reservoir 

salinity (r.u.) 
f4 (A) 9 1 9 7 9 3 7 

V. State of the filtration-capacitive 

properties of the bottomhole formation 

zone, after project implementation 

(r.u.) 

f5 (A) 10 8 6 9 10 1 1 

VI. Gas flow rate, after project imple-

mentation (thousands m3/day.) 
f6 (A) 101 77 80 91 121 83 100 

VII. Outsourcing (r.u.) f7 (A) 0 10 10 0 0 0 0 
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Table continued - 1 

VIII. Blowdown frequency per hori-

zontal flare (r.u.) 
f8 (A) 10 5 8 3 0 3 0 

IX. Frequency of ongoing well worko-

vers, after project implementation (r.u.) 
f9 (A) 1 6 7 2 0 5 6 

X. Investments (million rbl.) f10 (A) 12.4 0 43.2 51.5 109.6 51.6 20.1 

XI. Maintenance and repair costs (mil-

lion rbl.) 
f11 (A) 9.9 18.8 21.6 21.6 9.9 19.8 15.9 

 

The definition and description of criteria was 

made on the basis of data from the Engineering and 

Technical Centre of Gazprom Dobycha Urengoy using 

an analytical literature review [2, 3, 4, 6, 7]. 

After distributing the values or each criterion, 

vector normalisation was performed (formula 1). Ta-

ble 2 shows the result of the vector normalisation. 

 (1) 

Table - 2 

Vector normalisation 

 
Value 

f1 (A) 18.3030052 

f2 (A) 16.9705627 

f3 (A) 18.6010752 

f4 (A) 18.734994 

f5 (A) 19.5703858 

f6 (A) 249.681797 

f7 (A) 14/1421356 

f8 (A) 14.3874946 

f9 (A) 12.2882057 

f10 (A) 140.426663 

f11 (A) 46.1854643 

The values of the individual performance indica-

tors have been standardised using the equation 2. The 

result of normalization the values is shown in Table 3. 
 (2) 

 

Table - 3 

Standardisation of values 

f(A) А1 А2 А3 А4 А5 А6 А7 

f1 (A) 0 0.3824509 0.327815 0.5463584 0.5463584 0.2731792 0.2731792 

f2 (A) 0.58926 0.1178511 0.1178511 0.5303301 0.5303301 0.1767767 0.1767767 

f3 (A) 0.43008 0.4300827 0.4300827 0.0537603 0.4300827 0.2688017 0.4300827 

f4 (A) 0.48038 0.0533761 0.4803845 0.3736324 0.4803845 0.1601282 0.3736324 

f5 (A) 0.51098 0.4087809 0.3065857 0.4598785 0.5109761 0.0510976 0.0510976 

f6 (A) 0.40451 0.3083925 0.3204078 0.3644639 0.4846168 0.3324231 0.4005098 

f7 (A) 0 0.7071068 0.7071068 0 0 0 0 

f8 (A) 0.69505 0.347524 0.5560384 0.2085144 0 0.2085144 0 

f9 (A) 0.08138 0.4882731 0.5696519 0.1627577 0 0.4068942 0.4882731 

f10 (A) 0.08801 0 0.3072921 0.3665686 0.7798377 0.367124 0.1432705 

f11 (A) 0.2142 0.4075958 0.4681126 0.4676363 0.2151889 0.4296157 0.3453901 

Next, a linear convolution of the criteria is per-

formed by introducing a vector for the distribution of 

importance of the criteria: 

W = {0.124; 0.179; 0.072; 0.007; 0.02; 0.19; 

0.09; 0.1; 0.01; 0.135; 0.073}. 

The value of the composite performance indica-

tor is calculated according to the equation 3. The cal-

culated values of the composite performance indica-

tors for the proposed alternatives are presented in Ta-

ble 4. 

 (3) 

Table - 4 

Composite performance indicator 

 А1 А2 А3 А4 А5 А6 А7 

Value of the composite performance 

indicator 
12.905 3.360 -3.751 14.151 17.832 4.433 12.678 

Based on the results of this calculation, it can be 

concluded that the concentric lift string well design is 

the best technology that can be recommended for im-

plementation at gas fields for efficient operation of gas 

wells and reduction of water encroachment. 
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The superiority of this technology over others is 

mainly due to the fact that the operation of wells using 

concentric lift strings is possible right up to the de-

commissioning and complete abandonment of the 

well. Also, operation of waterflooded gas wells by 

means of technological complex of control and man-

agement of operation modes of gas wells equipped 

with concentric lift strings allows to automate gas 

production process to the maximum extent, which is 

very important for sparsely populated technologies of 

the Extreme North. Application of this technology 

minimizes negative impact on reservoir, since during 

operation of the well with the concentric lift casing 

there is no need to kill it, thus keeping filtration-

volume characteristics of the bottom-hole zone un-

changed. Moreover, by operating wells using concen-

tric lift string technology, there is no need to blow-out 

to a horizontal flare unit, which helps minimize the 

negative impact on the environment. 

To calculate the indicators of commercial effi-

ciency of subsoil development, the required invest-

ments have been estimated, which amounted to 

109.509 million roubles  

Given the assumed baseline data and the project-

ed gas production dynamics, the effective project life 

is 36 years. The NPV value is 681.994 million rou-

bles, the PI is 8.36 units, the IRR is 20.31%. Calcula-

tion of the budgetary efficiency showed that the pro-

ceeds to the state budget will amount to 2.126 million 

roubles. 

The sensitivity of the key commercial perfor-

mance indicator (NPV) of the investment project to 

changes in four factors has also been determined: the 

price of gas sales on export markets, the amount of 

capital expenditure, the amount of operating costs and 

the volume of gas production. The level of change was 

considered within a range of ± 40% of the baseline 

value in increments of 10%. The result is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 - Graph of the sensitivity analysis of the gas well operation project 

 

The sensitivity analysis shows the following ef-

fects of the factors on the project: changes in gas ex-

port price have the largest impact, changes in capital 

costs the smallest. 

Thus, the project to improve the efficiency of gas 

wells exploitation with the use of concentric lift 

strings to improve the efficiency of the operation of 

waterflooded gas wells in the late stage of develop-

ment of the Cenomanian reservoir can be called an 

economically viable solution and can be recommend-

ed for implementation. 
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STANDARDIZATION AND CERTIFICATION IN THE NEW CONDITIONS 

 

Abstract. 

Production efficiency and investment attractiveness of oil and gas companies, contractors and suppliers di-

rectly depend on the compliance of management systems with the requirements of international standards. In 

this regard, the development of national standards for the oil and gas complex presupposes the accelerated im-

plementation of quality management systems at the enterprises of the industry that meet the requirements of in-

ternational standards. According to the Concept for the Development of the National Standardization System of 

the Russian Federation, the oil and gas complex remains one of the priority areas for the development of domes-

tic standardization. This article examines the standardization and certification of the oil and gas industry in 

modern conditions. In the process of writing, general scientific methods of cognition were applied, as well as 

private scientific methods. The results of the article can be used in the practical activities of oil producing enter-

prises in order to improve the quality of their activities. 

Аннотация.  

Эффективность производства и инвестиционная привлекательность нефтегазовых компаний, 

подрядчиков и поставщиков напрямую зависят от соответствия систем управления требованиям 

международных стандартов. В связи с этим развитие национальных стандартов нефтегазового ком-

плекса предполагает ускоренное внедрение на предприятиях отрасли систем менеджмента качества, 

соответствующих требованиям международных стандартов. Согласно Концепции развития нацио-

нальной системы стандартизации Российской Федерации, нефтегазовый комплекс остается одним из 

приоритетных направлений развития отечественной стандартизации. В настоящей статье рассмат-

ривается стандартизация и сертификация нефтегазовой отрасли в современных условиях. В процессе 

написания были применены общенаучные методы познания, а так же частные научные методы. Ре-

зультаты статьи могут быть использованы в практической деятельности нефтедобывающих пред-

приятий с целью усовершенствования качества их деятельности.  

 

Key words: oil and gas industry, standardization, quality control, certification. 

Ключевые слова: нефтегазовая отрасль, стандартизация, контроль качества, сертификация. 

 

Нефтегазовая отрасль является стратегиче-

ской не только для экономики России, но и для 

социальной, политической сфер жизни общества. 

При этом, данный комплекс имеет огромное зна-

чение для всего мира. Россия уже давно играет 

главную роль среди нефтедобывающих гигантов – 

около 34% мировых запасов газа и 13% мировых 

доказанных запасов нефти находятся мене чем на 

1/5 территории России. Однако, ученые и практи-

ки, вовлеченные в изучение данной отрасли эко-

номики, считает, что в современном мире функция 

контроля качества не является достаточной. 

Нефтегазовая отрасль является не просто единым 

процессом – это совокупность самостоятельных 

процессов, связанных с жизненным циклом про-

дукции. Каждый из данных этапов должен четко 

отслеживаться и контролироваться системой ме-

неджмента качества. Подобная ситуация требует 

применения стандартов качества к данному ме-

неджменту на всех нормативных уровнях [2].  

В 2003 году предприятиям нефтяной и газо-

вой промышленности предложили стандарты, ко-

торые в совокупности представляют собой между-

народный стандарт ISO/TS 29001. Его роль важна 

не только для нефтегазовых компаний, но и для 

сервисных, обслуживающих, снабжающих органи-

заций, а также нефтехимической отрасли России. 

Стандарт, по сути, является неким техническим 

заданием для исполнителя, которое позволяет со-

ответствующим организациям беспроблемно 

внедрять систему менеджмента качества в свою 

деятельность, так как эта система полностью учи-

тывает особенности нефтегазовой отрасли. Дан-

ный стандарт был разработан Техническим коми-

тетом ISO 67 (Материалы, оборудование и мор-

ские конструкции для нефтяной, нефтехимической 
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и газовой промышленности) и API (Американский 

институт нефти).  

Современная система менеджмента качества в 

нефтегазовой сфере базируется на четвертой ре-

дакция стандарта 2020 года ISO 29001: 2020 

«Нефтяная, нефтехимическая и газовая промыш-

ленность. Отраслевые системы менеджмента каче-

ства». Данный стандарт распространяется на сер-

тификацию компаний и организаций, работающих 

в нефтегазовой отрасли, однако имеет ряд проблем 

в сопоставимости требований системы менедж-

мента качества [3]. 

 В ряде нефтегазодобывающих стран были 

приняты свои национальные стандарты на основе 

третьей редакции ISO (2010 год), полностью иден-

тичные третьей редакции ISO/TS 29001, принятой 

в 2010 году. Как только данная редакция устарева-

ет, а новая вступает в силу, национальные органы 

пересматривают существующий стандарт.  

В России действующим стандартом является 

принятый в 2020 году ГОСТ Р ИСО / ТУ 29001-

2007 «Управление организацией. Требования к 

системам менеджмента качества организаций, по-

ставляющих продукцию и услуги в нефтяной, 

нефтехимической и газовой отраслях». Заметим, 

что данный стандарт является лишь переводом 

ISO/TS 29001 в редакции 2003 года.  

Зачастую, гиганты нефтегазовой отрасли раз-

рабатывают все документацию и стандарты систе-

мы менеджмента качества исключительно для себя 

и тех компаний, которые с ними взаимодействуют. 

В качестве примеров можно привести документы 

ПАО «Газпром»: СТО «Газпром» 1.5–2012 «Си-

стема стандартизации ОАО «Газпром». Комплекс 

стандартов ОАО «Газпром» на системы менедж-

мента качества. Основные положения»; СТО «Газ-

пром» 9000–2018 «Системы менеджмента каче-

ства. Основные положения и словарь»; «Системы 

менеджмента качества. Руководящие указания по 

оценке систем менеджмента качества». 

 Несмотря на все вышесказанное, в области 

формирования отраслевых систем менеджмента 

качества остаются нерешенными многие пробле-

мы: Внедрение стандартов системы менеджмента 

качества в предприятия нефтегазовой отрасли свя-

зано с учетом огромного числа особенностей 

деятельности данной отрасли, что создает допол-

нительные вопросы их интеграции; Создание и 

оценка систем менеджмента качества, которые 

соответствуют международным стандартам редак-

ций 2008 и 2020 годов с учетом специфики 

нефтегазовой отрасли; В отдельных секторах и 

процессах, существующих в нефтегазовой отрасли 

(хранение, переработка, транспортировка нефте-

газовых продуктов), на данный момент отсут-

ствуют какие-либо стандарты. И вопрос об их 

принятии не поднимается до сих пор [1]. В то же 

время в текущем году будет принято несколько 

стандартов, как например:  

- ПНСТ 475-2021 "Нефтяная и газовая про-

мышленность. Системы подводной добычи. Мор-

ские контейнеры. Технические требования", уста-

навливающий технические требования к проекти-

рованию, изготовлению, испытанию, сертифика-

ции, маркировке и периодическому контролю 

морских (офшорных) контейнеров как единиц 

транспортного оборудования, применяемых при 

строительстве и эксплуатации систем подводной 

добычи углеводородов; 

- ПНСТ 475-2021 вводимый в действие на 

территории РФ с 1 августа 2021 года. Стандарт 

распространяется на динамические райзеры. В 

настоящем стандарте приведены технические тре-

бования по разработке систем динамических рай-

зеров; 

- ПНСТ 526-2021 "Нефтяная и газовая про-

мышленность. Системы подводной добычи. Обна-

ружение утечек в подводных условиях. Методиче-

ские указания"; 

- ПНСТ 526-2021 вводится в действие на тер-

ритории РФ с 1 августа 2021 года. Стандарт рас-

пространяется на бесшовные холоднодеформиро-

ванные трубы из никелевых сплавов UNS N06219, 

UNS N06625 и UNS N06852, применяемых в си-

стемах подводной добычи углеводородов. 

 Как уже было сказано ранее, крупные нефте-

газовые компании выстраивают свои отношения с 

поставщиками на основе принятых ими стандартов 

– это необходимо для осуществления наиболее 

эффективного контроля качества приобретенных и 

произведенных ими продуктов. На данный момент 

многие предприятия, занятые в нефтегазовой от-

расли, является клиентами аутсорсинговых орга-

низаций. На долю данных организаций приходится 

около 7% предоставления специализированных 

услуг и поставок на российском нефтегазовом 

рынке, и это при том, что деятельность данных 

компаний никак не контролируется их клиентами 

– нефтегазовыми предприятиями [1]. Подобное 

положение требует вмешательства путем создания 

для аутсорсинговых компаний, занятых в нефтега-

зовых отраслях, своей уникальной системы ме-

неджмента качества, которая бы отвечала, как 

национальным, так и международным стандартам 

(ISO 9001:2008, ISO 9004: 2009), корпоративным 

требованиям и требованиям экологического ме-

неджмента (ISO 14001:2007) [2]. 

Следовательно, необходимо сформировать 

фундаментальную модель интегрированной си-

стемы менеджмента качества на основе отрасле-

вых стандартов, корпоративных и международных 

стандартов (ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ГАЗПРОМ 

9001). При применении аутсорсинга в нефтегазо-

вой отрасли, мы считаем целесообразным разрабо-

тать системы на основе аддитивной модели. Дан-

ная система будет направлена на расширение об-

ласти соответствия, сертификации система ме-

неджмента за счет международных стандартов 

(OHSAS 18001, SA 8000 и так далее) и стандартов 

иностранных государств. Аддитивная модель и 

независимой экспертизой (с привлечением аутсор-

сера) предполагает непредвзятую оценку готовно-

сти крупного проекта к переходу на следующий 

этап. Крупный проект оценивается по каждому из 

функциональных направлений проектного управ-

ления, в т. ч. по соблюдению требований стандар-

http://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200177876
http://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200177876
http://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200177876
http://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200177876
http://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200178027
http://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200178027
http://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200178027
http://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200178027
http://docs.cntd.ru/document/1200178027
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та по управлению качеством; достижимости заяв-

ленных целевых показателей проекта (стоимости, 

сроков); качеству геологоразведки и доразведки, 

разработки пластов, бурения и освоения скважин; 

качеству выбора концепции, технического проек-

тирования, обоснования инвестиций и сметной 

оценки стоимости, контроля стоимости и планиро-

вания; качеству инженерных решений; стратегии 

контрактования. Для крупных проектов категории 

2 независимая экспертиза должна стать обязатель-

ным элементом.  
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Аннотация  

В статье произведена попытка оценки качества основных сортов российской нефти методом 

сравнения их с эталонной маркой Brent, так как в России в последние годы наблюдается существенное и 

последовательное ухудшение качества добываемой нефти. В связи с этим становятся актуальными 

следующие проблемы: плохое качество приводит к снижению объема выхода светлых нефтепродуктов 

и учащению замены оборудования и, как следствие, к упущенной выгоде перерабатывающих предприя-

тий. Именно поэтому нужно следить за качеством нефти, от этого зависит качество последующих 

произведённых продуктов, а также конкурентоспособность марки нефти на рынке для экспорта. 

Abstract  

The article attempts to assess the quality of the main grades of Russian oil by comparing them with the ref-

erence brand Brent, since in Russia in recent years there has been a significant and consistent deterioration in 

the quality of produced oil. In this regard, the following problems become relevant: poor quality leads to a de-

crease in the output of light oil products and more frequent replacement of equipment and, as a result, to lost 

profits of processing enterprises. That is why it is necessary to monitor the quality of oil, the quality of the sub-

sequent products produced depends on it, as well as the competitiveness of the brand of oil in the market for 

export. 
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Нефть – это природный ресурс, который мож-

но назвать основой жизни человека, не зря её 

называют «чёрным золотом» страны. Она повсю-

ду: в нашей одежде, в домах, в автомобилях. 

Нефть в сыром виде, как правило, в производстве 

не используется, она подлежит обязательной чист-

ке и переработке, только после этого её можно 

использовать для создания топливных смесей, 

промышленных продуктов, парфюмерной продук-

ции, в медицине и т.д. 

В новостной статье «Forbes» от 03.12.2020 [1] 

говорится о том, что страны ОПЕК+ договорились 

о повышении добычи нефти с января 2021г. на 500 

000 баррелей в сутки. В связи с данным соглаше-

нием, стратегия развития России в данной области 

планирует увеличение объёмов добычи и перера-

ботки нефти до 225-250 млн.т. в год. Следователь-

но, увеличится производство топлива, масел, 

пластмассы и т.д. Но значительную часть добыва-

емой нефти планируется экспортировать заграни-

https://doi.org/10.24412/2520-6990-2021-13100-9-11
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цу, в том числе и в Западную Европу. Однако, из-

за регулярных ужесточений требований ОПЕК+ к 

качеству нефтепродуктов, данный план может не 

реализоваться. Поэтому задача обеспечения рынка 

качественной продукцией становится всё более 

актуальной для России. Сложность её решения 

заключается в контроле качества нефти, поступа-

ющей на переработку, так как оно зависит от мно-

жества различных факторов и критериев, которые 

мы рассмотрим далее. Следовательно, определе-

ние качества нефти, добываемой из различных 

месторождений на территории России, имеет 

огромное значение, как для производителей нефти, 

так и для её потребителей. 

Несмотря на стабилизацию показателей сер-

нистости и плотности российской нефти в 2020 

году, из-за увеличения объёмов её добычи про-

должается ухудшение её качества, отмечается в 

новостной статье «INTERFAX.RU» от 09.04.2021 

[2]. На фоне растущей международной конкурен-

ции нефтяной рынок России рискует впасть в 

стагнацию. В условиях снижения спроса инвести-

ционная привлекательность нефтяной отрасли мо-

жет значительно снизиться. По каким же показа-

телям и критериям уступает российская нефть? 

В стандарте ГОСТ Р 51858-2002 [3] «Нефть. 

Общие технические условия» нефть разделяется 

по физико-химическим свойствам, степени подго-

товленности, содержанию серы и легких содержи-

мых на множество классов и групп, в зависимости 

от предназначения к использованию в той или 

иной отрасти. Признаки классификации нефти 

также являются показателями, по которым осу-

ществляется приемка нефти по качеству. 

Нефть марки Brent является одной из основ-

ных эталонных марок, классифицируется как лёг-

кая малосернистая, её плотность при 20 °C около 

830 кг/м³, плотность API 39, содержа-

ние серы около 0,37 % [4]. Чем она заслужила та-

кой авторитет? Вопрос, конечно, спорный. Она не 

золотая, не добывается на краю земли, не имеет 

сверхъестественных характеристик и даже бензин 

из нее ничем не лучше, чем из остальных сортов. 

Основная причина того, что Brent стала эталонной 

– надёжность её поставок, она зарекомендовала 

себя сразу же после конфликта стран ОПЕК в мар-

те 2020 года о сокращении добычи. То есть, по 

сути, не нефть марки Brent – эталон, а работа ком-

паний по ее добыче и поставкам. Её свойства со-

всем немного разнятся с характеристиками рос-

сийских марок (таблица - 1). 

Таблица - 1  

Основные характеристики российской нефти 

Сорт Район добычи Транспортировка 
Плотность 

(20°С), кг/м3 

Плотность 

API 

Содержание 

серы, % 

Urals 

Башкортостан, 

Татарстан + 

ХМАО 

НП «Дружба», через 

порты Приморск, Усть-

луга и Новороссийский 

МТП 

860-871 31-32 1,2-1,3 

ESPO 
Восточная Си-

бирь 
ВСТО, в Азию и США 851-855 34,8 0,62 

Sokol «Сахалин-1» 
Порт Де-Кастри (Хаба-

ровский край) 
835-837 36,7 0,23 

Siberian 

Light 
ХМАО Порт Туапсе 845-850 36,5 0,57 

Vityaz «Сахалин-2» 
Порт Пригородное 

(Сахалин) 
820-823 41 0,18 

ARCO Приразломное 

Непосредственно с ме-

сторождения с помо-

щью танкеров 

906 24 2,3 

 

Российский сорт ARCO по характеристикам 

далёк от стандартов, поэтому не пользуется боль-

шим спросом на рынке. Остальные пять сортов 

Россия активно поставляет по всему миру (рису-

нок-1). 
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Рисунок -1  

Распределение российских сортов нефти в общем объеме экспорта 

 

 

 Но самый известный из них – Urals. Физико-

химические характеристики данной марки значи-

тельно уступают Brent. В ней содержится больше 

тяжелых фракций, вследствие чего повышается 

плотность. Кроме того, концентрация серы в 

нашем продукте в 2–3 раза больше, чем в европей-

ском, что также ухудшает его свойства, уменьшает 

цену и спрос на рынке. Однако на цену смеси Urals 

могут влиять и дополнительные факторы. Напри-

мер, политические санкции против России. Стои-

мость второго из наиболее известных сортов 

нефти в нашей стране – Siberian Light – практиче-

ски идентична котировкам Brent. Это связано с 

тем, что они имеют схожие показатели плотности 

и содержания серы. Однако эта марка почти не 

идет на экспорт, так как основной объем ее добы-

чи используется для смешивания с уральской 

нефтью и создания Urals. 

Таким образом, для того, чтобы восстановить 

прежнее качество российской нефти, России ну-

жен баланс и стабильность на рынке. Сложно со-

хранять объёмы добычи на всей территории нашей 

страны и одновременно следить за качеством при 

такой нестабильной ситуации на рынке. В мире 

существует множество сортов нефти. Цена боль-

шинства из них, в том числе и всех производимых 

в России, устанавливается на основе стоимости 

эталонных видов [5]. Это связано в первую оче-

редь с физико-химическими свойствами: плот-

ность, содержание серы и фракционный состав 

являются, непосредственно, для сырой нефти 

главными качественными характеристиками. Од-

нако существуют и экономические факторы. 

Именно этими двумя причинами объясняется раз-

ная цена и различный спрос на определённые мар-

ки нефти на фондовой бирже. Так как основная 

масса добываемой в России нефти высокосерни-

стая, в настоящее время на уровне рабочей группы 

Минэнерго России по мониторингу качества 

нефти, рассматривается целый ряд возможных 

мер, нацеленных на фактическое повышение каче-

ства нефти, включая преимущественную перера-

ботку высокосернистой нефти непосредственно в 

районах ее добычи, возможное выделение отдель-

ного транспортного потока для экспорта высоко-

сернистой и высоковязкой нефти, переход от мас-

сового к объемному учету нефти и другое. 
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Нефтегазовый комплекс является главной 

движущей силой, способствующей устойчивому и 

быстрому развитию экономики России. Он обес-

печивает существенную долю валютных поступ-

лений в бюджет страны и вносит наиболее ощути-

мый вклад во внутренний валовой продукт. Это 

влияние является ощутимым во многих отраслях 

экономики. Но в то же время, для существования 

такой масштабной производственной системы 

необходимо применять грамотный подход при 

решении управленческих задач на всех стадиях 

жизненного цикла объектов нефтегазового ком-

плекса. 

 Одним из таких инструментов является эко-

номическая оценка затрат на качество — это ин-

струмент, определяющий возможный исход реше-

ний, оценивающий потери, вызванные дефектами, 

а также анализирующий эти расходы. Учет, анализ 

и оценка затрат нужны для управления:  

− вложениями в повышение качества; 

 − качеством изготавливаемого продукта; 

 − совершенствованием технологий производ-

ства;  

− изменением производственного процесса; 

 − созданием продукта;  

− интересом поставщиков и потребителей[3]. 

Как известно, к характерным особенностям 

многих нефтяных месторождений России относят 

необходимость обновления объектов капитального 

строительства ввиду их длительной эксплуатации. 

Применение ранее реализованных проектов на 

стадии ввода месторождения в разработку очень 

часто является экономически нецелесообразным 

решением. Это обусловлено снижением продук-

тивности месторождений из-за роста обводненно-

сти скважинной продукции, уменьшения действу-

ющего нефтяного фонда и увеличения эксплуата-

ционных затрат.  

Исходя из выше сказанного, становится оче-

видным, что в целях увеличения качества на 

нефтегазовом предприятии необходимо в первую 

очередь совершенствовать технологию нефтедо-

бычи. Проведем анализ затрат, направленных на 

управление качеством на примере Нефтегазодобы-

вающего управления "Елховнефть" ПАО "Тат-

нефть». В последние годы на предприятии была 

произведена модернизация технологического обо-

рудования, используемого в процессе нефтедобы-

чи. Первым из направлений модернизации было 

внедрение косинусного конденсатора в модуле. 

При внедрении данной конструкции сокращаются 

потери активной мощности по длине погружного 

кабеля, что в свою очередь обеспечит увеличение 

коэффициента мощности ПЭД за счет сокращения 

потерь реактивной мощности [1, с. 189]. 

Следующее направление - переход ПАО 

«Татнефть» на массовое внедрение цепных приво-

дов обусловлен в первую очередь подтвержденной 

технологической и экономической эффективно-

стью их использования. Внедрение привода ПЦ-60 

позволяет уменьшить число качаний до 

0,7кач/мин., имеется возможность эксплуатиро-

вать скважину в постоянном режиме с меньшими 

энергозатратами на подъем 1м3 продукции, при 

этом металлоемкость конструкции ПЦ-60 ниже 

стандартной СК-6 на 0,8т [2, с. 256]. 

На основании промышленной эксплуатации 

ПД-60 на скважинах НГДУ «Елховнефть» были 

достигнуты:  

- увеличение средней длины хода насоса; 

- уменьшение средней частоты качаний насо-

са; 

- уменьшение средней скорости откачки; 
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- снижение количества ремонтов по причинам 

образования водонефтяной эмульсии; 

- снижение затрат на транспортировку, мон-

таж и обслуживание за счет меньшей массы и га-

баритных размеров.  

Экономический эффект - получается за счет 

более низкого энергопотребления ПЦ - 60 по срав-

нению со стандартными СК с аналогичной грузо-

подъемностью, и снижения металлоемкости кон-

струкции. 

Определим влияние мероприятий по внедре-

нию на НГДУ «Елховнефть» технологий по сти-

мулированию работы скважин на основные техни-

ко-экономические показатели при помощи табли-

цы 1. 

Таблица 1  

Изменение технико-экономических показателей от внедрения на НГДУ «Елховнефть» мероприя-

тий по стимулированию работы скважин 

Показатель 
Ед. 

изм. 

До внедрения 

мероприятий 

После внед-

рения меро-

приятий 

Отклонения 
Темп при-

роста 

Добыча нефти  тонн 3279356 3288667 9311 0,28 

Среднесуточный дебит на 1 

скважине  
т/сут 3,75 3,77 0,02 0,53 

Себестоимость 1 тонны нефти  руб./т 7 943,84 7 945,04 1,20 0,02 

Прибыль от реализации нефти 
тыс. 

руб. 
13073130 13106303 33173 0,25 

Прибыль на 1 тонну нефти руб./т 3986,49 3985,29 -1,20 -0,03 

Рентабельность продаж % 33,41 33,40 -0,01 х 

Рентабельность затрат % 50,18 50,16 -0,02 х 

 

Данные таблицы 1 свидетельствуют о том, что 

после внедрения мероприятий добыча нефти вы-

росла на 9 311 тонн или на 0,28%. При этом сред-

несуточный дебит на 1 скважине увеличился с 3,75 

тонн в сутки до 3,77 тонн в сутки или на 0,53%. За 

счет внедрения новых технологий себестоимость 

добычи 1 тонны нефти выросла на 1,20 руб. или на 

0,02%. Соответственно сократилась и прибыль от 

реализации 1 тонны нефти на 1,20 руб. или на 

0,03%. 

 Общая величина прибыли от реализации 

нефти за год увеличилась на 33 173 тыс. руб. или 

на 0,25%. Рентабельность продаж сократилась на 

0,01 процентных пункта с 33,41% до 33,40%, а 

рентабельность затрат – на 0,02процентных пункта 

с 50,18% до50,16%.  

Таким образом, полученные данные свиде-

тельствуют о том, что применяемые в НГДУ «Ел-

ховнефть» мероприятия, направленные на стиму-

лирование работы скважин, а, следовательно, по-

вышение качества работы нефтегазового предпри-

ятия, оказывают положительный экономический 

эффект в виде роста среднесуточного дебита 

нефти и увеличения прибыли от продаж. 
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At the moment in the world and, in particular, in 

Ukraine, there is an unsatisfactory state of ecological 

systems. Against this background, consumers started 

to be interested in environmentally friendly and safe 

products. Due to this, the demand for ecological prod-

ucts in the agro-industrial sector began to increase. 

That is why this industry continues to develop and is 

one of the promising solutions to environmental and 

economic problems. 

However, despite all the achievements of busi-

nesses and states, the organic market and agriculture 

continue to be underdeveloped. The current situation 

requires a study of economic indicators of organic 

farming and its justification. For development it is 

necessary to study the economic and environmental 

aspects of organic production, its methodology and 

strategy. This will contribute to the further spread of 

safe products, increase the agri-environmental image 

and competitiveness of the country. 

According to the Law of Ukraine “On Basic 

Principles and Requirements for Organic Production, 

Circulation and Labeling of Organic Products", the 

production of organic products is defined as certified 

activities related to the production of agricultural 

products (including all stages of the technological 

process, namely primary production (including har-

vesting), preparation, processing, mixing and related 

procedures, filling, packaging, processing, recovery 

and other changes in the state of production), which is 

carried out in compliance with the legislation in the 

field of organic production, circulation and labeling of 

organic products” [1]. 

The advantages of organic farming are the resto-

ration of soil fertility, reduction of harmful emissions, 

reduction of chemical fertilizers. At the moment, there 

are also shortcomings: the lack of the required number 

of qualified specialists and the underdevelopment of 

this market. 

One of the driving forces behind the development 

of the organic sector in the world is government sup-

port. Its main tool is subsidies. In 2021, Ukraine plans 

to allocate state support for organic production in the 

amount of UAH 50 million. Up to 800 operators will 

be able to receive assistance, and the distribution of 

funds will be as follows: UAH 30 million. for budget 

subsidies per unit of cultivated land, UAH 15 million. 

subsidies per head of cattle and UAH 5 million. to 

reimburse the cost of certification of organic produc-

tion [2]. 

In Ukraine, this industry is just beginning to de-

velop and requires significant investment, as well as 

taking into account the achievements of countries such 

as the United States, Germany and France, as their 

market for organic products is the best developed 

among all countries. According to the latest data of the 

Ministry of Economy of Ukraine, the total area of ag-

ricultural land with organic status and transition peri-

od is 468 thousand hectares, which is 1.1% of the total 

agricultural area of Ukraine [3]. 

Figure 1 presents information on the share of 

land under organic farming in Ukraine by region. It 

should be noted that the data are given without taking 

into account the occupied territories, as well as the 

relative uneven distribution of the share by regions of 

Ukraine. Thus, the largest share with an indicator of 

8.61% has Kherson region, and the lowest, on the 

verge of lack of production - Sumy and Chernivtsi 

regions. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The share of land occupied by organic production in relation to the total number of agricultural lands in 

the regions of Ukraine, % 

 

Currently, there is a positive trend in the devel-

opment of Ukrainian production of organic agricultur-

al products. The total area of certified organic areas is 

already more than 450 thousand hectares, and the 

gradual formation of the market indicates the devel-

opment of Ukraine's course to reduce the harmfulness 

of production, as shown in Fig. 2. As a result, the offer 

now consists mainly of organic cereals, juices, syrups, 

dried fruits, honey, meat and dairy products and is 

constantly expanding. 
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Fig. 2. Indicators characterizing the development of organic production in Ukraine, 2015-2019 

 

It should be noted that most of Ukraine's organic 

production is exported. Thus, in 2019, Ukraine took 

2nd place in terms of exports of environmental prod-

ucts to the European Union. The share of Ukrainian 

ecological products imported into the EU was over 

10%. At the same time, compared to 2018, the volume 

of exported products increased by 27% - from 265.8 

thousand tons to 337.9 thousand tons. Most grains and 

oilseeds, berries and mushrooms were exported to 

countries such as the Netherlands, Germany, USA and 

others [3]. 

Today in Ukraine organic production is legally 

regulated by such documents as: Law of Ukraine "On 

Basic Principles and Requirements for Organic Pro-

duction, Circulation and Labeling of Organic Prod-

ucts", Procedure (detailed rules) for organic produc-

tion and circulation of organic products, Procedure for 

certification of organic production and / or circulation 

of organic products and others [4]. 

Products of organic origin are regulated and func-

tion thanks to a properly designed and organized certi-

fication system. It consists of standards and legal 

regulations. Certification of organic production is a 

procedure by which the operator confirms the compli-

ance of products with the methods and requirements 

of organic standards and, after passing, allows you to 

be a subject of the organic market. To obtain a certifi-

cate, you must follow the basic steps of submitting the 

application and its verification (Table 1). Subject to 

the issuance of a certificate, the farm is given the right 

to name and sell its own products as organic. After 

that, the document must be confirmed annually. 

Table 1 

The main stages of certification of organic products [5] 

Step 1 Submission of the application 

Step 2 Signing the contract 

Step 3 Preparation for inspection 

Step 4 Inspection 

Step 5 Certification decision 

 

Conclusions. Organic production is one of the 

important areas of agro-industrial production. Due to 

the balance of socio-economic, natural and resource 

indicators, such activities of farms can meet society's 

demand for safe and environmentally friendly prod-

ucts, as well as restore and preserve the natural envi-

ronment. 

Among Ukrainian producers, there is a tendency 

to increase the volume of supplies abroad, which indi-

cates the demand for organic products from foreign 

countries. Using government support and their own 

investments, entrepreneurs are gradually developing 

the market. Now a very important aspect of this mar-

ket is public policy. At present, it is underdeveloped 

and needs to develop new regulations, as well as the 

introduction of a single standard of certification with 

the European Union. This will give the prospect of 

developing the market of organic products in Ukraine 

faster. 
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Анотація  
Актуальність теми статті міститься у тому, що детермінанти цифровізації економіки відрізня-

ються новизною, а сам процес оцифрування бізнесу має велике практичне значення й накладає новий від-

биток на рішення проблем функціонування сучасних підприємств. Метою даного дослідження є 

з’ясування сутності й значимості інноваційної стратегії підприємства; здійснення класифікації іннова-

ційних стратегій в умовах цифровізації, що може допомогти підприємству виходити з занепаду та до-

сягати високих конкурентних позицій на ринку. Методи дослідження, що використовуються в процесі 

написання статті, спираються на використання загальнонаукових та емпіричних прийомів економіки, 

заснованих на системному підході. Крім того, в статті використовувались загальні методи досліджен-

ня, такі як узагальнення та порівняння. Результатами дослідження наукової роботи доведено, що мо-

дифікація інноваційних стратегій підприємства обумовлена напрямками стратегій інформаційної та 

інноваційної діяльності на підприємстві в умовах цифровізації, при чому вибір інноваційної стратегії 

залежить від різних чинників, таких як ринкове становище підприємства і динаміка його зміни та інно-

ваційний потенціал підприємства. На основі аналізу наукової літератури проведено класифікацію інно-

ваційних стратегій за такими ознаками: за реакцією на внутрішнє і зовнішнє середовище підприємства, 

за моделлю поведінки підприємства в нових ринкових умовах, за стадією інноваційної діяльності, за кон-

курентною позицією на ринку, за стратегією маркетингу. Запропонована авторська класифікація за 

ознакою характеру реалізації інноваційної стратегії. Всі представлені види інноваційної стратегій ві-

дображають ступінь інноваційності бізнесу і можуть бути основою для формування нових бізнес-

моделей підприємства в умовах цифровізації економіки. Не викликає сумнівів, що інноваційна стратегія 

має вирішальне значення для конкурентних переваг підприємств і при цьому є дуже важливим факто-

ром адаптації підприємства на ринку. 

Abstract 

The relevance of the topic of the article is that the determinants of digitalization of the economy are new, 

and the process of digitalization of business is of great practical importance and leaves a new imprint on solving 

the problems of modern enterprises. The purpose of this study is to clarify the nature and significance of the 

innovation strategy of the enterprise; implementation of the classification of innovation strategies in the context 

of digitalization, which can help the company emerge from decline and achieve high competitive positions in the 

market. The research methods used in the process of writing the article are based on the use of general scientific 

and empirical techniques of economics based on a systems approach. In addition, general research methods 

such as generalizations and comparisons were used in the process. The research results show that the 

modification of innovation strategies of the enterprise is due to the directions of strategies of information and 

innovation activities in the enterprise in terms of digitalization, and the choice of innovation strategy depends on 

various factors such as market position and dynamics of change and innovation potential. Based on the analysis 

of the scientific literature, the classification of innovation strategies is based on the following features: the 

reaction to the internal and external environment of the enterprise, the model of enterprise behavior in new 

market conditions, the stage of innovation, competitive market position, marketing strategy. The author's 

classification on the basis of the nature of the implementation of the innovation strategy is proposed. All 

presented types of innovation strategies reflect the degree of business innovation and can be the basis for the 

formation of new business models of the enterprise in terms of digitalization of the economy. There is no doubt 

that the innovation strategy is crucial for the competitive advantages of enterprises and is a very important 

factor in the adaptation of the enterprise in the market. 

 

Ключові слова: цифрова трансформація, класифікація інноваційних стратегій, інноваційна стра-

тегія, цифрова економіка, інноваційна діяльність, стратегія. 
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Впровадження нових стратегій для розвитку 

інноваційної діяльності підприємства у контексті 

цифровізації є найголовнішим напрямком для під-

тримки та збільшення конкурентоспроможності. 

Стратегія розвитку інноваційної активності підп-

риємства в умовах цифрових перетворень 

пов’язана с впровадженням нових (проривних) 

технологій, що свідчить про процеси модернізації, 

які відбуваються на підприємствах, і забезпечує 

високий рівень конкурентоспроможності. Тому 

для підприємства дуже важлива розробка та реалі-

зація інноваційної стратегії, яка під впливом циф-

ровізації економіки може змінюватися, здобувати 

нові риси, ознаки і характеристики. 

Інноваційна стратегія є невід'ємною частиною 

загальної стратегії підприємства, яка спрямована 

на виявлення і досягнення пріоритетів розвитку. В 

даний час єдина класифікація інноваційних стра-

тегій в науково-методичній літературі відсутня. У 

науковій літературі [1-8] існує кілька загальнові-

домих класифікаційних ознак інноваційних стра-

тегій. Даному питанню присвячені роботи В.М. 

Аньшіна, О.І. Ковтун, Л.М. Гельмана, А.А. Да-

гаєва, Б. Твісса, А.Ю. Юданова і ін.  

Румянцева З.П. [3] пропонує класифікувати 

інноваційні стратегії з реагування на зовнішнє і 

внутрішнє середовище підприємства. Вона виділяє 

стратегію технологічного лідера і стратегію сліду-

вання за лідером. При виборі підприємством стра-

тегії «лідерства» на ринок виводиться абсолютно 

нова продукція. Тому, при виборі даної стратегії 

важливо в технічному, виробничому, маркетинго-

вому плані створити і вивести на ринок товар, 

який не має аналогів. При стратегії «слідування за 

лідером», підприємство виробляє і реалізує про-

дукцію аналогічної тій, яку вже виробляє конку-

рентну йому підприємство. Маючи на увазі під 

інноваційною стратегією певну модель розвитку 

підприємства, відповідну до нових ринкових умов.  

Гельман Л.М. [4] виділяє два види інновацій-

них стратегій: активні і пасивні. Активний вид 

стратегій, також іменований технологічним, являє 

собою активну реакцію підприємства на зовнішні і 

внутрішні зміни, яка полягає в проведенні 

відповідних інновацій. Активний вид інноваційних 

стратегій поділяється на два протилежних типи 

стратегій: лідерства і імітації. Пасивні, або марке-

тингові, інноваційні стратегії є постійні інновації в 

області маркетингу. Підприємство може вибрати 

стратегію нововведень в області диференціації 

товару, виділяючи нові його конкурентні переваги.  

У роботах вітчизняних економістів Аньшіна 

В.М., Колоколова В.А., Дагаєва А.А., Кудінова 

Л.Г. [6] досліджувалися види інноваційних стра-

тегій залежно по відношенню до стадії, на якій 

застосовується інноваційна стратегія.  

Залежно від конкурентної позиції на ринку 

Т.В. Швець [1] виділяє такі види інноваційних 

стратегій: віолентна, патіентна, експлерентна і 

комутантна. У свою чергу Б. Твісс [2] вважає, що 

інноваційна стратегія може бути наступальна, за-

хисна, ліцензійна, проміжна, розбійницька, або 

стратегія створення нового ринку. Визначаючи 

наступальну стратегію, Б. Твісс зазначає, що ос-

новними виробниками, обираються досить неве-

ликі підприємства, які в складі інноваційної стра-

тегії вибирають тільки один або кілька інновацій-

них проектів. Захисна стратегія на думку Б. Твісса 

використовується, коли підприємство займає 

значну частку ринку, не зайняту конкурентами, і 

існує можливість отримання прибутку за рахунок 

відносно низького рівня витрат. При виборі ліцен-

зійної стратегії підприємству необхідно проводити 

власні НДДКР, здійснювати раціональний відбір 

ліцензій для покупки. 

Тому, ґрунтуючись на вже існуючих кла-

сифікаційних ознаках, пропонуємо поділяти інно-

ваційні стратегії за характером реалізації іннова-

ційної стратегії на: сегментовано-атакуючу, кон-

курентоспроможну, захистно-маркетингову та 

стратегію цифрових перетворень.  

Сегментовано-атакуюча стратегія обирається 

підприємствами в разі впровадження інновацій в 

певному сегменті ринку. При виборі даної стра-

тегії підприємство забезпечує високий рівень нау-

ково-технічної, технологічної, інноваційної актив-

ності кадрового та адміністративного складу. 

Підприємство, що обрало цю стратегію, стає мо-

нополістом на ринку, аби окупити витрати, що 

гарантує підприємству лідерські позиції в сфері 

виробництва та інноваційної діяльності. Най-

частіше дана стратегія відноситься до 

підприємств, що функціонують в досить вузькому 

секторі виробничого асортименту. Здійснення 

конкурентоспроможної стратегії обходиться до-

сить дорого. Дана стратегія складна в управлінні, 

так як вона неможлива без проведення ефективної 

інноваційної політики. При формуванні даної 

стратегії всі дослідження і розробки проводяться 

самостійно, їхній рівень досить високий. 

Підприємство уникає високих інноваційних ри-

зиків, а також можливих труднощів під час 

освоєння у виробництві нової продукції з високи-

ми інноваційними характеристиками.  

Конкурентоспроможна стратегія зазвичай 

орієнтована на широкого споживача, що прино-

сить високі прибутки. У свою чергу, сегментова-

но-атакуюча стратегія спрямована на забезпечення 

високої окупності серед споживачів, які можуть 

оплатити складні та витратні інновації. 

Захисно-маркетингова стратегія застосовуєть-

ся підприємством при незначному числі конку-

рентів на ринку і спрямована на збереження пози-

цій на ринку. Підприємство, що використовує дану 

стратегію, розробляє систему заходів по здійснен-

ню конкурентоспроможної боротьби. Захистно-

маркетингова стратегія властива підприємству, 

лідируючому в сфері маркетингу. Стратегія циф-

рових перетворень застосовується підприємства-

ми, які активно використовують новітні цифрові 

технології.  

Проведений аналіз дозволив побудувати кла-

сифікацію інноваційних стратегій (табл. 1). 
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Таблиця 1 

Класифікація інноваційних стратегій  

Автор 
Ознака класи-

фікації 
Види Сутність 

Румянцева 

З.П., Са-

ломатин 

Н.А., Ак-

бердин 

Р.З. [3] 

За реакцією на 

внутрішню і 

зовнішню сере-

ду підприємстві  

Стратегія техноло-

гічного лідера (на-

ступаль-на, піонер-

ська)  

Характеризується постійною розробкою техноло-

гічних (продукт– і процес-) інновацій 

Стратегія слідуван-

ня за лідером (обо-

ронна)  

Включає інноваційний розвиток реакційного ха-

рактеру – реакція на зміну у зовнішній середі, зок-

рема на інновації конкурентів. 

Гельман 

Л.М., 

Левін М.І. 

[4] 

За моделлю 

поведінки ком-

панії в нових 

ринкових умо-

вах  

Активні (техноло-

гічні): лідерства; 

імітації. 

Являють собою реагування на можливі зміни у 

зовнішньому середовище шляхом проведення по-

стійних технологічних інновацій.  

Пасивні (маркетин-

гові)  

Пов’язані з фокусуванням уваги підприємства на 

постійних маркетингових інноваціях. 

Вергал 

К.Ю. [5] 

За стадією 

інноваційної 

діяльності  

Стратегії стадії 

НІОКР  

Пов’язана з проведенням підприємства дослі-

джень і розробок 

Стратегія стадії 

виробництва  
Відноситься до системи оновлення виробництва 

Стратегія стадії 

впровадження  

Проводиться в момент виведення продуктів на 

ринки  

Стратегії стадії 

діффузії  
Відноситься до стадії розповсюдження інновацій  

Швець 

Т.В. [1] 

За конкурент-

ною позицією 

на ринку  

Віолентна  

Ґрунтується на зниженні витрат виробництва, яке 

досягається за рахунок організації масового випу-

ску порівняно недорогих, але цілком доброякісних 

товарів.  

Патіентна 

Полягає у випуску обмеженої кількості вузькос-

пеціалізованої продукції самої високої якості, яку 

реалізують по високій ціні 

Комутантна  
Передбачає максимально гнучке задоволення не-

великих по обсягу (локальних) потреб ринка. 

Експелерентна Орієнтована на радикальні нововведення.  

Твісс Б. 

[2] 

За стратегією 

маркетингу  

Наступальна  

Використовують малі підприємства, які концент-

рують зусилля на одному або декількох іннова-

ційних проектів. 

Захистна  

Використовується при наявності значної частки 

ринку, що не тримає конкурентами, можливістю 

отримання прибутку, в тому числі за рахунок від-

носно низького рівня витрат 

Ліцензійна  

Характеризується необхідністю проведення влас-

них НДДКР для подальшого більш точного вибо-

ру ліцензій для покупки 

Проміжна 

Ґрунтується на маркетингових дослідженнях, ви-

магає високої творчої активності персоналу мар-

кетингових служб 

Розбійницька  
Передбачає різке вторгнення виробника на ринок, 

здатне привести до його скорочення 

Стратегія нового 

ринку  

Припускає, що в даний період організація є єди-

ним виробником нового продукту 

Автор  

За характером 

реалізації інно-

ваційної страте-

гії (авторські 

класифікаційні 

ознаки)  

Сегментована-

атакуюча  

Характерна для промислових підприємств, які 

прагнуть до лідерства при впровадженні інновацій 

в певному ринковому сегменті, обов'язковою умо-

вою в даній ситуації є наявність необхідних ресу-

рсів/ 

Конкурентоздатна  

Спрямована на збереження позицій на ринку. Ха-

рактеризується необхідністю в розробці системи 

заходів для довгострокового і короткострокового 

ведення конкурентної боротьби. Характерна для 

підприємства більш сильного в маркетингу, ніж в 

НДДКР. 
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Захисно-

маркетингова  

Направлена на збереження позицій на ринку. Ви-

користовується підприємствами, які мають сильні 

ринкові і технологічні позиції, які не є першопро-

хідцями у випуску на ринок нововведень. Харак-

терна для підприємств більш сильного підприємс-

тва у маркетингу ,ніж у науково-дослідних і дос-

лідно-конструкторських робіт  

Стратегія цифрових 

перетворень  

Завдання стратегії розробити план впровадження 

цифрових технологій для забезпечення цифрової 

трансформації. Поширення і адаптація продукції 

за допомогою мережі інтернет. 

 

Висновки  

У висновку можна відзначити, що перехід 

традиційної економіки до цифрової, викликаний 

швидкими темпами змін, які відбуваються, виник-

нення нових викликів і небезпек, як і нових мож-

ливостей для ведення бізнесу вимагають дослі-

дження нових концептуальних підходів до реалі-

зації управлінських рішень. Таким чином, за під-

сумками дослідження було ззапропоновано 

авторську сукупність класифікації інноваційних 

стратегій за ознакою характеру реалізації інно-

ваційної стратегії (сегментовано-атакуюча, конку-

рентоспроможна, оборонно-маркетингова, стра-

тегія цифрових перетворень). Подальші дослі-

дження будуть концентруватися на розробці під-

ходів до формування етапів дієвого механізму 

реалізації інноваційної стратегії в умовах цифро-

вих перетворень.  
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There are changes in the world's approaches to 

energy policy: the transition from the outdated model 

of the energy sector, which was dominated by leading 

producers, fossil fuels, inefficient networks, imperfect 

competition in the markets of natural gas, electricity, 

coal to a new model. more competitive environment, 

equal opportunities for development and minimize the 

dominance of one of the types of energy production or 

sources and / or fuel supply routes. At the same time, 

preference is given to improving energy efficiency and 

the use of energy from renewable and alternative 

sources. 

This poses new economic and technological chal-

lenges to Ukraine, but at the same time opens new 

opportunities for finding and implementing innovative 

developments in mining, fossil fuels, production, 

transformation, supply and consumption of energy, 

which necessitates the formation of a new energy pol-

icy. 

Recommendations for the establishment and state 

registration of an agricultural service cooperative 

Agricultural service cooperatives (hereinafter re-

ferred to as "cooperatives") are established and oper-

ate on the basis of the Law of Ukraine "On Agricul-

tural Cooperation" of July 17, 1997 and the Law of 

Ukraine "On Cooperation" of July 10, 2003 №1087ІV 

[6]. 

The general conditions for establishing a cooper-

ative are as follows: 

- the cooperative is created by its founders on a 

voluntary basis; 

• the founders of the cooperative may be citizens 

of Ukraine, as well as legal entities registered in 

Ukraine; 

- the decision to establish a cooperative is made 

by its constituent assembly; 

- the number of members of the cooperative may 

not be less than three persons. 

The cooperative must be built on a solid founda-

tion. Therefore it is necessary to be very attentive at 

each stage on its creation. No stage can be ignored or 

treated with inappropriate attention, otherwise the 

final result of the project will be endangered [6]. 

The process of designing a cooperative should 

consist of the following stages: 

1. Formation of an initiative group. This stage is 

to unite a sufficient number of agricultural producers 

who agree with the idea of creating a cooperative and 

decide on further action. As a rule, this consent must 

be approved by a signature in the memorandum of 

understanding. 

2. Project development When the initiative group 

is established and its members have signed a memo-

randum of understanding, their task will be to develop 

a realistic and mutually agreed project. This takes 

some time to think about and mature. Therefore, it is 

possible that the result will be slightly different from 

the original idea. 

3. At this stage it is necessary to take into account 

many factors: the needs of members of the future co-

operative and their opportunities for this, market con-

ditions, sources of material base. When all these ele-

ments are defined and mutually agreed, and also 

agreed between all founders, it is necessary to begin 

working out of the concept of the project of coopera-

tive. This will be the concept of the project. 

4. Establishment of a cooperative. Once the con-

cept of the cooperative is developed, you can proceed 

to the official establishment of the cooperative. It is 

necessary to carefully develop the Charter, organize 

the Constituent Assembly and register the cooperative. 

In parallel, it will be necessary to plan and prepare the 

economic activities of the cooperative in the initial 

period. 

5. The state registration of a cooperative shall be 

carried out in accordance with the procedure provided 

for the state registration of business entities and shall 

be carried out in accordance with the requirements of 

the Law of Ukraine “On State Registration of Legal 

Entities and Individual Entrepreneurs” of May 15, 

2003. 

6. A cooperative is considered established and 

acquires the rights of a legal entity from the date of its 

state registration. In order to register a cooperative, a 

number of consecutive steps must be performed. 

The first step is to agree with the registration 

body on the name of the cooperative. The name must 

reflect its organizational and legal form and not be 

identical to the name of another legal entity. When 

writing the name of the cooperative in the charter and 

minutes of the constituent assembly, only capital let-

ters of the Ukrainian alphabet are used, for example: 

correct spelling - AGRICULTURAL SERVICE 

COOPERATIVE "DZHERELTSE", abbreviated name 

SOK "DZHER"; • misspelling - Agricultural Service 

Cooperative "Dzhereltse", abbreviated name SOK 

"Dzhereltse". 

The second step is to hold a constituent assembly 

of the AOC, which raises the following issues: 

 1. On the establishment of the AOC and approv-

al of its Charter. When developing the Statute of the 

cooperative should use the order of the Ministry of 

Agrarian Policy of May 21, 2013 №315 "On approval 

of the Model Statute of the agricultural service coop-

erative" [7]. 

 2. Election of founders and chairman of the co-

operative. 

3. Appointment of the cooperative responsible for 

state registration. 

4. Determining and approving the legal address 

of the cooperative. 

The cooperative can be registered at the place of 

residence of one of the founders and the address will 

be confirmed by a photocopy of his passport. You can 

also enter into a lease agreement for the premises 

where the cooperative will be located. 

Step three - to conduct state registration, the 

founder authorized by the meeting must personally 

submit the following documents to the state registrar: 

• registration card for state registration, which is 

filled in by typewritten or handwritten in block letters; 

• a copy of the decision to establish a cooperative 

(a notarized copy of the minutes of the constituent 

assembly); 

• two copies of the cooperative's charter; 

• a document certifying the payment of the regis-
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tration fee for the state registration of the cooperative 

(a copy of the bank receipt or a copy of the payment 

order with the bank's mark). 

The person who registers the cooperative must 

have a passport and identification number. Within 

three working days from the date of receipt of docu-

ments, the state registrar must issue an extract on the 

state registration of the cooperative and one copy of 

the original charter with the mark of the state registrar 

on the state registration of the cooperative. 

Step four - registration of the cooperative in the 

regional department of statistics. 

Step five - to certify 2 copies of the charter with a 

notary (which are necessary for opening a current ac-

count and when registering in the district joint state 

tax inspection of the Main Department of the Ministry 

of Revenue in Vinnytsia region). 

Step six - registration of the cooperative in the 

district joint state tax inspection of the Main Depart-

ment of the Ministry of Revenue in Vinnytsia region. 

The district joint state tax inspection must specify 

which documents must be submitted. 

The seventh step is to make a seal. 

Step eight - opening a bank account. 

The last stage of building a cooperative is the be-

ginning of the cooperative's activity. Even after regis-

tration, the cooperative exists only de jure, because it 

is necessary to start its economic activity. It is neces-

sary to develop the Rules of internal economic activity 

of the cooperative, as well as a business plan. It is 

necessary to gradually strengthen the material base of 

the cooperative, increase its number, put into practice 

cooperative principles, namely: each member of the 

cooperative must pay share and entrance fees, commit, 

and devote part of their time and energy to participate 

in the management of the cooperative. 

Energy cooperatives are associations of citizens, 

enterprises and organizations whose goal is to imple-

ment various local projects in the field of renewable 

energy. Most often, such associations focus their ef-

forts on decentralized, environmentally friendly and 

independent of companies and concerns, energy pro-

duction [8]. 

FEAO gives an example of areas in which an en-

ergy cooperative can operate: 

energy production (solar energy, wind energy, 

biogas, cogeneration, ie combined heat and power 

production); 

sale of alternative energy (electricity, heat, gas); 

purchase and operation of power grids; 

services aimed at efficient use of energy (consult-

ing, energy saving of buildings, implementation of 

various energy efficiency projects), etc. [8] .. 

This business model is relatively new, but is just 

beginning to develop in Ukraine, while abroad the 

benefits of energy cooperatives are already being ac-

tively used. 

The most famous energy cooperative in Ukraine 

was established in Slavutych. The history of the "Sun-

ny City" began in 2018 with the idea of building a 

solar power plant "in a fold" [8] .. 

Under Ukrainian law, an energy cooperative is a 

legal entity established to produce, procure or 

transport fuel and energy resources and provide other 

services to meet the needs of its members or the local 

community, as well as to make a profit. 

The total cost of the project in Slavutych was 150 

thousand euros, and you could join it by purchasing a 

share worth 15 thousand hryvnias. First of all, this 

opportunity was offered to the residents of the city. 

In total, the cooperative attracted 97 investors, 

including the regional enterprise Agency for Regional 

Development. To house the station, which has a ca-

pacity of about 200 MW, the organization leased the 

roofs of three municipal buildings in the city center: 

the Energetik House of Culture and the Minsk and 

Lux shopping centers. 

"In June 2020, the station began commercial gen-

eration, and for the first month of operation earned 

about 107 thousand hryvnia," - says the chairman of 

the energy cooperative Andriy Zinchenko. According 

to preliminary calculations, the project should pay off 

in seven years. In addition, the cooperative directs 5% 

of its net profit to city projects in Slavutych. 

Of course, energy cooperatives are not a Ukraini-

an invention. They are most common in the United 

States. There, cooperatives operate in a different for-

mat - mostly they own electricity grids and supply 

energy to consumers. In the 1930s, electricity was 

already actively used in cities, but not in villages: it 

was not profitable for companies to lay networks in 

sparsely populated regions of the country. 

Therefore, energy cooperatives began to appear 

actively after the adoption of the law on electrification 

of rural areas in 1936. He allowed to receive federal 

loans for the construction of power grids, and such 

funding came to cooperatives created by local resi-

dents. 

Most of these organizations still work today. Co-

operatives own 42% of the power grid in the United 

States and serve 12% of the population. At the same 

time, they also produce 5% of the country's electricity 

and are gradually increasing the share of RES. If in 

2010 solar power plants in cooperatives had an in-

stalled capacity of only 35 MW, in 2018 - 916 MW 

[8] .. 

In Ukraine, by the way, NEC Ukrenergo and re-

gional distribution system operators (companies 

formed on the basis of former regional power compa-

nies) are responsible for transmission, distribution and 

maintenance of networks, and this area is considered a 

natural monopoly. 

In the EU, the creation of energy cooperatives is 

seen as a positive phenomenon. In particular, the draft 

Directive on the organization of the electricity market 

(part of the reform package "Clean Energy for All 

Europeans") states that the spread of technology and 

consumer activity have turned energy cooperatives 

into an efficient and cost-effective way to meet energy 

needs and services sphere and participation at the local 

level. 

In addition, the Directive defines the rights that 

states must provide to local energy communities. 

Among them - the right to own or rent networks, ac-

cess to organized markets without discrimination, and 
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for shareholders of such cooperatives - the ability to 

retain the rights of household consumers. 

The largest distribution of energy cooperatives 

today is in Germany. The active development of RES 

projects was stimulated by the "green tariff" intro-

duced in 2000, and in the next few years the organiza-

tional requirements for cooperatives were also simpli-

fied. The number of new associations reached its peak 

in 2011. After the abolition of the fixed tariff in 2012, 

this trend declined. 

At the same time, the public energy sector is con-

sidered to be one of the drivers of the country's transi-

tion to RES, especially in the early stages. In 2012, 

46% of green capacity in the country belonged to citi-

zens and cooperatives. In 2016, this number dropped 

to 42%. 

There are still about a thousand energy coopera-

tives in Germany. About 60% of them use solar sta-

tions, 30% - wood, 20% - wind stations, and 9% - bio-

gas (one cooperative can have several areas of work). 

Energy cooperatives have also developed in other 

European countries. For example, according to 

REScoop.eu in 2020, there were about 650 coopera-

tives in Denmark, 400 in Austria, and about a hundred 

in the Netherlands and Sweden. Dozens of coopera-

tives also operated in Spain, Belgium, the United 

Kingdom and France. 

It is worth noting that energy cooperatives are 

created not only for the joint construction of SES, 

wind farms or power grids. They can have different 

tasks. For example, the community comes together to 

buy fuel at wholesale prices, install equipment for 

biogas production, grow energy crops, insulate homes, 

and more. 

Such an organizational system can become one of 

the important elements of decentralization and offers 

several advantages. In particular, economic. First of 

all, the cooperative structure allows you to build the 

necessary infrastructure without attracting foreign 

investors or expensive loans. This is usually not pos-

sible for individual residents or small companies. 

In addition, such a system reduces community 

dependence on large energy companies and fossil 

fuels that may rise in price. By using local energy re-

sources, you can save, and by selling surplus electrici-

ty from RES - you can even make money on the 

"green" tariff. 

Communities receive other economic benefits. 

Research shows that utility or cooperative projects can 

bring 12 times more value to the community than pri-

vate companies. This is associated with job creation 

and increased income for local investors, who typical-

ly spend their earnings within the community. 

Cooperatives are not profit-oriented. Regardless 

of the number of shares, each member of the associa-

tion receives one vote in decision-making. This en-

sures that they work to meet the interests of the com-

munity. 

In addition, energy cooperatives are more envi-

ronmentally friendly: the community is switching to 

renewable energy sources, using local resources (such 

as agricultural waste) and reducing the need to 

transport energy. 

In addition to the "Sunny City" in Slavutych, 

several other energy cooperatives have been formed in 

Ukraine, although these are still isolated cases. For 

example, in the village of Losyatyn in the Ternopil 

region there is a cooperative "Berry Land", whose 

main activity is growing strawberries and raspberries. 

However, the members of the association have also 

discovered an energy direction: raspberry stalks, 

which used to be simply burned in the fields, are now 

being turned into briquettes for heating houses. The 

community received funding from the United Nations 

Development Program to purchase the necessary 

equipment. 

Several small cooperatives operate in the Kharkiv 

region: both with solar panels and with rapeseed bio-

fuel. The establishment of an energy cooperative was 

also announced in Berezdivska OTG of Khmelnytsky 

region. The local association plans to produce fuel 

briquettes from straw. 

One of the possible reasons for the slow spread of 

energy cooperatives in Ukraine is legal. The activities 

of cooperatives are determined by the laws "On Coop-

eration" and "On Consumer Cooperation". The con-

cept of "energy cooperative" appeared in 2019 in the 

law "On Alternative Energy Sources", which also de-

fines the features of the "green" tariff for such organi-

zations [6-7]. 

Under such conditions, cooperatives can emerge 

and function, although not all aspects of their activi-

ties, such as the setting of tariffs for participants, the 

creation of micro-networks or the participation of self-

government bodies, are now sufficiently regulated. In 

2017, a separate bill on consumer energy cooperatives 

was also presented, but this initiative was not success-

ful. 

On the other hand, relevant organizations, such as 

the Ecoclub, note that cooperatives do not emerge due 

to low levels of social activity and trust between peo-

ple, as well as low awareness in this area. "With a 

smart approach, cooperatives are a very good model. 

But there are almost no successful examples in 

Ukraine, people are not familiar with such projects, - 

says Andriy Zinchenko. - Of course, there are difficul-

ties in creating a cooperative: you need a good team, 

discipline, calculations. But in Germany the process is 

not easier. We are often asked questions, so now we 

are preparing a textbook that will explain how to actu-

ally create an energy cooperative in Ukraine "[8] . 

This media project was made possible by the 

support of the American people through the United 

States Agency for International Development, provid-

ed through the USAID Energy Security Project (PEB). 

The Project Grant Recipient, Skyscraper Magazine, is 

solely responsible for the content of publications that 

do not necessarily reflect the position of USAID or the 

United States Government. 

Energy cooperatives in Germany operate on very 

different models. In addition to those who earn on the 

“green tariff from solar energy, there are hundreds of 

energy cooperatives that provide locals with heat, 

electricity, network services. Many of them were cre-

ated by residents of one street in order to install cen-

tral heating on it using local raw materials. However, 
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there are also quite large cooperatives that operate 

with significant electricity generation capacity. 

Energy cooperatives have also gained considera-

ble popularity in Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden, 

Australia, and the United Kingdom. But the move-

ment of energy cooperatives has gained special power 

in the United States. According to the Touchstone 

Energy Cooperatives Association, which has 750 

members, energy cooperatives are present in 46 states. 

Together, they form the largest energy grid in the 

United States, providing energy to the millions of 

Americans who co-own it. Most of them have no idea 

that somewhere in Ukraine the only option to get elec-

tricity is to join the regional power network. The his-

tory of some energy cooperatives dates back to the 

40s, 30s, or even 20s of the XX century. 

Energy cooperatives certainly cannot solve all the 

problems of the energy sector in Ukraine. However, 

they can be an important solution for a huge number 

of people and communities, large and small communi-

ties, who will be able to provide themselves and others 

with energy resources and create a new quality of life 

without a paternalistic hope for the state. 

Energy cooperatives are a good mechanism for 

transforming trust in each other into an effective 

mechanism for moving from an overly centralized 

post-Soviet energy model to a more localized one that 

relies primarily on local resources and creates jobs, 

new economic models and opportunities for communi-

ty residents. . 

Service cooperation is the basis for the develop-

ment of rural areas. Cooperative organizations provide 

a variety of services to farmers, personal farms and 

rural populations in the areas of gas and water supply, 

maintenance of other engineering structures, provision 

of housing and communal, repair and construction, 

logistics, information and consulting, tourism and rec-

reation and other services. The urgency of the devel-

opment of service cooperation in rural areas intensifies 

the justification of the need for development of alter-

native energy sources by local communities through 

rational energy production and economical consump-

tion in order to ensure an adequate level of quality of 

life. 

Ukraine uses a variety of energy sources for its 

own needs, such as oil, natural gas, coal, nuclear and 

hydropower, wind and solar energy, and so on. Tradi-

tionally, the most popular in Ukraine today are fossil 

resources: natural gas and coal, which together ac-

count for more than 60% of the domestic energy bal-

ance. At the same time, in recent years, due to changes 

in prices, technologies and global trends, the share of 

other types of energy in consumption is gradually in-

creasing. In addition, today there is reason to expect 

their further growth with a corresponding decrease in 

the share of fossil fuels in the energy balance of the 

country. Availability of all these resources in Ukraine, 

creation of a competitive market environment and 

conditions for the systematic development of the re-

source base for nuclear energy, modernization of gen-

erating capacity and replacement of raw materials with 

alternative fuels, further exploration and production of 

hydrocarbons, including unconventional, and more 

efficient use of potential in the field of renewable en-

ergy will contribute to the gradual strengthening of 

Ukraine's position in the rational production of energy 

and its economical consumption. 

Ukraine's energy strategy for the period up to 

2035 "Security, energy efficiency, competitiveness" 

provides that by 2025 the reform of Ukraine's energy 

sector will be largely completed, the priority targets 

for security and energy efficiency will be achieved, its 

innovative renewal and integration with the EU will 

be ensured. ] .. 

The use of domestic scientific, technical and 

technological achievements with the maximum in-

volvement of the local component will also contribute 

to the innovative development of the economy, scien-

tific and educational potential, increase employment, 

reduce dependence on imported resources and more. 

The key quantitative and qualitative characteristic 

of the Energy Strategy of Ukraine is the structure of 

the total primary energy supply (Table 1). 

Table 1 

Structure of the total primary energy supply of Ukraine,% 

Sources of primary energy 

supply 

2015 р. 

(факт) 

2020 р. (про-

гноз) 

2025 р. (про-

гноз) 

2030 р. 

(прогноз) 

2035 р. 

(прогноз) 

Coal 30 22 16,1 14,3 12,5 

Natural gas 28,9 29,3 31 30,8 30,2 

Petroleum products 11,6 11,5 9,2 8,2 7,3 

Atomic energy 25,5 29,3 32,2 29,7 25,0 

Biomass, biofuels and waste 2,2 4,9 6,9 8,8 11,5 

Solar and wind energy 0,1 1,2 2,4 5,5 10,4 

HPP 1,1 1,2 1,1 1,1 1,0 

Thermal energy 0,6 0,6 1,1 1,6 2,1 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 

including fossil resources 96 92 88 83 75 

including renewable 

resources 
4 8 12 17 25 

Source: [12] 

 

To form the structure of the overall primary en-

ergy supply, economic and mathematical models, gen-

eralized expert assessments, as well as indicative indi-

cators that Ukraine must achieve in accordance with 

its international commitments in the field of RES de-

velopment and climate change were used. 
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Table data. 1 show that the share of the electricity 

sector, which uses solid biomass and biogas as an en-

ergy resource, will increase, which will be due to both 

the relative sustainability of production (if there is a 

resource base) and the tendency to form local generat-

ing capacity. Preference will be given to the simulta-

neous production of heat and electricity in cogenera-

tion plants and the replacement of hydrocarbon fuels. 

An important measure to achieve strategic goals 

in the sector of alternative energy sources is to in-

crease the use of biomass in the generation of elec-

tricity and heat by: 

- stimulating the use of biomass as a fuel in en-

terprises where biomass is a residual product; 

- informing about the possibilities of using bio-

mass as a fuel in individual heat supply; 

- promoting the creation of competitive biomass 

markets. 

According to the Law of Ukraine "On Priority 

Areas of Innovation" and the Energy Strategy of 

Ukraine until 2035 "Security, Energy Efficiency, 

Competitiveness", the introduction of energy efficient, 

resource-saving technologies, development of alterna-

tive energy sources is recognized as one of the strate-

gic areas of innovation. 

In particular, the Energy Strategy of Ukraine un-

til 2035 "Security, Energy Efficiency, Competitive-

ness" provides: 

- ensuring the implementation of projects to de-

centralize energy supply at the local level (based on 

the use of renewable energy, "smart grids", improving 

energy efficiency); 

- creation of conditions for the formation of a 

system of logistics and infrastructure for the collection 

of biological raw materials and its further transporta-

tion; 

- promoting the development of local energy ini-

tiatives, in particular small and medium-sized enter-

prises in the energy sector and the establishment of 

energy cooperatives. 

Energy cooperatives are associations of citizens, 

enterprises and organizations, the purpose of which is, 

as a rule, the implementation of various local projects 

in the field of renewable energy [4-5]. Most often, 

such associations focus their efforts on decentralized, 

environmentally friendly and independent energy pro-

duction from companies and concerns. They are a 

form of so-called public participation / activity, ie the 

participation of citizens in certain political processes 

and political decision-making, mainly at the regional 

and municipal levels. 

Energy cooperatives provide citizens with the 

opportunity to contribute to the implementation of the 

concept of the so-called energy transition or energy 

turnaround, ie the transition from non-environmental 

use of non-renewable energy resources (coal, oil, gas, 

nuclear fuel, etc.) to energy through alternative and 

renewable energy sources. energy, etc.). In addition, 

energy cooperatives create opportunities to invest and 

invest in local and regional energy projects. 

There are many different models of energy coop-

eratives - from those created exclusively by individu-

als, ie the so-called energy cooperatives of citizens, to 

communal cooperatives, the members of which are 

communes (communities), communal enterprises and 

energy cooperatives of citizens. 

Energy cooperatives operate, as a rule, in the fol-

lowing areas: energy production (solar energy, wind 

energy, biomass, cogeneration, ie combined heat and 

power generation); sale of alternative energy (electric-

ity, heat, gas); purchase and operation of power grids; 

services aimed at efficient use of energy (consulting, 

energy-saving rehabilitation of buildings, implementa-

tion of various energy efficiency projects), etc. 

Energy cooperatives adhere to the principles set 

out by the International Cooperative Alliance in 1995: 

voluntary and open membership, democratic member-

ship control, cost-effective membership, autonomy 

and independence, training, improvement and infor-

mation, cooperation with other cooperatives, and car-

ing for society. 

Abroad, in Europe and the United States at pre-

sent, energy cooperatives are not even an alternative to 

the services of state monopolies, but full-fledged play-

ers in the energy market. 

In Germany, for example, there are now more 

than 700 energy cooperatives, providing half of the 

country's renewable energy capacity. Most are de-

signed to equip homes with solar panels in order to 

meet the personal needs of farms and earn money by 

selling electricity at a "green tariff". 

A successful well-known example: the Friedrich-

Wilhelm Raiffeisen Energie cooperative in Bavaria 

built a solar power plant for its members. In the Unit-

ed States, 904 energy cooperatives form the largest 

energy network in the United States, providing energy 

to 42 million Americans, who co-own 42% of the 

country's power lines. Another interesting example: 

Piedmont Biofuels Cooperative www.biofuels.coop/ 

in Pittsburgh provides its members with biodiesel, 

which is made from food waste - oil that remains from 

frying food in fast food. Widespread energy coopera-

tives are also in Austria, Denmark, the Netherlands, 

Sweden, Great Britain [4-5]. 

In Ukraine, the energy cooperative allows citi-

zens to meet their needs (both individual and joint) 

related to energy consumption, in particular: providing 

themselves with electricity, heat, fuel (wholesale pur-

chase of firewood, pellets, gasoline); provision of ser-

vices related to energy efficiency (purchase of energy 

auditors, insulation services for housing or facilities); 

electricity production from almost any energy source; 

heat production (both for members of the cooperative 

separately and in projects to create heating systems for 

individual streets or districts in villages and cities); 

financing the purchase by members of the cooperative 

of power plants (boilers, batteries, solar panels, etc.) 

[4]. 

The simplest example of an energy cooperative in 

Ukraine is a number of households that came together 

to buy a shredder. This simple device costs from UAH 

25,000, but not every household in Ukraine can afford 

to buy it. In addition, such an individual owner will be 

idle for 90% of the time [4]. 

Given that the energy cooperative is a non-profit 

organization, ie created without a profit, it is entitled 
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to state support, which can take the following forms: 

funding from the state budget, guaranteeing the pur-

chase of surplus energy at a "green tariff", a special 

simplified regime use or transfer of ownership of land. 

The energy cooperative operates in a market that 

is in a state of natural monopoly and related markets, 

so the law must regulate the peculiarities of its opera-

tion. We are talking about the disclosure of public 

information, exemption from licensing, free tariffs, the 

right to sell energy produced from alternative sources 

to households, defining the activities as operators of 

small and closed electricity distribution systems, es-

tablishing guarantees of unimpeded access to electrici-

ty and heat. It is also advisable to develop special loan 

packages for similar projects for agricultural energy 

cooperatives from banking institutions. 

It is necessary to form a state energy policy that 

will increase the demand for energy innovations and 

create favorable conditions for cooperation between 

the state and private investors. 

Currently, legal regulation in the field of energy 

cooperatives is carried out by the laws "On Coopera-

tion" and "On Consumer Cooperation", "On Electrici-

ty", "On Heat Supply", "On the Principles of the Elec-

tricity Market", "On State Regulation in the Sphere of 

Utilities". It is necessary to adopt the Law of Ukraine 

"On Energy Cooperation", which should define the 

content of the concept of "energy cooperative" and its 

legal status, features of economic activity of the coop-

erative and the means of state regulation. 

Today, the development of rural areas is one of 

the most important tasks for the state. As of January 1, 

2021, there are 883 urban-type settlements and 28,378 

villages in Ukraine. Relatively new forms are also 

being created - united territorial communities, in 2019 

there were 686 units. 

During 1990-2020, the population of Ukraine de-

creased by more than 9 million people, including the 

rural population - more than 3.9 million people. As of 

January 1, 2019, the rural population was about 13 

million people. 

According to the table. 2, the level of gasification 

of rural settlements is insufficient at the present stage 

only 14733 villages are gasified. 

Gasification of villages is quite expensive. How-

ever, there is an alternative way - the creation of straw 

boilers for central heating and hot water supply. The 

fuel can be waste from the cultivation of cereals and 

oilseeds. 

Table 2 

The level of gasification of settlements in Ukraine, 2017-2020 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Number of settlements that have water supply:     

bridge 456 457 457 397 

urban-type settlements 775 761 758 570 

rural settlements 6312 6225 6292 4709 

gasified only with natural and natural and liquefied gas:     

bridge 424 427 429 388 

urban-type settlements 631 637 646 562 

rural settlements 14391 14688 15175 14733 

gasified only with liquefied gas:     

bridge 29 28 26 19 

urban-type settlements 190 186 177 155 

rural settlements 12362 11998 11497 9981 

 

Studies in the field of dry straw combustion have 

shown that its energy efficiency / energy value from 

combustion is 15 megajoules per 1 kg, and the energy 

value from burning coal is formed at the level of 25-

27 megajoules per 1 kg. On average, 2 kg of straw is 

approximately 1 kg of coal in terms of energy con-

sumption. Straw is a source of thermal energy, the 

technology of which is already well developed as well 

as the technology of use for burning fuel, coal, wood, 

briquettes and more. 

Today, enterprises in neighboring Poland have an 

efficient use of straw in boiler houses. It should be 

noted that put into operation in Poland (by BIOS-BUD 

Spzo.o.) central heating boilers, which are heated by 

straw biomass, reach 80% efficiency [11]. 

According to statistics, the level of overproduc-

tion of straw in Ukraine, which can be used in energy, 

is 32 million tons, which in energy equivalent is 16 

million tons of coal. These data show that the energy 

use of straw can be a strategic element in replacing 

imported energy sources. 

Energy use of excessive straw production would 

reduce natural gas imports by 12 million m3 of gas per 

year. Possible savings in Ukraine could amount to 4 

billion US dollars a year. In addition, the introduction 

of activities related to the production of thermal ener-

gy from straw, makes it possible to use labor, which is 

concentrated near raw materials, which in turn can 

improve living standards among rural residents [7]. 

It should be noted that measures related to the 

energy use of straw are supported by funds allocated 

by the European Union for environmental protection, 

air protection, as well as the creation of new profes-

sions in development programs [8]. 

There are similar enterprises in Ukraine. Block-

modular boiler plants are the most important direction 

of production of MPVF "Energetik". Fully automated 

hot water boilers with heat output from 0.25 to 12.6 

MW are created on the technological basis of hot wa-

ter boilers. 
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The main purpose of the modular boiler room is 

the production of hot water supplied to the hot water 

supply and heating systems. Block-modular boiler 

room can be used as a backup and installed on a light 

basis directly near the heat consumer, as well as be an 

independent source of heat supply. The block module 

is an insulated and safe metal block equipped with the 

main and additional boiler equipment which provides 

full automation of process of production of thermal 

energy. 

The set of equipment of gas modular boiler-

houses contains the water-heating copper provided 

with the automated system of control and safety; spe-

cial equipment for gas supply, regulation and account-

ing; system of pumps for various purposes; automatic 

equipment unit; heat exchanger; shut-off valves; flues 

and chimney; at the request of the customer - a shower 

and a bathroom [9]. The automatic equipment of 

modular gas boiler-houses guarantees the termination 

of gas supply during creation of an emergency mode 

(in case of decrease in pressure of an air stream, extin-

guishing of a flame in a fire chamber, interruptions 

with supply of electric energy). 

Start-up and shutdown also occur automatically. 

Combustion products are removed in gas block boilers 

through heat-insulated flues and chimneys, their di-

mensions correspond to the characteristics of the boil-

er unit. The fire safety system provides for the pres-

ence of a fire alarm system and an automated fire ex-

tinguishing system. 

The main advantage of modular solid fuel boilers 

is the absolute mobility associated with the lack of 

connection to the main gas communications and ease 

of transportation. Their design and small size facilitate 

the movement of any mode of transport - truck or rail. 

Transportation of modular solid fuel boilers is carried 

out together with the installed equipment in assembled 

form. This significantly reduces the installation time at 

the destination [9]. 

The only resource that is used almost completely 

is sunflower husk. All plants for the production of 

sunflower oil provide themselves with thermal energy 

by burning the husk, and two of them even generate 

electricity from it and sell it to the general grid. A 

quarter or a third of the husk is spent on it, and the rest 

is granulated or briquetted and sold for export (addi-

tional income from such exports in Ukraine as a whole 

is up to $ 20 million per year). Areas of grain crops 

for the 2020 harvest. amounted to 27637.7 thousand 

hectares. Cereal production had a clear upward trend 

between 2001 and 2020, but by-products in the form 

of straw residues were hardly used. S. Degodyuk cal-

culated the approximate yield of straw in the cultiva-

tion of certain types of cereals (Table 3). 

Table 3 

Yield of straw and other crop residues 

Culture Conversion factor for straw 

Winter and spring wheat 1,6 

Winter wheat and spring 2,0 

Winter and spring barley 1,3 

Oat 1,5 

Corn for grain 1,6 

Millet 1,5 

Buckwheat 3,0 

Fig 2,0 

Sunflower 2,0 

Rapeseed 2,0 

Soy 1,5 

Source: [2] 

 

By calculations, we determined that in 2018, 

Ukraine produced 99 million tons of cereal straw and 

more than 24.4 million tons of sunflower straw (Table 

4). 

Table 4 

The volume of straw output in Ukraine, 2018, thousand tons 

Cultures Production volume Straw yield 

Cereals and legumes 61916,7 99066,72 

Sunflower 12235,5 24471 

Source: [12]. 

 

Energy use of straw is less than one percent, and 

for waste corn and sunflower (except husks), then the 

use is simply zero. Thus, energy-dependent Ukraine 

does not use a fuel resource worth 3-4 billion dollars. 

For example, take a small boiler house with a ca-

pacity of 3 MW, which operates only in the heating 

season, ie 180 days a year (boilers that work all year 

round will be more profitable). We will assume that 

the boiler house works on granulated straw (pellets), 

which are twice as expensive as baled straw. One ton 

of fuel will cost, for example, UAH 1,600. with deliv-

ery to the boiler room. To get 1 gigacalorie of heat 

you need to burn 310 kg of fuel, ie spend about 500 

UAH. Fuel and all other operating expenses for the 

heating season will amount to approximately UAH 4.5 

million. If you sell heat for 1100 UAH. per gigacalo-

rie, the gross income will be UAH 8.5 million. If taxes 

and depreciation are taken into account, the net cash 

flow will be UAH 3.5 million. for the season. A 3 

MW straw boiler house will cost ≈ 6 million UAH if 

the boiler equipment is manufactured in Ukraine [1]. 
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Therefore, the transfer of villages to straw heat-

ing can be a way out to provide district heating. In the 

table. 5 shows the calculation of the cost of creating 

energy cooperatives. 

Table 5 

The cost of creating energy cooperatives 

Number of non-gasified villages 13645 

The cost of construction of 1 boiler room UAH 6 million 

The total cost of building boilers in non-gasified villages UAH 81.9 billion 

State participation in the project UAH 41.9 billion 

Participation of the rural population in non-gasified villages (over 7 million peo-

ple live in non-gasified villages) 
UAH 40 billion 

Financial participation per 1 household (1750000 households) 22857 UAH 

 

As of 2020, 13,645 villages in Ukraine are still 

non-gasified. Gasification of these villages will 

amount to UAH 81.9 billion. (at the rate of ≈ UAH 6 

million per boiler house). The planned participation of 

1 household will be about 23 thousand UAH, which is 

not such a high price compared to the cost of connec-

tion to gas networks and the purchase of gas boilers 

[12]. 

The creation of energy cooperatives will allow 

government agencies to solve the problem of costly 

gasification of villages and reduce the country's ener-

gy dependence. To implement this plan, it is necessary 

to develop organizational and economic principles for 

the establishment of such enterprises, as well as ap-

propriate universal design and estimate documentation 

for the construction and creation of boilers and rele-

vant heating networks within rural areas. The system 

of taxation and crediting of energy cooperatives that 

implement innovations should be formed in such a 

way as to promote the attraction of investment re-

sources in the construction and modernization of the 

material and technical base of cooperatives and their 

associations in rural areas. 

Conclusions. Energy cooperatives must first meet 

their own needs in the energy they produce, and sell 

the surplus to the grid, using the rules of the "green 

tariff". The creation of energy cooperatives in rural 

communities (especially remote villages), where there 

are problems with constant energy supply, is very im-

portant. Thus, the use of biomass resources for heat 

and electricity production can become a new source of 

income for rural communities. 

The creation of energy cooperatives will increase 

the share of service cooperatives and their associa-

tions; improving the financial and economic perfor-

mance of their activities; ensuring the diversification 

of services to residents of the territorial community; 

stimulating the integrated development of rural areas; 

improving the quality of life, increasing employment 

and incomes of peasants. 

It should be noted that the management of the 

development of energy cooperatives should be based 

on the concentration of efforts and funds aimed at the 

innovative development of the institution of service 

cooperatives as a basis for the development of rural 

areas. 
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Actuality of theme. Under conditions of decen-

tralization, the need to take into account the structure 

of natural and anthropogenic systems, the level of 

development of productive forces and the nature of 

production and environmental interaction, the specif-

ics of socio-economic development within a particular 

area. 

Integration processes, processes of transnational-

ization hinder the development of rural areas, leveling 

the infrastructure of the village thus complicating the 

sustainable development of agroecosystems. 

Instead, balanced sustainability in the develop-

ment of agroecosystems, based on ecological agricul-

ture, innovative approaches to work, self-realization, 

ensures the existence of an optimal agroecosystem that 

corresponds to the harmonious coexistence and poten-

tial of nature, society and economy. 

However, large enterprises are not interested in 

mass employment, environmental protection, rural 

development, and the state needs it. 

Thus, the existing model of development used 

has exhausted itself and is a threat to the existence of 

future generations. Changing the nature of the rela-

tionship between nature and society changes manage-

ment methods in the direction of sustainable develop-

ment. The expediency of the new paradigm of coexist-

ence and interaction of society and nature, due to new 

approaches, methods and means of forming ecological 

culture and consciousness, is affected by the develop-

ment of communicative processes in the context of 

public consciousness management. Harmonization of 

the "society - production - nature" relationship re-

quires a balanced approach to strengthening the com-

petitiveness of agricultural production, both in the 

country and abroad, taking into account the goals of 

sustainable rural development and environmental pro-

tection. 

The Association Agreement between Ukraine and 

the EU provides for the implementation of sustainable 

development goals, implementation of best agricultur-

al practices. However, the degree of development of 

these areas of scientific research is different. Over the 

last decade, the idea of sustainable development of 

society has received a multifaceted theoretical inter-

pretation. Therefore, ensuring the sustainable sustain-

ability of agroecosystems is a major issue today. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. 

In the study of economic and environmental problems 

on the sustainable development of argoecosystems and 

related economic activities, Ukrainian scientists N.M. 

Andreeva, BV Bukrinsky, ON Verzhikhovsky, G.M. 

Kaletnik, L.Ye. Kupinets, OL Popova, SK Kharichkov 

et al. 

However, today's realities require research and 

implementation of the experience of countries, rec-

ommendations of international organizations in the 

application of good agricultural practice, which com-

bines the concepts of "nature and society", which 

makes it possible to ensure a viable environment. 

The purpose of the study is the formulation and 

systematization of balanced sustainability of agroeco-

systems. 

Presenting main material. The current stage of 

economic development is the basis for completing the 

creation and public recognition of the concept of sus-

tainable development as a way to understand this phe-

nomenon, a guiding idea for its coverage, creating 

conditions and preconditions for macroeconomic sta-

bilization and forming mechanisms for integrating the 

environmental component into the agricultural sector 

rural development [2, p.34-67]. 

The essence of the category of sustainable devel-

opment has a multi-purpose character and assumes as 

a priority direction, the transition to a biosphere model 

https://doi.org/10.24412/2520-6990-2021-13100-28-36
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of development of nature use, that is, to the safe state 

of the development of the technosphere and a stable 

state of the natural environment, their harmonious 

coexistence within the established permissible re-

strictions. This means the transition to a new era of 

development of civilization, the purpose and values of 

which are focused on the stability of all spheres of 

society, preservation for future generations of funda-

mental right to viable and life-supporting environment 

[2, p.34-67]. 

It should be noted that the objective basis for the 

formation of the concept of sustainable development 

of agriculture is unresolved problems of a global na-

ture. In particular, there are issues of elimination of 

hunger and malnutrition, overcoming poverty and 

poverty of rural population in separate underdevel-

oped countries, global watering, degradation of land 

resources, soil water pollution in rural areas, destruc-

tion of natural agroecosystems, and others. 

In general, the objective circumstances listed are 

determined by the peculiarities of targeted bench-

marks for the provision of sustainable development of 

agroecosystems at the global and national levels (see 

Table 1). 

Table 1 

Institutional Fundamentals and Target Guidelines for Sustainable 

 Development Agroecosystems 

Comparison criterion 

 

The level of achieving sustainable development 

 

global national 

The body that regulates 

the development of the 

agricultural sector 

Food and Agriculture Organization of 

the United Nations (FAO) 

 

Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and 

Agriculture of Ukraine 

 

Basic documents in the 

field of sustainable de-

velopment of agricul-

ture 

 

Declaration of the World Summit on 

Food Security, Madrid Declaration, 

Resolution "Agricultural Develop-

ment and Food Security", RIO + 20 

Conference 

 

"Concept of rural development" Order of the 

Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of September 23, 

2015 № 995-r 

Export Strategy of Ukraine: Roadmap for Strate-

gic Trade Development 2017 - 2021 March 28, 

2017 

Sustainable Development Strategy "Ukraine - 

2020" Decree of the President of Ukraine of Jan-

uary 12, 2015 № 5/2015 

The purpose of 

 - economic develop-

ment 

Increase of food security and steady 

increase of volumes of production 

Increase of economic efficiency of agricultural 

sector, increase of export potential 

- social development 

Ensuring employment and raising 

income levels, improving nutrition 

and raising living standards, improv-

ing living conditions in rural areas 

Increasing the standard of living and quality of 

life of rural population, comprehensive improve-

ment of rural areas, increasing prestige accom-

modation in rural areassocial development 

- ecological develop-

ment 

Rational use of natural resources and 

environmental protection 

 

Rational use of natural resource potential of agri-

culture, preservation and improvement of ecology 

in rural regions 

Source: Developed by the author using [1; 4] 

The natural systems of agrarian type should be 

considered as an object of research of noosphere pro-

cesses. Then, according to the theoretical founders of 

the doctrine of the noosphere, these systems that inte-

grate economic, natural and social processes must be 

controlled. The complexity of solving the problem of 

achievement of sustainable development of ar-

goecasystems is due to: 

- high complexity of the system, the presence of a 

large number of different interdependent elements that 

perform various functions; 

- Multicriteria of the very concept of "sustainable 

development"; 

- an increase in the relationship between the ele-

ments of the system as its development, which is man-

ifested in changing the behavior of the system in the 

variation of the parameters of the external environ-

ment, as well as in the impossibility of estimating the 

entire system on a set of properties of its individual 

elements and vice versa; 

- the specifics of agrarian relations that exhibit 

themselves in the impossibility of controlling factors 

that form the effectiveness of the system; 

- the presence of nonlinear bonds between the el-

ements of the system, which leads to the emergence of 

uncertainty between them or "turning ripping mo-

ments"[1; 3]. 

Paradigm of sustainable development of agricul-

ture Ukraine, which is a qualitatively new technical 

and technological, organizational and economic, so-

cially oriented, ecologically weighed, consistent with 

the objective requirements of environmental impera-

tives, system. Its decisive links are: the ecological 

balance of its elements, priority solution to the prob-

lems of restoration of land and agro-salmonary fertili-

ty, active state social policy of development of rural 

communities and territories, which allows consistently 

to translate the agrarian and agro-products of the 

country mainly on eco-oriented technologies [2, p.67 -

79]. 

Thus, a prerequisite for sustainable development 

is the provision at the level of economic entities of 
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economic and environmental motivations, as well as 

the main leitmotifies of sustainable development of 

agriculture - an urgent need to achieve the Ukrainian 

economy of the inter-sectoral exchange of branches 

associated with it; imperative to state solving prob-

lems of inter-branch parity; Proposals for their order-

ing, which stimulate the process of modernization of 

the agrarian sphere [2, p.67-79]. 

It is necessary to distinguish between the study of 

sustainability as an objective properties of the system 

(desire to preserve its structure, internal and external 

bonds), along with other attribute properties: integrity, 

rehabilitation, structural, autonomy, interconnection of 

the system and external environment, hierarchy , con-

trollability, multiplicity of descriptions, spatiality (ter-

ritoriality), dynamism and static; and applied research 

on the problems of ensuring ecological-economic 

weighing sustainable development of specific ecosys-

tems, especially in the study of ecological and eco-

nomic balanced development of agroecosystems of 

various hierarchical spatial levels [4]. 

Thus, the negative side effects of the functioning 

of traditional agriculture have led to the need to apply 

more environmentally safe agricultural management 

methods, better agricultural practices. New Concepts 

of Agricultural Development - This is a proper agri-

cultural practice (NSP) (GAP - Good Agricultural 

Practice), proper farm practice (English GFP - Good 

Farming Practice) [1]. 

According to the definition of the UN Food and 

Agricultural Organization (FAO), the proper agricul-

tural practice is a set of principles that should be ap-

plied to the production of agricultural products and 

processes following production, and lead to safe and 

healthy food products and non-food agricultural prod-

ucts. In this case, economic, social and environmental 

factors are taken into account. It is about a wide range 

of practices in the use of land, water, production of 

products and feed, plant protection, health protection, 

and proper abstraction of animals, harvesting and pro-

cessing on the farm, use of energy and waste disposal, 

wildlife protection and land protection [5, p.29-34]. 

Application of proper agricultural practice makes 

it possible to obtain safe food products, and combines 

experience both in the field of rational use of mineral 

fertilizers and methods of monitoring the presence of 

pests, and as a consequence minimizes the negative 

impact on the environment. 

In general, the realization of proper agricultural 

practices should facilitate sustainable agriculture and 

rural development, based on such factors: economic 

capacity, environmental sustainability, social progress, 

safety and quality of food products. The main objec-

tive of the NSP (GAP) is the introduction and imple-

mentation of such a management strategy that would 

provide a corresponding understanding and monitor-

ing at each stage of the production process. It is based 

on the following principal principles: 

- economical and efficient production of suffi-

cient number of safe and useful food products; 

- preservation and multiplication of natural re-

sources; 

- support for viable agricultural enterprises; 

- satisfaction of society's requests [5, p. 23-24]. 

The purpose of proper agricultural practices de-

pends on the implementation of the normative and 

trade requirements by the state, as well as more specif-

ic requirements of specialized or niche markets. Pur-

chasing products in the foreign market, in addition to 

the mandatory requirements established in the EU 

legislation, can nominate special requirements for the 

processes of production, safety and quality of prod-

ucts, its packaging, marking, etc. For example, com-

pliance with GLOBAL GAP (proper agricultural prac-

tices) or standard of food safety management system 

ISO 22000 [7; 8]. 

As you know, in the new UN program "Sustaina-

ble Development: Objectives and Agenda 2030" for 

agriculture provides tasks - to double the productivity 

of agriculture. In Ukraine, there is still a choice be-

tween the productivity (increasing gross agricultural 

products) and ecologization most often took place in 

favor of productivity. But the European integration 

desire of the state force to put these tasks in the com-

plex and to look for approaches to balanced solutions. 

Among the expected results of execution of sus-

tainable development goals for the period up to 2030, 

it is envisaged as a traditional increase in the produc-

tion of gross agricultural products and export volumes, 

as well as improving the structure of agricultural land, 

reducing the area of degraded lands, ensuring envi-

ronmental safety, preservation of biodiversity and 

formation of the environmental network. Obviously, 

increasing the production volumes of agricultural 

products at any price can not be an end in itself for the 

agrarian sector. If the productivity will pursue only 

economic interests and accompanied by the terracid - 

the destruction of land, as well as pollution of water, 

excessive agro-ecological load on the environment, 

then questioned the existence of the industry, food 

security, will undermine the stability of social life [6; 

18]. 

However, according to the World Bank esti-

mates, the Ukrainian economy, which is largely fo-

cused on exporting low-added products, is not effec-

tive and therefore, in terms of gross national income 

per capita, the country is part of a group of countries 

with income below the average level (amounted to 

7810 USD for PCS in 2015). The high degree of de-

preciation of fixed assets (83.5% in 2014) and outdat-

ed technologies, especially in the mining and metal-

lurgical complex, determine the raw materials, materi-

als, energy sources. Energy intensity of GDP (0.34 

tons. / 1 thousand dollars. USA in 2013 according to 

MEA) exceeds the average figure of EU countries by 

1.5 times. 

Today, Ukraine faced a number of serious prob-

lems associated with the escalation of the conflict in 

the east of the country, the occupation of the Crimea, 

the economic crisis. Along with the accumulated 

structural problems, this led in 2015 to the fall of GDP 

by 9.9% and industrial production by 13.4%. In condi-

tions of rigorous resource restrictions and external 

threat, the change in the economic model of develop-

ment and structural restructuring are issues of survival 

of the country. 
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The need to introduce sustainable development 

strategy in Ukraine is due to the factors of internal and 

external nature: 

- In connection with the adoption at the UN 

summit on sustainable development, the global goals 

of sustainable development for the period up to 2030 

requires an actualization of the Sustainable Develop-

ment Strategy "Ukraine - 2020"; 

- in Ukraine as a result of domination over many 

years of resource and energy-intensive industries and 

technologies, raw material orientation of exports and 

excessive concentration of production in industrial 

regions, such a structure of development management, 

which is generally ineffective and environmentally 

hazardous; 

- the level of economic development and well-

being does not correspond to the natural, scientific and 

technical, agrarian and industrial capacity of Ukraine 

and the qualification and educational level of the pop-

ulation, socio-historical and cultural traditions of the 

people of Ukraine; 

- Ukraine has international sustainable develop-

ment obligations specified by the UN strategic docu-

ments; 

- The basis for introducing innovative transfor-

mations in Ukraine in the direction of sustainable de-

velopment is the Association Agreement between 

Ukraine and the European Union [18]. 

Consequently, economic growth will not be asso-

ciated with the operation of natural resources, but with 

the widespread use of "green" economy models. The 

waste accumulated in the past will gradually be pro-

cessed and disposed of, which will reduce the scale 

and eliminate a large quantity of landfills. Export will 

be transition from raw materials and products of its 

primary processing to predominance of products with 

a high degree of value added. 

Sustainable Development Strategy and the Im-

plementation Plan for the Association Agreement be-

tween Ukraine and the European Union contain a vol-

ume package of tasks in the direction of green trans-

formation of the economy. The green transformation 

of the economy is expected to affect: 

- creation of less resource-intensive sectors of the 

economy, new markets and jobs; 

- introduction of modern energy-efficient tech-

nologies, innovative activity; 

- improving productivity and business competi-

tiveness thanks to the efficient use of energy, re-

sources and minimization of waste volumes. 

The potential for the development of green activi-

ties in Ukraine is, in the first place, Ukraine has signif-

icant prospects for the development of organic agricul-

ture. In 2018, the land area under organic products 

reached more than 460.8 thousand hectares, the num-

ber of certified organic products producers amounted 

to 186 enterprises, and its sales is estimated by more 

than 16.5 million euros. 

Implementation of two strategic documents 

adopted in 2015: "The agenda for the period up to 

2030" at the Summit on Sustainable Development 

South Africa in New York City, as well as a new cli-

mate agreement in Paris December 12, requires the 

signatory countries to review its obligations in these 

areas. 

In this regard, in Ukraine, at the expert level, the 

scenarios and target guidelines of several projects of 

development of the country's development: the energy 

strategy of Ukraine until 2035, in addition, amend-

ments to the current environmental strategy for the 

period up to 2030 began to work on the strategy Low-

carbon development by 2050 and the development 

strategy of the industrial complex until 2025. These 

documents are closely interconnected and to promote 

Ukraine's transition from a false consumer model in 

the direction of a more green growth based on the ef-

fective use of all factors of production and implemen-

tation of energy and resource efficient technologies, 

eco-innovation [19]. 

The stable development of the agrarian sector de-

pends on the effective use of natural resource potential 

involved in the production of agricultural products, as 

well as compliance with agricultural producers of ra-

tional environmental requirements and the preserva-

tion of environmental components of the environment. 

Therefore, it is necessary to develop mechanisms for 

state policy to improve agro-ecological languages of 

the functioning of agriculture, which will ensure stable 

ecological and balanced development of the industry, 

as well as rural areas, which are carried out by agricul-

tural activities. The current ecological state of Ukraine 

is characterized by "Responsibility" of natural re-

sources. Thus, in Ukraine per unit of GDP, almost ton 

of natural resources are spent, while in - US only 3 kg. 

General energy consumption per unit GDP in Ukraine 

is 1.8 times higher than in Russia, 3.5 times - than in 

Poland, 8.3 times - than in developed countries in Eu-

rope[11]. 

In the process of land use land resources as an 

important environmental component of the environ-

ment undergo a significant environmental load, the 

coefficient of ecological stability of land use in 

Ukraine is 0.41, that is, land use on the territory of 

Ukraine is evaluated as "steadily unstable". Agricul-

tural production affects the state of other environmen-

tal components of the environment - water and atmos-

pheric air. Thus, mineral fertilizers are introduced, as 

well as plants protection products from pests and dis-

eases of agricultural plants are partially washed out 

and fall into water objects [13; 14]. 

Thus, in terms of land resources, the Land Code 

of Ukraine and the Law of Ukraine "On Protection of 

Lands" distinguish major measures for economic 

stimulation of protection and use of lands and increase 

soil fertility and land users: 

 - provision of tax and credit privileges to indi-

viduals and legal entities that carry out measures to 

protect land from erosion, increase of soil fertility and 

other measures envisaged by national and regional 

programs of use and land protection; 

 - the release of landowners and land users from 

the Earth's fees and lands, which are carried out work 

on melioration, reclamation, land conservation and 

other work on land protection for the period of tempo-

rary conservation, construction and agricultural devel-
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opment of land in accordance with the approved land 

management documentation; 

- Competition of agricultural commodity produc-

ers of an underestimate share of income as a result of 

preserving degraded, unproductive, as well as techno-

logical contaminated lands; 

 - application of accelerated depreciation of fixed 

assets of land-camping and environmental purposes. 

At the same time, the practical implementation of 

the above measures is restrained by the absence of a 

legally defined procedure for stimulating land users 

who carry out land-guards measures. 

In order to stabilize and improve the state of the 

environment in Ukraine, the strategy of state environ-

mental policy of Ukraine for the period up to 2030, 

whose tasks, in particular, are defined: 

- preservation of such a state of the climatic sys-

tem that will make it impossible to raise risks for 

health and well-being of people and the environment; 

- achievement by Ukraine of sustainable devel-

opment goals (CSP), which were approved at the 

United Nations Summit for Sustainable Development 

in 2015; 

- promotion of balanced (sustainable) develop-

ment by achieving the balance of components of de-

velopment (economic, environmental, social), orienta-

tion to priorities of balanced (sustainable) develop-

ment; 

- integration of environmental requirements dur-

ing the development and approval of documents of 

state planning, sectoral, regional and local develop-

ment and in the process of decision making on the 

implementation of planned activities of objects that 

may have a significant impact on the environment; 

- inter-sectoral partnership and involvement of 

interested parties; 

- prevention of emergency situations of natural 

and man-made character, which involves analyzing 

and forecasting environmental risks based on the re-

sults of a strategic environmental assessment, envi-

ronmental impact assessment, as well as complex 

monitoring of the state of the environment; 

- Ensuring environmental safety and maintenance 

of environmental equilibrium on the territory of 

Ukraine, increasing the level of environmental safety 

in the exclusion zone; 

- ensuring the inevitability of responsibility for 

violation of environmental legislation; 

- application of the principles of warning, preven-

tiveity (prevention), priority to eliminating sources of 

harm to the environment, "polluter pays"; 

- responsibility of executive authorities and local 

self-government bodies for availability, timeliness and 

reliability of environmental information; 

- stimulating the state of domestic business enti-

ties that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, reducing 

energy and resource content, modernization of produc-

tion aimed at reducing the negative environmental 

impact, including improving the environmental tax 

system for environmental pollution and payments for 

use. natural resources; 

- Implementation of the latest means and forms 

of communication and effective information policy in 

the field of environmental protection [19]. 

Implementation of the strategy will create condi-

tions for guaranteeing an environmentally safe envi-

ronment for the life and health of the population, the 

introduction of an environmentally balanced system of 

nature management, preservation of natural ecosys-

tems. Ukraine should use the world experience in 

conducting economic activity, taking into account 

environmental environmental requirements. 

Thus, world practice distinguishes the following 

principles of ecological-directed agricultural produc-

tion: 

1) establishing rules for agriculture - the Code of 

Property Agricultural Practice (UNDP / GEF project 

reduction of environmental pollution through changes 

in agricultural policy and demonstration of pilot pro-

jects "for the Danube River basin); The Good Agricul-

tural Practice Code (regulated by the EU directives "to 

protect water resources from pollution with nitrates 

from agricultural facilities"; "Good conditions of agri-

culture and the environment" (EU Directive 

1782/2003 / EEC); "Joint standards of good farm prac-

tice" ( EU Directive 1257/1999 / EEC), etc.; 

2) Distribution of low-cost (balanced, compro-

mise, adaptive) systems of production: analogues Lisa 

/ Leisa (Low (External) Input Sustainable Agriculture 

- low-costly supportive agriculture), mini-agriculture 

(Biointensive mini-Farming), Biodynamic Agriculture 

(BioTynamic agriculture), EMFECTIVE 

MICROORNISM TECHNOLOGIES [10; 12], etc. 

The largest distribution in the world and state support 

in this group acquired Lisa / Leisa technology; 

3) development of organic (biological, ecologi-

cal) production - provides for the widespread use of 

biological approaches in agricultural production (ma-

nure, side rates, minimization of soil treatment, bio-

logical loosening and structuring of soil, biological 

transfer of nitrogen to organic compounds, biological 

weed fighting, pathogens of diseases and pests), re-

fusal to use pesticides or regulated their use only when 

processing seeds, prohibition to use genetically modi-

fied organisms, etc. [13]. In the European Union, or-

ganic production is regulated by Directives No. 

2092/91 and No. 834/2007 dated 28.06.2007 of organ-

ic products and its marking, basic standards of the 

International Federation of Organic Agricultural 

Movement (International Federation of Organic Agri-

culture Movements, IFOAM), Food and Standard UN 

Agricultural Organization (FOOD AND 

AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE 

UNITED NATIONS, FAO) and World Health Organ-

ization - Alimentarius Code; 

4) a combination of agricultural production tech-

nologies with environmental measures (hereinafter 

referred to as submissions or seeds in fields of plants 

that support the feed chain of local animals)[20]. 

The need to combine the production and envi-

ronmental component in agricultural production is due 

to the specifics of agrarian production, which is ob-

served by a prolonged operating cycle, a wide territo-

rial dispersal and close connection with biotic and 
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abiotic environmental factors, which complicates the 

implementation of environmental measures is separat-

ed from the production process. 

For Ukraine, it is extremely important to regulate 

agricultural activities to ensure environmental safety 

of agrarian production and reduction of man-made-

agricultural load on the environment. In this context, it 

is advisable: 

- to structure agricultural land towards the estab-

lishment of optimal ratios of arable land, pastures and 

haynogies; 

- ensure implementation and compliance with the 

principle of "cross-responsibility" (Cross Compliance) 

in the implementation of budget support of agricultur-

al commodity producers (Single Payment Scheme 

subsidies, implemented in the EU countries) for im-

plementing certain requirements for reducing the 

harmful effects of agricultural activities on the envi-

ronment. After the reform of the EU joint agricultural 

policy in 2003, the requirements of Cross Compliance 

became mandatory for EU countries and are divided 

into: national-good agricultural and environmental 

conditions (Good Agricultural and Environmental 

Condition, EU Directive 1782/2003 / EEC) , which 

aims to prevent inappropriate handling of agricultural 

land, regardless of whether agrarian production is car-

ried out or not; 

- pan-European - requirements of 19 EU direc-

tives and regulations on environmental protection, 

animal maintenance, human health, plants and ani-

mals, are united in the "Statutory Management Re-

quirements" (Statutory Management Requirements), 

defined by the EU Regulation 1782 / 2003 / EEC; 

Potential - provided by the legislation of individ-

ual countries, but are not currently included in the 

requirements of Cross Compliance (for example, the 

Ministry of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs of 

the United Kingdom introduced requirements for agri-

cultural producers regarding the presence of land (pas-

tures) that can not be included in the crop rotation 

during the presence of agricultural producers. 5 or 

more years) [15]; 

- at the state level, develop and implement a 

complex of agricultural rules in accordance with the 

Codes of Good and Property Agricultural Practices 

implemented in the EU. In Ukraine, such rules should 

include items in relation to fertilizers, anti-erosion 

measures, requirements for storage and use of manure, 

etc. and to be the basis for making decisions on the 

provision of state support to business entities that per-

form these rules. This will reduce the negative impact 

of agricultural production on the environment, in-

crease the yield of agricultural crops by rationalizing 

fertilizers, to increase the general culture of agricul-

ture; 

- promote the introduction of new technologies of 

agricultural production, which maximally involve en-

vironmental requirements, and are focused on achiev-

ing environmental balance (non-precious soil cultiva-

tion, the contour-melioration organization of land use, 

organic agricultural production, etc.). 

An important and promising direction is the envi-

ronmental diversification of agricultural production, 

which involves the development of types of economic 

activity in rural areas and aims to reduce agricultural 

risks, as well as a saving attitude to the environment. 

This is primarily: 

- production of biofuel and energy based on raw 

materials obtained in agriculture (such raw materials, 

in particular, are energy plants, rape, straw, biogas, 

etc.), which will increase the level of income of rural 

population, reduce emissions into the atmosphere of 

heavy metals, reduce Ukraine's energy dependence. ; 

 - development of environmental and agro-

tourism in rural areas, which envisages the creation of 

economic conditions in the countryside in which envi-

ronmental protection becomes necessary and benefi-

cial for local communities. This is indirectly contrib-

uting to the circulation of eroded land by means of 

their release and transformation into natural meadows, 

preserving the purity of the environment, reducing the 

intensity of agricultural land and others. [14]. 

In general, promoting the state level to solve the 

problem of improving agro-ecological conditions of 

agricultural functioning in Ukraine will satisfy the 

individual economic, social and environmental inter-

ests of the state and society: 

- at the national level - to improve the state of 

natural resources involved in agricultural production, 

an increase in export potential due to the production of 

environmentally friendly products; 

- on public - to meet the needs of net environ-

ments and high quality products; 

- in business - to provide an increase in profit-

ability and raising social responsibility of business 

[16]. 

In the development of land use rules in the prac-

tice of EU countries proceed from the fact that land 

relations can not be a self-sufficient economic and 

legal category - they are the foundation of agrarian 

economic and socio-ecological policy that comes to 

change the policy of economic growth. Since land 

reforms are not separated from agrarian, but, con-

versely, the latest "grow" from land relations, multi-

functional (ie economic-socio-ecologically oriented) 

agriculture can only be subject to subordination to this 

orientation and land relations that form under the in-

fluence of forms ownership of agricultural lands, 

forms of organization of agricultural production and 

land use, rules of circulation of agricultural land (buy-

ing, sale, lease, inheritance, gift) and other factors. 

Consequently, all transformational transfor-

mations in land relations should take into account both 

features of land - the main means of producing agri-

cultural products, and the multifunctional nature of 

agriculture, that is, its economic function (production 

of goods in order to profit), social (provision of food 

security and food independence of the country, Pro-

moting the employment of the rural population in 

conditions of limitation of spheres of labor in rural 

settlements, which maintains humanity of villages and 

promotes the colonization of rural areas) and envi-

ronmental (preservation of the human environmental 

environment's life, support of local agrolandshafts, 

soil protection against pollution and degradation, etc.). 
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This is provided by a high level of legislative 

regulation of all aspects of land relations, starting with 

the recognition of persons who are endowed with the 

right to acquire (lease) agricultural land, ending with 

the functions of state institutions that control the 

movement of land in the market. 

However, in the implementation of land reform 

in Ukraine, the multifunctional appointment of agri-

culture and land was not taken into account. As a re-

sult in Ukraine: 

- formed two diametrically opposite and equally 

disastrous for the village of land use model - Latifun-

dist-oligarchic and parcel. The first is accompanied by 

a concentration of dozens and hundreds of thousands 

of hectares of agricultural land in the hands of indi-

vidual agroholding companies registered, as a rule, 

abroad (in the hands of agroholdings are already con-

centrated to half of the agricultural land of enterprises 

(from 50 thousand to 600 thousand hectares in each). 

The second model is embestered by low-earth's per-

sonal farms. Parking farms can not expand their land 

use by lease (Agroholdings always offer a higher 

rent), their capabilities have been resolved in the ac-

quisition of grounds for soil cultivation limited, since 

there are no state support for them, no loans of com-

mercial banks; 

- destroyed crop rotation and livestock breeding, 

production of plant production in large enterprises has 

become an export-oriented monocultural and exhaust-

ing nature, which is accompanied by the destruction of 

local agro-ecosystems and traditionally agricultural 

spheres of rural population (from enterprises displaced 

about 2 million people, which enhances unemploy-

ment and poverty in the village; 

- accelerated the processes of degradation and 

depletion of soils. Erosia is affected by more than 40% 

of Ukraine's agricultural land. The total area of eroded 

lands per year increases by 80-100 thousand hectares. 

As a result of erosion, about 500 million tons of pro-

ductive upper ground layer are washed out annually, 

24 million tons of humus, 1 million tons of nitrogen 

containers, 0.7 million tons of phosphate and 10 mil-

lion tons of potassium. According to calculations, the 

annual loss of agricultural land from soil erosion ex-

ceeds an average of 200 billion UAH; 

- the return of nutrients made with a crop is only 

30-50%. The deficit of nutrients reached 120-130 kg 

hectares and is characteristic even for the best cherno-

zems, the humus deficiency reaches 600-700 kg per 

ha. As a result, their content in Ukrainian chernozems 

is 2.5-3 times lower than in the soils of Western Euro-

pean countries (as of 1990 we had a deficient balance 

of nutrients, and in terms of phosphorus we had ex-

panded reproduction. The farms were introduced on 

hectare 140 -160 kg D.R. and within 280 million tons 

of organics (8-9 t / ha)) [16; 21 22]. 

The Agreement on a Free Trade Area involves 

the legalization of the National Code of Sustainable 

Agrowment, in which, in particular, requirements for 

crop rotation agriculture, the production of competi-

tive environmentally safe products, the preservation of 

fertility of agricultural land, introducing programs of 

mandatory temporary preservation of the most de-

graded lands with them soil-proof Measures and out-

put of parts of them with cultivation, environmental 

protection and biodiversity, other land use rules in 

combination with sanctions for their violation. 

Development and implementation in the practice 

of legislative and regulations in the context of imple-

mentation of the Agreement will maintain the produc-

tive power of Ukrainian lands and will provide food 

security and food independence in the future. 

The settlement of land relations in Ukraine on the 

European principles provides that the Parties cooper-

ate to convergence policies and legislation in the field 

of economic development of rural areas, agricultural 

development, an open market of agricultural land. 

Realize these tasks in Ukraine should be balanced and 

maximize the interests of land relations entities and 

taking into account the strategic goals of agrarian and 

rural development. The main ones are such. 

1. Support for family farms. Strategic issues of 

land relations development are the definition of priori-

ty forms of management, given the realization of eco-

nomic and social functions, ensuring sustainable 

agrarian land use. 

The system for regulating land leasing in the EU 

countries in different proportions combines two main 

vectors: the first is restrictions and regulation aimed at 

protecting the rights of tenants, the second to protect 

the rights of owners. The first is a priority for the 

Netherlands and Belgium, the second - for Hungary 

and Poland. 

In countries that joined the EU during the latest 

waves, the principle of prioritization of the rights and 

interests of local landowners, small farmers living at 

the place of agricultural activity is generally imple-

mented. However, in countries where the support of 

tenants dominates, it also means supporting family 

farms, since they are the main tenants of agricultural 

land. In Ukraine, the main tenants are corporate enter-

prises that are often imposed by the peasants of the 

terms of transactions in the absence of other alterna-

tives. These realities make an inappropriate strength-

ening of tenants. The establishment of a minimum 

lease term is an example of a reasons-based reasons 

for protection of the rights of tenants, which will addi-

tionally strengthen the imbalance in favor of realizing 

the interests of domestic small landowners. 

Significant growth of the welfare of the rural 

population, which possesses millions of hectares of 

land, can be ensured not at the expense of rent, but to 

stimulate the expansion of farms and development of 

commercial family farming on these lands. 

2. Implementation of the interests of landowners 

in relations with tenants. Many problems of landlords 

(low level of payments, limited impact on tenants, 

depletion of land leased) are due to the lack of consol-

idated position of landowners and mechanisms for the 

implementation of common interests. It is necessary to 

develop institutions representing the interests of land-

lords in relations with tenants by creating public or-

ganizations to coordinate owners, legal support, etc. 

Since many landowners live remotely or for other 

reasons can not represent their own interests in the 

lease market, such a representation can be realized, 
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delegating the state structures or authorities of the 

right to dispose of land (search of tenants, conclusion 

of transactions). The relevance of this will continue 

after removing restrictions on the purchase of land. 

Similar representative functions carry out state struc-

tures in Spain, such practices introduce some countries 

in the process of European integration, such as Tur-

key. 

3. Mechanisms of redistribution of lands to solve 

public priorities. EU experience shows: regulation of 

land turnover, in addition to realizing the interests of 

owners and users, is strategically aimed at preserving 

the rural deposit as an important component of the 

development of society. In the EU there are instru-

ments and mechanisms of redistribution of lands to 

solve public priorities. The need to optimize the struc-

ture of agrarian land use exists constantly. In Ukraine, 

this problem is relevant for agricultural lands of all 

forms of ownership as a result of their excessive 

fragmentation, unsatisfactory environmental situation, 

etc. The most complicated moment is redistribution 

and change the purpose of private land. 

In the EU, the most common mechanism for al-

ienation of land for public needs and environmental 

purposes has long been expropriate with the appropri-

ate reimbursement or provision of owners of other 

plots. Modern approaches stimulate the voluntary par-

ticipation of owners in redistribution, are labor-

intensive and time-cost, but socially more efficient, 

since they take into account the interests of owners 

and minimize public expenses (compensatory pay-

ments). 

In the Association Agreement between Ukraine 

and the EU, the implementation of the Council Di-

rective No. 91/676 / EEC of December 12, 1991 on 

the protection of water from pollution caused by ni-

trates from agricultural sources, with changes and ad-

ditions made by the Regulation (EC) No. 1882/2003 

(see Appendix XXX to Chapter 6 "Environmental 

Environment" of Section V). The relevant norm-

forming, institutional and organizational measures are 

set forth in terms of implementation of this Directive 

[17], approved by the order of the Cabinet of Minis-

ters of April 15, 2015 No. 371-P [18]. The provisions 

of the Directive were not taken into account in nation-

al legislation and are attributed to the primary direc-

tions of harmonization with the legal norms of the EU. 

Implementation of the EU directive (it is also 

called nitrate) will have positive effects, first of all, to 

improve the quality of water resources (their current 

state of disadvantaged), in particular drinking water, 

and will meet the goal of the national target program 

"Drinking Water of Ukraine". Implementation of the 

norms of the Directive will also contribute to improv-

ing the life environment in rural areas. A positive as-

pect is that from the point of view of the globality of 

water quality problem, it is possible to rely on EU 

financial assistance to the introduction of the Nitrate 

Directive. 

Challenges and negative consequences of the im-

plementation of the indicated directive will apply, 

firstly, the need for a large scale of work, given the 

number of economic entities in Ukraine, which are 

engaged in livestock, which is 3,500 agricultural en-

terprises (in half of them a farm from 100 to 1000 

goals) and 1300 thousand rural households (in a third 

of them contains 2-4 or more livestock heads). Sec-

ondly, the problem of lack of own funds in agricultur-

al producers and limited sources of attracting financial 

resources for the arrangement of capacities and areas 

for the storage of organic fertilizers, the acquisition of 

appropriate vehicles and mechanisms. Banks, as a 

rule, refuse to provide loans to these goals (as unpro-

ductive investments). Thirdly, compressed timing of 

the requirements of the Directive: it is envisaged to 

implement within 3-4 years from the date of entry into 

force. 

For successful implementation of the norms of 

Directive 91/676 / EEC, it is recommended, firstly, to 

accelerate the development and approval of the im-

plementation of normative legal acts envisaged in 

terms of determining vulnerable zones nitrates. Sec-

ondly, it is urgent to develop and massively extend 

among the agricultural producers code of the best 

methods of agricultural work as management guidance 

in vulnerable areas to nitrates. In order to organize 

large-scale free training and manufacturers, it is nec-

essary to form appropriate educational courses, devel-

op a web resource, to activate advisory service. Third-

ly, it is necessary to provide agricultural producers to 

budget support for the construction of organic fertiliz-

er complexing facilities, the acquisition of vehicles 

and mechanisms for their proper introduction into 

zones vulnerable to pollution. The Government of 

Ukraine is also expedient to initiate the implementa-

tion of the relevant thematic project on the principle of 

co-financing (public funds, funds of peasants and self-

government bodies) with the help of European funds, 

as well as international institutions. The agricultural 

producers themselves, at the expense of their own 

funds, are not coped with this work [21]. 

Conclusions. Consequently, the Ukrainian speci-

ficity has a great importance for our country, as well 

as the determination of the real state of the agrarian 

sphere of the country with a detailed study and disclo-

sure of factors that influenced its removal from the 

vector of sustainable development of agro-ecosystems. 

That is, the radical change in the paradigm, in which 

the innovative processes are called, first of all, to solve 

the imperative settings, referring to the provision of 

ecological - economic balanced functioning of agro 

landscapes, the transfer of emphasis on intensive fac-

tors of economic growth for the empative cultivation 

of innovative technologies, consistent with imperative 

environmental settings. 

In this regard, agriculture in the country has sig-

nificant reserves, since it is essentially the principle of 

priority of the environmental friendliness of innova-

tive processes. Reproduction of agro landscapes with 

environmentally balanced components against the 

background of innovative development of the agrarian 

economy, which should be formed on a qualitatively 

new basis, is imperative installations. The main con-

tours of the new paradigm of the innovation type of 

development are formed, in our opinion, in the context 
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of the priority development of the ecological and eco-

nomic component. 

Also, it should be monitored that only for com-

pliance with the established environmental require-

ments for agriculture (in particular, proper storage of 

organic fertilizers, preventing the degradation of soils, 

observance of crop rotation) an agricultural producer 

can count on financial support for any state programs. 

For non-compliance with such requirements, manufac-

turers will be deprived of state support. A similar ap-

proach will provide a "double winning" from the pro-

vision of budget supports - the simultaneous imple-

mentation of agricultural producers of economic and 

environmental problems. 

It is advisable to develop a national code of sus-

tainable agriculture as a generalized document on var-

ious environmental aspects of management, which 

describe generally accepted requirements and rules for 

conducting proper agricultural practices (Good Agri-

cultural Practice). Compliance with this practice is the 

basis of management in EU member states and the 

main condition for the provision of agricultural pro-

ducers of direct support within the framework of the 

EU SAP and national programs. 
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Проекты на континентальном шельфе имеют 

особую важность для России, поскольку они 

напрямую взаимосвязаны с комплексным развити-

ем страны и повышением качества жизни всего 

населения. Добыча углеводорода из недр с помо-

щью инновационных проектов влияет напрямую 

как на национальную безопасность, так и на раз-

витие энергетической и транспортной сферы. По 

прогнозам аналитиков, нефтяные и газовые проек-

ты на арктическом шельфе займут к 2050 г. в сек-

торе долю до 30% от всей нефтедобычи РФ. [2]  

Однако за этими перспективами скрываются 

значимые проблемы. Ключевой проблемой нефте-

газовой отрасли на сегодняшний момент является 

сильная зависимость нефтегазового комплекса 

России от импортного оборудования. Зарубежные 

технологии по глубоководной добыче, разработке 

трудноизвлекаемых запасов и повышению коэф-

фициента извлечения нефти – все это в дальней-

шем могло привести к снижению динамики в от-

расли. Волна санкций, направленных западными 

государствами, привела к запрету на поставки та-

кого оборудования и технологий, что поспособ-

ствовало росту негативного воздействия на нефте-

газовый комплекс в связи с постоянными техноло-

гическими ограничениями. В рамках защиты 

нефтегазового сектора было принято решение о 

внедрении политики импортозамещения. Она поз-

волит как избавить отрасль от зависимости в зару-

бежном оборудовании и импортируемом сырье, 

так и повысить общую самодостаточность страны, 

не оглядываясь на давление, импортные счета, 

инфляцию валюты и прочее. 

То, как работает политика импортозамещения 

в нефтегазовом комплексе России, можно увидеть 

на региональных уровнях. Простой пример – Са-

халин. Но такая политика сопровождается рядом 

значимых проблем [3]. 

Если говорить о развитии отечественных ин-

новационных шельфовых проектов, то каждый 

этап сопровождается 6 ключевыми рисками [1]: 

 Геологические. Сюда относятся земле-

трясения, оползни, пр. Хоть они и не влекут за 

собой прямой угрозы для общества, но есть риск 

нанесения ущерба производственным сооружени-

ям, а также добывающим конструкциям. 

 Инвестиционные. Здесь оказывает свое 

влияние повышенная капиталоемкость шельфовых 

проектов. Для того, чтобы освоить российский 

шельф, требуется в разы больше инвестиций в 

сравнении с той же добычей ресурсов на суше. И 

для любого капиталоемкого проекта главная черта 

– невозвратность инвестиций. 

 Технические. Любые современные объек-

ты топливно-энергетических комплексов сопро-

вождаются техническими рисками. Добыча угле-

водородов ежегодно требует вложений, суммы 

которых превышают десятки миллиардов рублей. 

Технологии усложняются, а само конечное сырье 

на выходе уже становится наукоемким продуктом, 

поэтому разработка и добыча на шельфе всегда 

будет связаны с высокой степенью опасности и 

постоянными техническими рисками. 

 Транспортные. Здесь все просто и оче-

видно. В нефтегазовом секторе ключевым вопро-

сом всегда остается транспортировка добытого 

сырья. Если речь идет о перевозке углеводородов с 

континентального шельфа, то это, само собой, 

подразумевает и создание сложной транспортной 

инфраструктуры. И реализации этого вопроса на 

практике оказывается самой сложной в техниче-

ском и финансовом плане. 

 Экологические. Для континентальных 

шельфов характерны ограниченные свойства по 

самоочищению. Такие районы считаются наиболее 

уязвимыми по отношению к любому техногенно-

му воздействию. Добавьте сюда еще и специфич-

ные природного-климатические условия. Все это в 

комплексе приводит к рискам нанесения значимо-

го ущерба природной среде, который еще не в 

каждом случае удастся ликвидировать, не говоря 

уже о компенсации. 
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 Ликвидационные. В шельфовых конти-

нентальных проектах есть еще один значимых 

риск – высокая стоимость закрытия самого добы-

вающего предприятия. Случается так, что проект 

доходит до точки, где затраты на его поддержание 

уже не окупаются и целесообразней получить вы-

годы от ликвидации, но средств на проведение 

подобных операций оказывается недостаточно. 

Результат – объект продолжает свою работу из-за 

невозможности проводить реорганизацию и лик-

видацию, что попросту наносит ущерб самой эко-

системе. 

Дополняют эти риски еще и экономические 

проблемы. При постоянном изменении цены на 

нефть, сопровождающейся нестабильными скач-

ками вверх и вниз, инвестиции в такие проекты 

выглядят слишком рискованными и неопределен-

ными. Добавим к этому и экологические пробле-

мы, которые могут возникнуть в результате 

непредвиденного разлива или проявиться в виде 

последствий сейсморазведки. 

Итак, единственное верное решение по эф-

фективной разработке и реализации инновацион-

ных шельфовых проектов – комплексный предва-

рительный анализ всех проблем с последующим 

применением инновационных технологий и мето-

дов. При разработке любого из проектов важно на 

каждом этапе снижать риски и реализовывать до-

полнительные меры, которые позволят регулиро-

вать все эти угрозы. Это отдельный комплекс тех-

нологических мер, куда входит контроль и мони-

торинг, тщательное планирование, а также внед-

рение новых инженерных разработок.  

И что самое главное - для развития таких оте-

чественных технологий требуется время. Даже с 

учетом введенных ограничений, Российская Феде-

рация эффективно и планомерно внедряет полити-

ку импортозамещения. К сожалению, за последние 

5 лет полностью не получилось выйти на плановые 

показатели. Такой результат в большей степени 

связана с низким качеством производимой про-

дукции, которая и замедлила прогресс в рамках 

реализации таких проектов. 
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На сегодняшний день, в роли одной из важ-

нейших целей Российской Федерации выступает 

процесс преодоления экономических кризисных 

явлений при помощи возможности интеграции в 

определенную систему микрохозяйственных свя-

зей. 

Для того, чтобы обеспечить стабильный эко-

номический рост и завершенность осуществляю-

щихся в современной экономике процессов, нужно 

четко понимать в каком состоянии находится ин-

вестиционный климат и какими темпами развива-

ется инвестиционная деятельность.  

Одним из наиболее действенных способов 

поднять инвестиционный климат страны, либо же 

региона на новый уровень является привлечение 

иностранных инвестиций. Эффективная работа 

экономики любого региона зависит от успешности 

проведения инвестиционной политики, оптималь-

ного сочетания максимального использования ин-

вестиционного потенциала. 

На сегодняшний день экономические условия, 

которые сложились на рынке различных регио-
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нальных ресурсов (в том числе и инвестиционных) 

показывают то, что необходимо активизировать 

наличие иностранной инвестиционной деятельно-

сти в стране/регионе. Однако, для проведения это-

го нужно урегулировать сам процесс привлечения 

зарубежных капиталовложений с учетом интере-

сов администрирующих органов. Привлекаемые 

иностранные инвестиции призваны позволить лю-

бому региону экономически развиваться. 

В основном проблемой развития процесса 

привлечения потока инвестиций рассматривается с 

точки зрения макроэкономического подхода. Так 

или иначе, при решении вышеуказанной проблемы 

учитываются все особенности и специфические 

характеристики деятельности того или иного реги-

она, а также его возможного потенциала. 

Вопрос привлечения иностранных инвести-

ций стал как никогда актуальным за последние 

несколько лет, так как они стали одним из наибо-

лее важных инструментов и методов стабильности 

государства и его экономического роста [1]. При-

чиной этому является тот факт, что сегодня де-

нежные и финансовые ресурсы ограничены, а в РФ 

достаточно тяжело покрыть нужду в них методом 

привлечения добавочного национального капитала 

(кредиты, займы различного рода и т.д.). Этому 

есть ряд причин: достаточно высокий уровень 

налогообложения, высокая норма прибыли на 

вложенный капитал и т.п. 

Ниже приведен ряд преимуществ привлече-

ния в страну иностранных инвестиций: 

1. Государству предоставляется шанс полу-

чить вспомогательное финансирование для круп-

ных инвестиционных проектов; 

2. Дают новый импульс для развития внут-

ренних инвестиций; 

3. В совокупности с финансовыми запасами 

страна получает опыт, накопленный страной, ко-

торая инвестирует в глобальный рынок, за многие 

года; 

4. Вливание иностранных средств в проекты, 

связанные с инновациями, дает стране, получаю-

щей инвестиции, доступ к новейшим технологиям, 

а также современным техникам организации про-

цесса производства; 

5. Рост количества иностранных инвестиций 

отлично помогает государству интегрировать в 

мировую экономику, что может обеспечить ее ста-

бильное экономическое развитие. 

На рынке очень распространены прямые ино-

странные инвестиции. Прямые иностранные инве-

стиции (далее – ПИИ) — инвестиции, которые 

направлены на долгосрочное управление инвесто-

рами бизнес-операциями принадлежащей компа-

нии-получателю другой страны [2]. Доля владения 

компанией, необходимая для результативного ме-

неджмента, занимает около 10% компании. Размер 

доли обычно устанавливается законодательством. 

Так, например, в Великобритании и Германии – 

более 20%, в РФ и некоторых других странах – 

более 10%. 

В настоящее время в РФ создана обширная 

определенная информативно-правовая база, регу-

лирующая привлечение иностранных инвестиций 

в страну.  

Многие экономисты отводят существенную 

роль именно прямые иностранные инвестиции, 

особенно когда они перетекают из богатых стран в 

более бедные. Идея состоит в том, что, когда при-

ходят международные компании, они могут либо 

потрясти существующую отрасль, потому что они 

создают конкуренцию для уже существующих 

отечественных компаний, либо могут создавать 

совершенно новые отрасли. ПИИ также могут 

укрепить местную экономику путем создания но-

вых рабочих мест и увеличения государственных 

налоговых поступлений. 

Нехватка специалистов, которые могут внед-

рять или принимать ноу-хау, использующиеся 

иностранными инвесторами, имеет способность с 

высокой вероятностью привести к негативной тен-

денции на саморазвитие местных предприятий-

конкурентов с долей иностранных инвестиций, а 

также непосредственно на вытеснение локальных 

производителей с рынка сбыта. На практике такое 

поведение вносит появление необходимого кон-

троля над уровнем активизации привлечения ПИИ, 

поэтому нужна разработка комплексного государ-

ственного плана стимулирования в необходимом 

направлении, который и ограничивает нежела-

тельные части привлечения ПИИ [3]. 

Привлечение ПИИ для экономики страны-

получателя приводит к увеличению темпов разви-

тия инновационной экономики. Во-первых, это 

является не только результатом проведения 

НИОКР организацией с долей иностранных инве-

стиций, но и косвенно происходит из-за влияния 

конкуренции, когда отечественные предприятия, 

которые конкурируют с предприятиями с ино-

странными инвестициями, вынуждены совершен-

ствовать технологии, используемые ими. 

Прямые инвестиции в Россию осуществляют: 

1) корпорации мирового масштаба, которые 

вкладываются в российскую экономику для того, 

чтобы получить доступ к внутреннему рынку и 

различным ресурсам. Инвестиции в Россию – это 

лишь малая часть мировой долгосрочной финан-

совой стратегии, которая позволяет взять на себя 

риск времени и неблагоприятных последствий. В 

эту категорию входят крупные зарубежные инве-

сторы в области бизнеса, химической промышлен-

ности, энерго-топливном секторе;  

2) иностранный капитал мелкого и среднего 

размера, привлеченного в РФ ультра-высокой рен-

табельностью и мгновенной окупаемостью от-

дельно взятых планов (при всем этом, они не нуж-

даются в больших капитальных затратах), особен-

но в сфере торговли, строительства и услуг; 

3) вкладчики – представители членов россий-

ской комьюнити за рубежом; организации, кото-

рые возвращают в РФ капитал, вывезенный за 

пределы страны и там же легализованный [4]. По-

добные инвесторы обычно характеризуются тем, 

что они вкладывают в проекты, которые быстро 

продаются (окупаются) и имеют высокую степень 

рентабельности. За счет их знаний о специфике 
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местного рынка и многовариативной базой кон-

тактов риски инвестирования уменьшаются.  

Инвестиционная политика крупного ряда 

стран по всему миру сохраняет тенденцию стиму-

лирования привлечения прямых иностранных ин-

вестиций. Меры инвестиционной политики ино-

странных государств в большинстве своем 

направлены на свободное пользование и поощре-

ние инвестиций. 

Вложения, совершаемые зарубежными инве-

сторами, являются весьма сложным экономиче-

ским механизмом и имеют функцию воздействия 

на экономическое положение стран, принимаю-

щих те самые инвестиции [5]. Однако, это воздей-

ствие не всегда носит положительных характер, 

поэтому на рисунке 1 рассмотрим отрицательные 

последствия вложения иностранных инвестиций

.  

Рисунок 1 – Возможные отрицательные последствия иностранных инвестиций 

 

Так или иначе, все вышеизложенные как по-

ложительные, так и отрицательные следствия при-

влекаемых зарубежных инвестиций в страны-

реципиенты не могут быть реализованы автомати-

ческим путем. Такой процесс происходит лишь с 

обоюдного согласия обеих сторон, поэтому при-

нимающая страна обязана досконально оценить и 

изучить все позитивные и негативные исходы дан-

ного сотрудничества, научиться грамотно управ-

лять иностранными вложениями, находить общий 

язык с зарубежными коллегами. Это позволит ми-

нимизировать возможные риски и получить мак-

симальную выгоду от сотрудничества. 
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regulation of accounting and documentation of wage calculations is analyzed. The requirements to the formation 
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system of accounts on which the relevant information is accumulated, are presented. It is concluded that the 
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Introduction. 

The development of the country's market econo-

my and all related transformation processes must be 

carried out in the interests of man to improve the qual-

ity of his life. Without diminishing the importance of 

other socio-economic phenomena that are part of so-

cio-labor relations (employment, labor protection, 

staff development, etc.), we note that extremely im-

portant today are those related to the organization and 

efficiency of wages. Remuneration is the most contro-

versial category in the system of working conditions, 

because it reflects the diverse interests of the parties to 

social and labor relations, all their achievements and 

failures. This is one of the most important indicators 

that characterizes the level of economic and social 

status of society and depends primarily on productivi-

ty. 

Methods.  

During the research general and special methods 

of cognition were applied. Methods of theoretical gen-

eralization, grouping and comparison made it possible 

to clarify the conceptual apparatus of the types of 

wages of the enterprise. With the help of the logical 

method the peculiarities of the organization of ac-

counting and control-analytical work at the enterprises 

are determined. With the help of methods of induction 

and deduction, causation, the method of accounting 

and audit of calculations with staff is revealed. Meth-

ods of analytical grouping, summary and selective 

method are used, and for construction of tables - 

graphic methods. 

Presentation of the main research material.  
Labor is a necessary part of the process of 

production, consumption and distribution of the 

created product, and its payment is the main source of 

income for workers and the main stimulus for them. In 

a market economy, there have been significant 

changes in the organization and importance of wages, 

which now depends not only on the performance of 

individual employees, but also on the efficiency of 

individual production units and the enterprise as a 

whole. The system of remuneration is regulated by the 

Code of Labor Laws and the system of agreements 

concluded at the appropriate levels. According to 

Article 96 of the Labor Code of Ukraine, the basis of 

the organization of remuneration is the tariff system of 

remuneration, which covers tariff grids, tariff rates, 

salary schemes, tariff-qualification characteristics 

(directories) [3; 8]. Table 1 shows the structure of the 

payroll at Ukrainian enterprises. 

Table 1 

The structure of the wage fund, approved by the instruction on wage statistics 

Remuneration fund 

Basic salary Additional salary 
Other incentive and  

compensation payments 

1. Reward for work performed.  

2. % or commissions depending on 

the amount of income, if they relate 

to the main work.  

3. Fees for full-time employees.  

4. Payment when transferring to a 

lower paid job.  

5. Payment for non-compliance 

with the norms of production and 

manufacture of defective products, 

not through the fault of the 

employee.  

6. Remuneration for business trips.  

7. The cost of issued products, in 

kind. 

1. Allowances and surcharges to 

tariff rates.  

2. Systematic bonuses and awards, 

including for years of service.  

3. Interest or commissions paid in 

addition to the tariff rate.  

4. Payment for overtime work and 

work on holidays and non-working 

days.  

5. Accrued amounts of indexation 

of employees' salaries.  

6. Cost of uniforms provided free 

of charge to employees.  

7. Payment for overtime. 

1. Accruals for unworked time, 

which are not provided by the 

current legislation.  

2. One-time rewards, including 

those carried out once a year.  

3. Systematic financial assistance is 

provided to all or most employees.  

4. Social payments in cash and in 

kind. 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Tariff system of remuneration is a set of rules 

that provide a comparative assessment of labor, 

depending on qualifications, conditions of its 

implementation, responsibilities, importance of the 

industry and other factors that characterize the quality 

of labor. It is used for the distribution of work 

depending on their complexity, and employees - 
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depending on their qualifications and the categories of 

the tariff grid. 

According to the Law of Ukraine "On 

Remuneration of Labor" [13; 14], wages - is the 

remuneration, calculated, usually in monetary terms, 

which under the employment contract, the owner or 

his authorized body pays the employee for the work 

performed by him. The amount of wages depends on 

the complexity and conditions of work performed, 

professional and business qualities of the employee, 

the results of his work and economic activity of the 

enterprise. According to the legislation, the structure 

of wages consists of basic, additional wages and other 

incentive and compensation payments [5; 11]. Table 2 

shows the block diagram of the remuneration system. 

In Ukraine, companies use two forms of tariff 

system:  

- hourly payment, based on the time worked by 

the employee, with the unit of time may be an hour, 

day or month;  

Table 2 

Block diagram of the wage system 

PAYMENT SYSTEM 

Hourly Business trip 

Tariff grid, tariff categories, prices  

Forms of remuneration 

Login Hourly simple; 

Hourly-premium; 

Direct business trip; 

Business-premium. 

Indirect piecework; Busi-

ness-progressive; Chord;  

Collective. 

Entrance 

Staff 
Pay 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

Table 3 shows the structure of the wage bill proposed by the Instruction on Wage Statistics. 

Table 3 

The structure of the wage bill proposed by the Instruction on Wage Statistics 

  See Main feature 
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Basic salary 

Remuneration for work performed in accordance with the established labor 

standards at tariff rates and salaries, piece rates of workers and salaries of 

managers, specialists, technical staff, including full internal part-time work; 

the amount of interest or commission deductions depending on the amount of 

income (revenue) received from the sale of products (works, services), if they 

are the basic salary, etc. 

ІІ 
Additional 

salary 

Allowances and surcharges to tariff rates (salaries, salaries) in the amounts 

provided by current legislation, for:  

 - combination of professions (positions);  

 - expansion of the service area or increase in the volume of work; performing 

the duties of a temporarily absent employee;  

 - work in difficult and harmful and especially difficult and especially harmful 

working conditions;  

 - labor intensity;  

 - work at night;  

 - team management;  

 - high professional skill;  

 - class to drivers (drivers) of vehicles;  

 - other allowances and surcharges provided by current legislation, including 

payment up to the minimum wage. 

ІІІ 

Other incen-

tive and com-

pensation 

payments 

- Remuneration based on the results of work for the year, annual 

remuneration for years of service (length of service);  

 - premiums paid in accordance with the established procedure under special 

bonus systems, paid in accordance with government decisions; on time and 

ahead of schedule production facilities and construction sites, timely delivery 

of products for export and others;  

 - awards for important and especially important tasks; the value of shares 

provided free of charge to employees;  

 - other allowances and surcharges provided by current legislation. 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Occasional wages are based on the tariff system, 

with its main elements:  

- tariff grid, which is a table with the 

qualifications of employees, it is determined tariff 

category;  

- tariff rate or wage rate, where the tariff rate of 

the first category - wage rate for the least skilled labor. 

It can be determined both for a month (salary) and for 

an hour or day, week;  

- Tariff and Qualification Handbook - a 

document describing the requirements for positions, 

skills and qualifications of the employee; based on the 

salary scheme and tariff rate.  
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In Ukraine, at the state level, wages are regulated 

in the following main areas:  

 - setting the minimum wage and other social 

guarantees;  

 - determining the forms and systems of 

remuneration;  

 - approving the structure wages,  

 - taxation of employees' income;  

 - wage indexation;  

 - employer's liability for violation of labor 

legislation.  

Table 4 shows the classification of benefits that 

belong to the basic salary fund. 

Table 4 

Classification of benefits that belong to the basic salary fund 

 Sign of classification List of payments 

І 
Remuneration of full-

time employees 

• Remuneration for work performed in accordance with the established labor 

standards at tariff rates (salaries), piece rates of workers and salaries of 

managers, specialists, technical staff, including full internal part-time work;  

• the amount of interest or commission charges depending the amount of 

income (revenue) received from the sale of products (works, services), if they 

are the basic salary; 

• a fee to staff members of newspapers, magazines, other media, publishers, 

art institutions and (or) payment for their work, accrued at the rates (rates) of 

royalties (staging) accrued at the enterprise;  

• payment when transferring an employee to a lower-paid job in the cases and 

amounts provided by applicable law, as well as non-compliance with the 

norms of production and manufacture of products that turned out to be 

defective, not through the fault of the employee;  

• remuneration of highly qualified employees, hall scientists for training, 

retraining and advanced training of employees;  

• remuneration for the time spent on a business trip;  

• the cost of products issued to employees in kind; 

ІІ 
Remuneration of 

freelancers 

• payment in accordance with civil law contracts, including the contract 

(except for individuals - business entities);  

• payment in accordance with the obligations of persons who are members of 

the supervisory board or audit committee of the company;  

• in accordance with agreements between enterprises on the provision of 

labor. 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Issues of payroll, as well as tax and payroll 

accounting occupy a special place in the accounting of 

each enterprise. On the one hand, this is due to the 

attitude to such issues of the workers themselves, for 

whom wages are the main source of material benefits 

[1; 6]. On the other hand, with the fact that the 

amounts that the company sends for wages, one way 

or another serve as a measure that determines the 

receipt of taxes and mandatory fees in the budget and 

trust funds.  

Accounting in the company must provide: 

accurate calculation of wages of each worker in 

accordance with the quantity and quality of labor 

expended, operating forms and systems of its 

payment, the correct calculation of deductions from 

wages; control over labor discipline, use of time and 

compliance with production standards by workers, 

timely identification of reserves for further growth of 

labor productivity, the cost of the wage fund 

(consumption fund) [3; 13]; correct accrual and 

distribution by areas of expenditures of social 

insurance contributions and contributions to the 

Pension Fund of Ukraine. 

The main principles of accounting for labor and 

its payment are:  

- integration of personnel accounting, labor 

accounting and its payment into a single whole,  

- decentralization of information collection on the 

basis of standard operations,  

- centralization processing of information on 

labor accounting and its payment;  

- automated collection of information on the 

departure of employees to work and time worked by 

them;  

- automation of standard settlement operations;  

- automated control over the correctness of 

manual calculations and adjustments,  

- separation of personnel accounting, labor 

accounting and its payment from the basic contour of 

financial accounting in computer accounting systems.  

The main tasks of labor accounting and payment 

are:  

- organization of control over the quality and 

quantity of labor expended;  

- ensuring timely and correct allocation of 

accrued wages and social security contributions on the 

cost of products, work performed, services, as well as 

other costs;  

- ensuring the implementation in a timely manner 

of all settlements with employees and employees on 

wages and other payments;  

- ensuring the collection and processing of 

information necessary for the current and subsequent 

planning, control, analysis and operational 
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management of production, for the preparation of 

financial and statistical reporting,  

- justification of the structure of wages of 

employees with the unification of the appointment of 

allowances, surcharges, bonuses, etc.; development of 

a contractual system of remuneration;  

- substantiation of the concept of planning of 

labor costs in the system of enterprise costs; industry 

characteristics of enterprises [3; 11]. 

Table 5 shows the characteristics of modern pay 

systems. 

Table 5 

Characteristics of modern pay systems 

 Remuneration system Main characteristics 

1 
Daily production control 

system 

• Raising or lowering the rate is carried out depending on compliance 

with the rules, the level of use of working time, compliance with labor 

discipline. The evaluation of each indicator is carried out separately, and 

then summed up in the total score, which affects the tariff rate. 

2 
Payment system based on 

advanced training 

• The basis of this system of remuneration - the number of recruited 

conditional "units of qualification", which may be about 90. For the 

development of each new specialty, the employee receives additional 

payments. 

3 Merit-based pay system 

• In determining the level of remuneration is based not only on the 

quantity and quality of work, but also the professional and personal 

qualities of the employee. 

4 Helsey system 

• Individual income is determined by two components: the hourly rate 

and the actual fixed time and piece work or bonus for the fact that the 

actual labor costs were less than the norm. 

5 Bedo system 

• The working minute in this system is called "point". Personnel, in 

addition to the basic salary, receives a surcharge equal to the product of 

0.75 points made by the employee per hour, at 1/60 of the hourly rate. 

6 Rowren's system 

• A certain time rate is set for each work process and an hourly rate is 

guaranteed if the employee does not comply with the norms. 

Remuneration for work is defined as the part of the hourly rate equal to 

the part of time that has been saved. The amount of surcharge depends on 

the increase in productivity and is calculated as the difference between 

actual and standard time. In fact, it is an hourly payment for time worked 

with a percentage of this payment. 

7 
Guard system with 

vibrating distribution 

• The amount of wages is defined as the product of the tariff rate per 

square root of the product of normative and actual time. If the norm is 

exceeded, the tariff rate may not be maintained. 

8 

Empirical systems of wages 

(Emerson, Bigelow, 

Knappel and others) 

• They are characterized by adjustment of the rate with increasing 

performance. The systems differ in adjustment coefficients, which are 

determined empirically. With an increase in production from 67-75% to 

100%, payment is made at higher tariff rates. 

9 Umproteir system 

• Aimed at reducing labor intensity, which is stimulated by the payment 

of bonuses. Normative labor intensity is determined for each type of 

product, at the same time the basic level of labor productivity is 

established, at excess of which norms are revised. 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Accounting for labor costs should provide:  

- control over compliance with staffing and 

payroll;  

- control over the rational use of working time;  

- timely and reliable calculation of wages;  

- control over the use of funds allocated for 

wages;  

- providing consumers with information about 

work and wages;  

- fulfillment of the terms of the collective 

agreement on the calculation of bonuses, surcharges, 

allowances, etc.  

Bringing accounting in Ukraine in line with the 

requirements of international accounting and reporting 

standards requires improving the organization of 

primary payroll at domestic enterprises. Obligation to 

make payments to employees and their accounting 

reflection of the accounting service of the enterprise is 

established by the provisions on accounting policy and 

accounting service, job descriptions of accountants, 

which may provide for liability for violations in the 

settlement operations [2; 11]. The main document that 

determines the order of organization of wages at the 

enterprise, the size of the basic and additional wages, 

the order of bonuses for employees, is the Regulations 

on wages at the enterprise. This document should 

contain information on:  

- general principles of organization of 

remuneration at the enterprise, systems and forms of 

remuneration applicable to different categories of 

employees,  

- staffing of employees of the enterprise;  

- construction of the basic (tariff) wages with 

instructions on positions and professions of tariff rates 
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and salaries or the order of calculation, depending on 

the performance of the employee and the enterprise as 

a whole;  

- stipulated surcharges, allowances and 

compensations indicating their size;  

- other bonus systems used in the company and 

the bonus scale. the size of the payroll. The list of 

possible remuneration is provided in the provisions on 

remuneration, social package, bonuses, rules for the 

use of mobile communications and labor protection. 

In addition, the provision on remuneration may 

provide a list of documents that serve as a basis for the 

calculation of remuneration to employees at a 

particular enterprise and provide for the use of their 

own developments for accounting settlements with 

employees. At the same time, the provision on labor 

protection protects the rights of personnel to create 

safe working conditions and guarantees the 

implementation of measures aimed at minimizing the 

impact of harmful factors in the event of their 

existence. Accordingly, this provision provides for 

free issuance of medical and preventive nutrition, 

special clothing, footwear and other personal 

protective equipment, detergents and disinfectants; 

making additional payments to employees who have 

suffered as a result of an accident or occupational 

disease, with the inclusion of this part of the costs of 

the enterprise for labor protection in the current 

payments to employees [6; 12].  

Accounting for wages in the system of accounts - 

is a synthetic accounting of accrual and distribution of 

wages, determining the appropriate amount to 

employees and the assignment of accrued wages to the 

appropriate expense accounts for items and objects of 

calculation.  

Accounting regulations (standards) 26 

"Employee benefits" and 16 "Expenses" define the 

methodological basis for the formation of accounting 

information on payments for work performed by 

employees, and the formation of information on 

enterprise costs, including labor costs. 

Account 66 "Payments to employees" is used to 

account for salaries and settlements with employees. It 

summarizes information on settlements with staff, 

which belongs to both the accounting and non-

accounting staff of the enterprise, wages (for all types 

of wages, bonuses, benefits, etc.), as well as 

settlements for the amount not received by staff in a 

timely manner. wages (settlements with depositors).  

Account 66 "Settlements on payments to 

employees" has the following sub-accounts: 661 

"Settlements on wages"; 662 "Settlements with 

depositors"; 663 "Settlements on other payments"  

Account 661 "Payroll" reflects the salary accrued 

for the current month, on account 662 "Settlements 

with depositors" - not paid on time, on account 663 

"Payments other payments "- other payments to 

employees. Subaccount 663 was introduced quite 

recently, which raises a number of questions about its 

application. Table 6 shows the scheme of accounting 

for business transactions on account 661 "Payroll" [3; 

10]. 

Table 6 

Scheme of accounting for business transactions on account 661 "Payroll" 

Account 661 "Payroll" 

Withholding and payments Accruals 

Advance and salary payments during the final 

settlement K-t 301, 311 

Balance owed to employees at the beginning of the 

month 

- Withholding of income tax, contributions to social 

protection funds, deposited salary (K-t 641, 651, 652, 

653, 656, 662);  

 - Settlements for other transactions (K-t 68);  

- Settlements with various debtors (K-t 37). 

- Employees of the main and auxiliary production (D-t 

23,81);  

 - management, engineering staff, other staff (D-t 91, 

92);  

 - sales staff, employees of non-production areas (D-t 

93,94);  

 - from the reserve for future payments and payments 

(D-t 471);  

 - from social insurance (D-t 652). 

Balance owed to employees at the end of the month 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

The credit of account 66 "Settlements for 

payments to employees" reflects the basic and 

additional wages accrued to employees of the 

enterprise, bonuses, temporary disability benefits, 

other accruals, debit - payment of wages, bonuses, 

benefits, etc., as well as the amount of taxes withheld, 

payments for executive documents, the cost of 

materials, products and goods received at the expense 

of wages and other deductions from the amount of 

staff salaries [2; 7]. The credit account balance shows 

the balance of wage arrears.  

Display of enterprise costs, including labor costs, 

can be done in three ways: using accounts only class 9 

"Operating costs"; by means of accounts of 8 and 9 

classes; small and non-profit enterprises - only with 

the help of accounts of class 8 "Expenses by 

elements". The sum of all deductions from employees' 

salaries and the amount of salaries paid will be equal 

to the debit turnover of account 66 "Payments to 

employees". The credit balance of this account will be 

equal to the amount in the column of settlement and 

payment information "Amount to be paid."  

Settlement and payment information has a dual 

function: first, they are used to make payments to 

employees, and secondly they are a form of analytical 

accounting of account 66 "Calculations of employee 
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benefits". Settlement or settlement and payment 

information is compiled for each structural unit in 

terms of staff categories and employee registration 

numbers [2; 4]. 

For the management of the enterprise and in 

order to improve the organization of labor and its 

payment, analysis of reserves to reduce labor costs, 

increase productivity and settlements with each 

individual employee is important analytical 

accounting of labor, wages and payments to staff [1; 

9]. Analytical accounting of settlements with 

personnel is conducted for each employee, types of 

payments and deductions.  

In our opinion, the current model of analytical 

accounting of labor needs to be streamlined and 

improved. The above account is used not only for the 

calculation of wages, but also for the calculation of 

wages.  

Thus, other incentive and compensation 

payments are part of account 661 "Payroll", and not 

specified separately. To improve the analytical 

information, in order to use it in the management 

system, we propose to apply the following sub-

accounts to account 66 "Calculations of employee 

benefits" (Table 7). 

Table 7 

The system of sub-accounts of the second order to account 66 "Settlements for payments to employees" 

1. Synthetic account → 66 "Payments to employees" 

2. Sub-accounts of the first order to  

account 66 "Payments → employees" → 

663 "Settlements for other payments";  

662 "Settlements with depositors";  

661 "Settlements on wages"; 

3. Sub-accounts of the second order to sub-

account 661 "Payroll" 
→ 

6611 "Basic salary";  

6612 "Additional salary",  

6613 "Bonuses and other incentive payments",  

6614 "Compensation payments". 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Let's reveal the essence of each sub-account in 

more detail:  

6611 "Basic salary" is the accrued salary, 

remuneration for work performed in accordance with 

established labor standards (time, production, 

maintenance, job responsibilities). It is set in the form 

of tariff rates (salaries) and piece rates for workers and 

salaries for employees;  

6612 "Additional salary" - remuneration for work 

above the established norms, for success and ingenuity 

and for special working conditions. It covers 

surcharges, allowances, guarantee and compensation 

payments provided by current legislation; bonuses 

related to the performance of production tasks and 

functions;  

6613 "Bonuses and other incentive payments" - 

are bonuses for continuous work at the company to the 

accrued salary and the amount of vacation;  

6614 - accruals for unearned time, not provided 

by current legislation, in particular employees who 

were forced to work part-time and were on leave at the 

initiative of the administration (except for partial 

unemployment benefits).  

6611 "Basic salary", 6612 "Additional salary", 

6613 "Bonuses and other incentive payments", 6614 

"Compensation payments" [8; 10].  

Typical correspondence accounts used by the 

company to account for settlements with staff are 

summarized in table 8. 

Table 8 

Typical correspondence of accounts used to account for settlements with staff 

The content of the business transaction 

Correspondence of 

accounts 

Дт Кт 

Accrued wages for the repair of fixed assets to workers of primary and secondary pro-

duction, etc.  

23 661 

Accrued wages to engineers and administrative staff 91,92 661 

Accrued wages for work related to deferred expenses  39 661 

Accrued wages for employees engaged in sales and sales  93 661 

Accrued wages related to the correction of product shortages  24 661 

Accrued wages administrative and economic staff, workers for sales-related work, em-

ployees of intermediary enterprises  

92,93, 94 661 

Accrued amounts of wages associated with the disposal (sale) of fixed assets 972 661 

Accrued amounts due to social insurance contributions (according to sick leaves, etc.)  652 661 

Accrued amounts of wages to workers of the main production  23 661 

Accrued wages for work performed at the expense of targeted funding  48 661 

Accrued wages from the reserve for subsequent payments  47 661 

Accrued financial assistance (health, etc.)  65 661 

Accrued severance pay provided by applicable law 23,91, 92 661 

Deposited wages  661 662 
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Accrued wages to employees for work related to natural disasters, fires, etc.  991 661 

Excess amounts accrued to the cashier (overpayment)  30 661 

Wages paid from the cashier, amounts on sick leaves  661 30 

Deducted from wages income tax and unemployment benefit  661 641 

Deducted from accrued wages of employees to the Pension Fund  661 651 

Deducted from wages trade union contributions  661 685 

Overpaid accountable amounts deducted from salary  661 372 

Paid for gifts 68 31 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

In the current market conditions in Ukraine, the 

need for quality, reliable and operational information 

is growing. Modern management is impossible 

without the use of modern information technology. 

First of all, this applies to the processing of accounting 

information, as it is primarily of interest to the owner 

of the enterprise, and government services, and 

potential investors. Since the accounting of wages is 

characterized by a rather complex calculations of both 

traditional cash and in-kind payment, using different 

types of surcharges [4; 5], the introduction of 

automation of this area of accounting at the enterprise 

is desirable to begin immediately after the automation 

of cash accounting.  

The program "1C: Accounting" today is the 

actual standard in the field of accounting automation. 

This program in the process of its development has 

evolved from a simple accounting posting calculator 

into a powerful tool for accounting automation. The 

modern version of the program contains a wide range 

of functions that allow you to adapt the software 

product to the needs of the customer, not by pre-

programming, but by skillfully using a standard 

configuration for the needs of the enterprise. Table 9 

shows the typical forms of primary accounting 

documentation for accounting calculations of wages of 

enterprises, institutions, organizations. 

Table 9 

Typical forms of primary accounting documentation for accounting of payroll of enterprises, institutions, 

organizations 

Typical form Name of the accounting document 

№ П - 1 • Employment order  

№ П - 2 • Employee identity card  

№ П - 3 • Vacation order 

№ П - 4 • Termination of employment contract  

№ П - 5 • Timesheet  

№ П - 6 • Employee settlement and payment statement  

№ П - 7 • Employee settlement and payment statement (consolidated) 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Payments to employees in the form of wages and 

income equated to it are part of the monthly (annual) 

taxable income of the taxpayer. Thus, at the time of 

accrual of these incomes, various organizations and 

enterprises, acting as a tax agent, are required to 

accrue, withhold and pay to the budget and social 

funds a number of payments - personal income tax 

(PIT), military duty and the single social.  

Personal income tax is a direct national tax 

withheld from virtually all types of personal income 

that originates in Ukraine. The personal income tax 

rate has been fixed at 18% since 2016.  

Military tax is a temporary tax on wages, other 

incentive and compensation payments or other 

payments and remunerations accrued (paid, provided) 

to an employee in connection with labor relations and 

civil law agreements. The tax was introduced 

throughout Ukraine as a temporary one due to the 

special martial law on the territory of Ukraine. The 

rate of the fee has not changed since its introduction 

and is 1.5% of the object of taxation. insurance 

payments for the current types of compulsory state 

social insurance. Since 2016, the size of the SDR rate 

has not changed and today the total SDR rate is 22% 

of accrued income and 8.41% for employees with 

disabilities [11; 13]. 

Results and discussion. 

Making payroll charges is a responsible and time 

consuming process. The difficulty is that the accruals 

usually have to be made in a short period of time 

because the terms of part of the payments are 

regulated by law, and for the accruals it is necessary to 

obtain and analyze quite large amounts of accounting 

information in a timely manner. Given these features 

in the work with the accruals of wages of the business 

entity should rely on a pre-prepared procedure for 

accounting for these accruals. 

Improving the current model of accounting for 

payroll at the surveyed enterprise should be carried 

out in several areas - organizational, accounting and 

analytical. Changing the methodology of remuneration 

will increase productivity, improve the accounting 

side of work will reduce the number of errors and 

simplify the work of the accountant, changes to 

analytical accounting will allow management to more 

effectively use information on employee benefits in 

making management decisions. One of the important 

issues of reforming payroll accounting is to improve 

the current model of analytical accounting [11; 12]. 

Analytical data allow to analyze the worked and 

unworked time, volume of production, salary fund and 

its structure.  
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The current model of analytical accounting is 

organized quite clearly and allows to analyze 

payments in terms of business units and in terms of 

income. This model is convenient for the construction 

of various analytical reports, systematizes the 

calculation, accounting and issuance of benefits to 

employees. 

Conclusions. 

The article presents the scientific basis and 

proposed areas for improving the methodological and 

organizational principles of accounting for payroll in 

enterprises, as it depends on the quality, truthfulness, 

fairness, completeness and timeliness of payroll with 

staff.  

In Ukraine, practically created legal framework 

for the regulation of wages in accordance with 

international labor standards in force in a market 

economy, but this mechanism does not work in full, 

especially in the contractual regulation of wages.  

Improving labor accounting and remuneration in 

enterprises should be based on optimization of tariff 

regulation of wages, namely: improvement of the 

tariff system by establishing the ratio of tariff rates 

depending on the level of qualification of the worker; 

introduction of flexible forms and systems of 

remuneration, including contract and non-tariff; 

collective regulation of wages.  

The use of a wide range of sub-accounts in the 

accounting of labor and its payment, will significantly 

increase the level of transparency and control over the 

use of the wage fund, planning the company's labor 

costs. 
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Ukraine has a significant potential for the modern 

development of the agrarian sector of the economy 

and increase its competitiveness in the world and na-

tional markets of agricultural products. An important 

role in this process belongs to farms. Their prefer-

ences, compared to other organizational forms of 

management, are found in the simplicity of creation, 

free entry into the market and exit from it, the flexibil-

ity of management and a simplified decision-making 

procedure, operational response to changes in the 

market conditions, the highest level of motivation of 

labor. However, the effectiveness of managerial ac-

tivity of farms in Ukraine, the dynamism of their de-

velopment within the national economy depends sig-

nificantly on the level and quality of the use of mar-

keting tools. It is when it enables domestic business 

entities to monitor the environment, provide the pro-

cess of preparation, adoption of optimal managerial 

decisions and their implementation, to control the effi-

ciency of the functioning of the management system 

of activities of farms. Today, marketing has become 

one of the key instruments of organization of agrarian 

business and effective management. 

Given the importance of the functioning of farms, 

the problems of increasing their profitability and com-

petitiveness in market conditions, there is a well-

known need for a comprehensive study of the mecha-

nism for managing marketing activities, in-depth 

analysis of production, social and economic aspects of 

the activities of farms and marketing sites in these 

processes in modern conditions of management. 

The use of marketing tools in the activities of 

farms considered domestic and foreign scientists, in 

particular: S. Bliznyuk, A. Broyaka, A. Voychak, I. 

Goncharuk, V. Gorovki, Yu Dignovsky, O. Yerukin, 

G. Kaletnik, S. Kovalchuk , N. Kuznetsova, L. Kish, 

N. Kudenko, R. Logos, V. Lusk, V. Mazur, A. Mazur, 

K. Mazur, T. Mulik, E. Majovets, I. Markina, P. Mu-

sic, m . Oklinder, P. Ostrovsky, A. Pavlenko, L. 

Pronko, N. Pinslik, O. Subvalna, O. Reshetnikova, O. 

Salamin, CO. Sambova, I. Tomasuk, I. Solovyov, V. 

Fostolovich, O. Speaker and others. 

Marketing activities are only superficially, and 

sometimes fragmentary, covered the scope of farms. It 

was used without taking into account a comprehensive 

approach to solving problems, the relevant methodol-

ogy and research tool. The main purpose of marketing 

of farms is to demonstrate the importance of its tacti-

cal and strategic activities. A comprehensive market-

ing approach gives answers to the question of what 

consumer wants and for what price in which the vol-

umes of quality. 

The solution to the practical problems of increas-

ing the efficiency of farms is significantly dependent 

on marketing management. Over the past decades, 

marketing shows dynamic development in the form of 

science, but there is still unanimous opinion on the 

interpretation of individual concepts. The following 

First of all, about the terms used in scientific lit-

erature as synonyms of "marketing management", 

"marketing management" or "marketing management" 

[6; 9;12, 13;18, 20]. Marketing and marketing activi-

ties are determined in marketing management, and in 

marketing management, attention is focused on the 

management (enterprises, market, segments). Obvi-

ously, the point of reference for such an analysis will 

determine the concept of "management". Given this, 

we believe that it is worth finding out the content of 

the analyzed concept. 

Scientist A. Fajol (one of the founders of man-

agement in the West) on the basis of a generalization 

of practical management experience came to the con-

clusion: "Manage is a company to go to the goal, try-

ing to best use its resources" [13, c. 43]. 

There is still a unambiguous approach to defining 

the concept of "management". Thus, according to S. 

Provins, the main specialist of the Kharkiv Regional 

Institute of Public Administration, the relevant inter-

pretation of G. Atamanchuk, the term "management" 

begins when in any interconnections, processes avail-

able beginning, interest, knowledge, goals and actions. 

man [5, p. 41]. 

Often the term "manage" is substituted with syn-

onyms "to manage". In most cases, it is. However, 

there is a value by which we can distinguish them, 

since the content content is to settle goals and tasks 

before subordinates (give orders). In our case, "man-

age" precedes "management". 

All options for interpreting such a definition are 

entitled to life. The authors offer different approaches, 

depending on the role, functions, places of its applica-
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tion, although they do not provide opportunities to 

obtain a unambiguous understanding of this concept. 

The study of marketing management process be-

gan from the moment of its appearance in the United 

States, from "Market Getting" - mastering the market 

that arose during the search by local markets farmers 

for sales manufactured products [3]. 

As confirms the analysis of economic literature 

[7,9,10,11,12,13] Among scientists there is no single 

approach to the definition of the essence of marketing 

management. By analyzing different, sometimes con-

troversial Approaches to the interpretation of this con-

cept, we can outline the essence of marketing man-

agement. 

Thus, the founder of the Marketing Theory F. 

Kotler believes that marketing management is all pro-

cesses that provide for analysis, planning, implemen-

tation and control over mutually beneficial exchanges 

with targeted buyers, the purpose of which profit, 

growth of sales and market share [13]. 

In our opinion, the management of the marketing 

activity of the farm is the process of forming and im-

plementing a set of measures using marketing tools, 

resulting in the economy achieves basic goals and 

objectives, and may also affect the processes related to 

pricing, sales of goods, regulation of sales levels , 

competitive, involving new ideas, pleasure of tastes 

and preferences of consumers, and eventually receives 

the maximum effect on minimal marketing costs. 

In this regard, the main goals of the management 

of the marketing activities of the farm are mainly: 

- increase the volumes of profits with a minimum 

expenditure; 

 - to establish sustainable relationships with con-

sumers; 

 - to introduce rational price policy (on the most 

favorable conditions for farming and consumers); 

 - respond to changes in a market environment in 

a timely manner; 

 - сhoose optimal ways of farming; 

 - to saturate the agrarian business with new 

achievements of science and technology [19, c.28]. 

From our point of view, the determining princi-

ples of management of marketing activities include: 

- consumer orientation (farmer marketing ac-

tivity aims to study and maximum satisfaction of fla-

vors and preferences consumers); 

- complex management (responsible and pro-

fessional the upward approach each stage of marketing 

management); 

- consumer protection; 

- adaptation to environmental conditions (the 

ability of the economy to adapt to constant changes in 

the market environment); 

- flexibility (in the decision-making process that 

characterizes the farmer from the position of the man-

ager); 

- introduction of innovations - the basic principle 

of management of marketing activities (constant de-

velopment of farming and updating of the material and 

technical base with modern components); 

- maintenance of a course marketing in perspec-

tive (the importance of using marketing, which is a 

business philosophy in the economy of the XXI centu-

ry.). 

Farms, owners who want to increase their profits 

every year, and not simply provide production activi-

ties at the level of "existence", are actively embodying 

all the listed principles of marketing management. 

Marketing activities at the farm should ensure the 

implementation of significant tasks: to receive and 

master the necessary information about the situation 

on the market, tastes and preferences of consumers, 

independent of the economy of the economy; to detect 

and indicate which products must be grown and sell; 

obtain information on competitors' products; Use a 

specific marketing impact on the consumer, that is, to 

supply products for sale, which serves as their prefer-

ences and has benefits over the competitive offers of 

the goods. 

These aspects of marketing activities will re-

spond to key issues for the development of farms: 

where, when, to whom to sell products. Correctly se-

lected marketing activity, in particular, it is a skillful 

control of it, will help to find out not only what to do 

it properly, but also that it prevents the proceeding of 

effective marketing activity [12, c. 25-26]. 

First of all, we say: in a modern marketing econ-

omy marketing is a wide concept that covers a lot of 

processes and is functional. Consequently, farms are 

managed by marketing activities in two directions: the 

first. Affects certain processes, and the second solves 

certain problems to achieve the goal of activity (figure 

1.). 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of marketing management of farmers farms 

 

Under the process of managing the marketing ac-

tivities of farms, we understand: all processes related 

to the promotion of new ideas for products, in order to 

exchange on favorable terms for firms and individual 

people; political pricing; Impact on the ratio of de-

mand and supply to achieve the goals set by the econ-

omy. In other words, it is to achieve the desired results 

through the development and use of tools that will 

help manage demand and proposal. After all, the envi-

ronment in which the farming functions, similar to any 

other formation in the agrarian sector of the Ukrainian 

economy, is extremely dynamic and changing. There-

fore, it requires a rapid response to objective control 

of its activities, which is due to the reasons such as 

coherence, coordination, subordination, reporting and 

organism. 

There are five main functions for managing mar-

keting activities. These include: 1) planning; 2) organ-

ization; 3) coordination and regulation; 4) stomach; 5) 

Accounting, analysis and control. The listed functions 

are indicated in the order of their occurrence directly 

during operation [13, p. thirteen]. 

Today, for business conduct in one or another 

sector of the economy, it is necessary to carefully or-

ganize and plan the activities of the economy. In the 

modern world, it is a certain axiom or a guarantee to 

achieve the success of the future case. The Axiom 

mentioned means: the business owner must know that 

such marketing, its features that will be able to be ful-

ly applied in economic activity. Before how to begin 

economic activity, its future manager should think 

carefully - as when and for what purpose it is to create 

it. Marketing activities are subject to planning. Conse-

quently, the basic managerial function is planning [18, 

c. 26]. It, in particular in the economy of the agrarian 

sector of the economy, allows the prevention of nu-

merous mistakes in the process of activity and make 

the most of the possibilities of farms. 

Marketing planning is to be divided into: Strate-

gic (long and medium-term) and tactical (short-term). 

Guide or top managers are engaged in strategic plan-

ning, and performers or managers of the middle link - 

tactical. In time, strategic consider planning more than 

a year, tactical - to a year. For proper and effective 

planning, such principles must be observed: to deter-

mine clear objectives; to orient production to the in-

terests of the consumer; collect. 

Specify as detailed information as possible; have 

clearly formed plans; Constantly find ways to improve 

and develop business. 

Further management stage - organization of mar-

keting activities of farm. After determining the Action 

Plan, the outline of economic activity should be 

transmitted to the implementation of the goals of the 

manager. In this regard, it is necessary to organize the 

execution of scheduled steps. 

When the activities of the economy are planned 

and organized, there is a need for its coordination and 

regulation. This function is very important, since in 

the process of farming activities there are situations 

that are advisable to monitor and coordinate. The rea-

sons for intervention in pre-planned farm plans are 

different - from changes in tastes and preferences of 

consumers, to unfavorable weather conditions that 

significantly change the results of the expected harvest 

[19, c. 27]. 

After this function begins to act activation and 

stimulation, which means the revival of economic 

processes in order to stimulate sales of products, in-

crease profits for owners. 

In recent years, but not in significance, there is 

accounting, control and analysis. To accounting and 

control should be in connection with the information 

about the existing situation. As a result, an analysis is 

performed, on the basis of which the farmer solves 

those or other management issues to improve the effi-

ciency of their economy [18, c. 29]. However, there 

are many specific functions for managing marketing 

activities: the formation of goals and objectives of the 

activities of the economy; production planning and 

markets for its sales; personnel selection of employ-

ees; collection and processing of marketing infor-
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mation; introduction of price policies and a complex 

of marketing communications; Formation of channels 

of distribution and drawing up plans for future pro-

curement of logistical resources [80]. 

According to L. Balabanova, marketing functions 

include: Marketing research; development, planning 

of assortment and quality of products; sales and distri-

bution of products; Advertising and promotion of 

sales [16]. Consequently, the scientist reveals the 

named functions only from the position of direct activ-

ities of marketers on 

enterprise, however, not taking into account such 

an important set of measures associated with prices 

and pricing. 

Scientists A. Pavlenko believes that the functions 

of marketing include: 

- comprehensive study of the market, problems 

that are combined with marketing; 

- coordination of parameters, characteristics and 

properties of products with 

wishes, tastes and preferences of consumers; 

- calculation of prices for enterprise products, in-

stallation of payment conditions, discounts; 

- sales planning and sales; 

- physical distribution of products; 

- ensuring communication relationships with con-

sumers; 

- service of consumers; 

- control and analysis of marketing activities 

[18]. 

So, determined by a scientific approach to gen-

eral marketing functions, analyze their specific links 

with marketing management functions (тable 1.). 

Table 1. 

Interconnection between marketing functions and management functions Marketing for farms 

Marketing features 
Marketing management 

functions 

Consequences from the introduction 

marketing by farmer farms 

Analytical 

Collection and analysis of information on 

tastes and consumer preferences; micro 

and macroduction of the economy; 

competitors; Markets. Organization of 

forecasting demand and sale. 

Product production taking into account 

information received on the basis of marketing 

research. Active policies in the marketing 

environment (micro and macro). 

Satisfaction of demand and increase in sales 

volumes. 

Planning 

development of 

commodity policy. 

Planning of logistics and 

Using modern technology, technology. 

Implementation of marketing commodity 

policy. Implementation of material and 

technical supply, attraction of new technology 

and technologies. 

Sales and 

distribution 

Formation of sales and distribution 

policies. 

Selection of distribution channels 

 Implementation of transportation, 

warehousing and storage. 

Ensuring an active sales policy and the use of 

beneficial farming channels. 

Rational and efficient provision of logistic 

operations 

Promotion 

Development of communication policy. 

Implementation of sales stimulation tools. 

Material intangible 

stimulation of sales workers. 

Implementation of marketing communications 

policy. 

The embodiment of the most effective ways of 

reporting manufactured products. 

Motivation of employees. 

Pricing 

Development of pricing policy. 

Selection of strategy and pricing methods. 

Decision to find management models. 

Implementation of marketing pricing policy. 

Determination of the method and pricing 

strategy. 

Choosing a Marketing Model of Farm 

Management the household. 

 

Consequently, the basic marketing function - ana-

lytical - associated with such a function of marketing 

management, such as collecting and analyzing infor-

mation, the organization of forecasting demand and 

sale. That is, between marketing function and market-

ing management function there is a close relationship. 

Therefore, they provide for the production of farm 

products, taking into account the results of marketing 

research. This contributes to the demand for consum-

ers, the growth of sales volumes, which is especially 

relevant in the conditions of increasing consumer re-

quirements to the quality of the offered products and 

competitive pressure on the market. 

A similar situation is traced and with the follow-

ing functions. Thus, a plan-production function is in-

terconnected with the development of commodity pol-

icy and planning of logistics. The embodiment of the 

mentioned marketing function by farmer's farms in-

volves the introduction of marketing commodity poli-

cy. It is precisely the organization and implementation 

of this policy that determines the main conditions of 

management. Particular attention is drawn to the plan-

ning and production of quality products, which is a 

guarantee of success of the implementation of market-

ing functions. 

Another feature, sales and distribution, also in-

volves close connection with the marketing manage-

ment function - the formation of sales and distribution 

policy goods, selection of distribution channels, trans-

portation, warehousing and storage. The results of the 

activities of the economy depend on the active sales 

policy, use of benefits for farmers of sales channels. A 
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thorough planning of logistic operations associated 

with the delivery of farm products to consumers will 

minimize the costs of it. 

Despite the fact that the promotion as a market-

ing function is important, it also involves close con-

nection with the function of marketing management - 

the development of communication policy, implemen-

tation of sales stimulation tools, material and intangi-

ble stimulation of sales workers. In the process of 

marketing management, special attention should be 

paid to marketing communications policies. A large 

number of ways to report your own products and can 

convince it depends on the motivation of employees 

involved in this multifaceted process. 

Marketing also performs a pricing function that is 

combined with pricing policy, a choice of strategy and 

pricing methods, that is, marketing management func-

tion. From the realization of reasonable marketing 

pricing depends on the profit of farmers. 

Farms whose magnitude will help to determine 

the profitability of the economy and produced by it. 

Priority of pricing function is to establish a fair price 

at the most favorable level for farmer and consumer. 

In our case, it is necessary to manage the market-

ing activity of the farm economy to realize the goals 

and objectives of its functioning. The application of 

marketing tools, on the one hand, will help consumers 

find out about the products of the farm, and on the 

other - it will be able to identify and explore their 

tastes, preferences to meet the needs. The use of mar-

keting provides a bilateral connection between the 

economy and the consumer. 

Let's emphasize: the use of marketing by farmer's 

farms is an important tool for the organization of op-

timal and rational execution 

 Production and sales function. The importance 

of this tool is manifested in the conditions of openness 

of markets, Ukraine's participation in the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) and enhanced competition. 

Given the importance of organizing production, 

increasing the costs and competitiveness of farms in 

market relations, there is a conscious need for a com-

prehensive study of the characteristics of the market-

ing activity of the farm (fig.2). This would allow to 

improve practical marketing work in Ukrainian farms. 

The object of marketing management is a farm 

economy, the subject of a hundred - the position of the 

economy in the market. Management of marketing 

activity by territorial principle occurs at two levels - 

national (local, regional); International (export, 

world). All farms have access to the first level, regard-

less of their size and specialization. To produce farm 

products internationally can only large farms with a 

powerful competitive position in the domestic market. 

Under the methods of managing the marketing 

activities of farms, we understand economic (plan-

ning, research, sales, pricing), organizational (orders, 

recommendations), psychological. Marketing Models 

of Management "I myself" are mostly used by small 

farms through a personal sale farmer. 

 

  
Fig. 2. Complex nature of the management of the marketing activity of the farm 
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Management of the marketing activity of the 

farm - not a one-time action to raise the level of sales 

or attraction of new clients, and a continuous process. 

This activity should take place only on a permanent 

condition, then the use of marketing by the farming 

will be effective. 

A properly chosen marketing management model 

for farms will mean an increase in production vol-

umes, the ability to realize farm products in their own 

outlets, favorable conditions for the association of 

farmers in cooperatives and attracting various forms of 

direct marketing [5]. 

Taking into account all this, we believe that it is 

necessary to focus on the person who generates, plans 

and implements marketing ideas, that is, on the mar-

keting. The main actions of the marketer in the pro-

cess of marketing management are: 1) to determine 

which products are expedient to grow and sell, tastes 

and preferences of consumers, information about the 

market situation; 2) to inform real and potential con-

sumers (intermediaries) of produced products; 3) per-

suade, that is, to conduct a specific marketing impact 

on the consumer, supply products for sale, which cor-

responds to their preferences and contains advantages 

over competitive offers of the goods; 4) timely and 

unobtrusively to remind the activities of the farm. 

However, there are many features that are inher-

ent in agriculture and affect the functioning of agri-

business in a market economy. It is important that the 

market meter combines natural and biological pro-

cesses with production-economic. Natural laws of 

plant development and animals can not be ignored, 

because it may lead to a decrease in the efficiency of 

other resources. Natural biological processes have a 

significant value in choosing production technologies 

to increase efficiency. Chemical plants protection, 

fertilizers, agricultural machinery, organization of 

labor - Everything must be adapted to these processes. 

This certifies a close relationship between agriculture 

and the environment that needs "creative" manage-

ment. For efficient management of the economy, there 

can not be clearly outlined boundaries between execu-

tion and management. The combination of host quali-

ties, manager and executor, as confirming the practice, 

contributed to the development of farms in developed 

countries [19, p. 81]. 

The advantageous geographic location of the 

country, a favorable natural climate, domestic cherno-

zems make it possible to receive high fruit and vege-

tables crops. 

Ukraine ranks first in the world of sunflower 

production, oil and exports it, the third - for the pro-

duction of barley, fourth - from corn exports. Since 

the population on the planet is constantly increasing, 

then such a situation will promote the development of 

domestic agribusiness in the world. In 2018, 70.8% of 

Ukraine, which is 42.7 million hectares [20], were 

used for the needs of the agrarian sector. 

The seasonality of agriculture is associated with 

uneven use of technology, labor, as well as income 

throughout the year. Such a fact explains a great de-

pendence on obtaining loans for the development and 

functioning of agribusiness. 

Farm products have a limited term of use, so re-

quires special storage conditions. Failure to comply 

and underestimate this feature will lead to the fact that 

the seeds and other sowing material will shorten the 

function of reproductivity, meat and dairy products are 

spoiled. 

Each agricultural culture that grows has its own 

unique calendar time of climbing, maturation and col-

lection. It is that Explained the duration of the produc-

tion process. The same situation with animals growing 

slowly. It is practically impossible to reduce or in-

crease the number of calves or livestocks, taking into 

account natural factors. It is impossible to increase or 

decrease the volume of agricultural products of live-

stock or plant growing in the market in short terms 

[18, p. 79]. 

The activities of farms are significantly influ-

enced by unstable weather conditions. As much as the 

state did not try to protect the farmer from all losses, 

but it is not possible to do it completely. This type of 

economic activity remains the most saturated. The 

production of agricultural products directly depends 

on weather conditions: floods, drought, degrees can 

instantly destroy the expected harvest. From this de-

pends on all fluctuations in yields and volumes of fu-

ture profits of agrarians. 

The products of farms also affect the difference 

in the fertility of land. In the country, the level of fer-

tility is different (depending on the particular region or 

locality). Even in the same labor and material costs 

results will be dramatically different. Such a depend-

ence on climatic, geographical conditions and soil of a 

particular area causes specialization in a certain type 

of regional products. This is confirmed by Professor 

Columbia University T. Hezz, author of the book "Or-

ganization of the Farm on Farms", emphasizing that 

the activities of each farm should begin with the esti-

mation of three main natural factors - water, land and 

climate [14, p. 81]. All without exception features 

should be taken into account in the organization of 

marketing activity in agribusiness. 

Another target marketer is to increase the level of 

competitiveness of the economy. That is why the 

study of the problems of competitiveness of farms is 

significant for the country's economic policy. In this 

the case is urgent due to globalization processes and 

an increase in international competition, as well as 

openness of the national economy. 

The concept of "competitiveness" is extremely 

bridge and comprehensive. In its basis, the ability to 

withstand competitions compared with similar objects 

presented in a particular market is laid. Competitive-

ness reflects the benefits of the enterprise in relation to 

the set of advantages of typical enterprises (key com-

petitors). 

The set of financial, material and other capabili-

ties of agrarian enterprises contribute to their ability to 

efficient work, certify the presence of such a feature as 

a competitiveness [11, p. 17]. 

The concept of competition studied economists 

of different times. The theoretical achievement is the 

scientific works of A. Smith, D. Ricardo, S. Brya, A. 

Marshal, M. Porter, R. Fathutdinov. It should be noted 
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that enterprises may have a level of technological 

equipment are almost identical, but will always be 

provided in financial, information, technological, la-

bor resources, land. The difference in providing the 

named factors of production is an incentive for further 

competition, the basis of the concept of "competition" 

In the competitive policy of the economy, you 

need to apply its own strong properties, pre-examining 

the weaknesses of the competitor. However, it can not 

be argued about absolute competitiveness in the na-

tional economy and in international markets. The fac-

tor of success, which significantly affects the competi-

tive activities of the economy, labor resources, per-

sonnel and frames [15, p. 97]. In the process of man-

aging the competitiveness of the economy, it is 

necessary to pay attention to the general and personal 

characteristics of the farmer. Determines, in our opin-

ion, personal characteristics. Common sense, the abil-

ity to react adequately - these are congenital qualities, 

and in each person they are individual. 

With competitive advantages, farmers in national 

and international markets will be able to achieve sta-

ble, dynamic development in the agrarian sector. From 

our point of view, the role of a special competitive 

advantage that the EU Farmer is performed by staff. In 

fact, the management of the competitiveness of the 

farm has significantly depends on its provision by 

professional and qualified labor resources. Effective 

and rational management of their factor, which pro-

vides a high level of competitiveness of the farming 

[16, p. 23]. 

As already mentioned, a characteristic feature of 

farms is a family form of farming, but this does not 

interfere with farmers to actively apply hired labor. 

After all, for sufficient (optimal) provision of farms 

with the number of labor resources, an increase in 

production volumes is expedient to use hired workers. 

Whether it will be seasonal workers who are constant-

ly occupied, as well as their number will depend on 

the size of land areas, means of production. The total 

number of employees in Ukraine, which are employed 

in farms, counts in accordance with the statistical data 

of 2016 93.7 thousand people, of which 34.5 thousand 

(or 36.8%) - members of the farm, and 59.2 thousand 

(63.2%) hired workers [7]. 

On stimulation of employment in the agrarian 

sector of Ukraine's economy, in general, in farms, in 

particular, social, economic and environmental factors 

are significantly influenced by farms: 

-working conditions; 

- salary size; 

- possibility of career (professional) growth; 

- location of the enterprise and natural and cli-

matic conditions. 

Summing up, note that taking into account the 

factors of influence will help to consolidate the frames 

in this area of management. Much attention should be 

paid to: financing from the State Budget of Scientific 

Research in Agrobiotechnology, Agricultural Selec-

tion, Ensuring its Competitiveness; training and im-

provement of personnel qualifications for the growth 

of efficiency and productivity; Grant's introduction 

Programs in higher educational institutions, maintain-

ing young scientists. 

Note also that the decision in the process of man-

aging the marketing activity of the farm is influenced 

by the peculiarities of the market structure, where it 

functions. In our case, it is about one of the species of 

market structures - a market with clean (perfect) com-

petition. The features of which are: 1) a large number 

of sellers; 2) standardized type of product; 3) insuffi-

ciency of influence on the installation of a market 

price; 4) the absence of obstacles to entering the in-

dustry and conditions for non-price competition [8; 

57]. 

In order to find out what tools to use in the man-

agement of the marketing activity of the farm, will 

determine the reasons for inhibiting the introduction 

of marketing. It:  

- uncertainty of leadership - doubts about the 

need and efficiency of using marketing; 

- defective guidance - attitude towards innova-

tions and changes with significant inertia; 

- low-definition of leadership - low level of 

knowledge on this issue; 

- lack of leadership experience, that is, practical 

skills in using marketing; 

- lack of skilled labor resources - a small number 

of specialists knowledgeable in this area; 

- lack of financial resources - funds for risky 

steps in connection with structural changes and reor-

ganization. 

Named factors testify to serious problems that 

arise when farms are limited to marketing instruments. 

That is why the author proposed a system of manage-

ment of marketing activities of farms, which organiza-

tional and functionally adapted to the requirements 

and needs of agribusiness and economics in general 

(Fig. 3). 

From our point of view, the basis of the proposed 

system is the farms that conduct marketing activities 

through the application of the Marketing Complex 4 

"P". Note: To improve the economic The activities of 

farms through the prism of marketing It is necessary 

to use more elements of the marketing complex, ex-

cept standard 4 "p". 
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Fig. 3. Farming marketing management syste  

 

We offer to account for this complex yet another 

element - "Personal" (employees), because we believe 

that it is an internal element in the main 4 "p". This is 

a linking link or mechanism, with the assistance of 

which tools "Product", "PRICE", "Place", "Promo-

tion" function and affect each other. 

You can manage the marketing activities of 

farms, performing five functions that we have already 

mentioned. 

Marketing activities are managed with the help of 

marketing, informational, analytical and regulatory 

provision. In frastructure for marketing activities of 

farms can be distributed into two blocks. The first 

includes logistic, communication trade infrastructure, 

instead social and production - to the second block. 

Farmers, as well as all organizational legal forms, 

can not act in isolation from the influence of the envi-

ronment. The nearest farms are external microsphere. 

We propose to call his direct marketing environment - 

with it farmers in contact most during marketing activ-

ities. It is about intermediaries, suppliers, competitors, 

contact audiences, serving cooperatives. 

Further level is the national marketing environ-

ment, where the institutional provision of agribusiness 

and economic instruments of state regulation of agri-

business (taxes, prices, benefits, sanctions) are locat-

ed. We can not ignore the influence of institutional 

factors - formal and informal, since from our point of 

view, at this level, there are generally accepted re-

quirements for participants in domestic agribusiness: 

"Rules of the game" - prohibited and acceptable. 

The international marketing environment is the 

next level of activity of the farm. We have written 

here international organizations (Food and Agricultur-

al Organization (FAO), world rade Organization 

(WTO)), and international trade. 

Note: the most important feature of marketing in 

agribusiness - the fact that the products produced by 

farmer farms are the product of first necessity, demand 

for which one can not be postponed or satisfied in 

advance [58, p. 257]. Therefore, under the conditions 

of imperfect and incomplete taking into account the 

features inherent in this area of business, it is impossi-

ble for full management of these farms. 

The use of an additional Market Mix item, in our 

opinion, is a universal direction for managing the 

marketing activities of farms. Ignore an additional tool 

of influence that arose as a result of the development 

of modern marketing science, is not worth it. 

Consequently, the evolution of marketing as a 

system of management of various business entities 

contributed to its transformation into an effective and 

priority mechanism for achieving certain goals and 

objectives. Marketing has become a philosophy of 

business management, as a priority during the adop-

tion of managerial decisions is its principles. Given 

the importance of this organizational form of man-

agement in a market economy, an analysis and disclo-

sure of the main characteristics of the farm, under-

standing of its economic nature remaining. The inte-

grated study of such a form of management has be-

come the basis for improving the efficiency of 

marketing activities of farms. 
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that ensuring the effective development of the infrastructure of rural areas should begin with the development of 

a state program for the development of a particular settlement, taking into account the natural features of the 

territory. It is determined that the solution of global problems of rural development is the introduction of non-

agricultural activities in rural areas, including eco-innovation. It is stated that the task of the state regional pol-

icy should be to support strategic projects for the regions, because full-fledged local self-government is a pre-

requisite for the development of regions, taking into account their features. It is concluded that the availability of 

effectively functioning social infrastructure of rural areas is one of the determining factors not only of social 

stability, but also of efficient management. 

 

Keywords: rural areas, social infrastructure, agricultural sector, reform, strategy, innovations, resource 

potential, regional policy, concept, factors, model. 

 

Introduction.  

The infrastructure of rural areas is one of the 

main factors that characterize the quality and standard 

of living of the rural population. The current state of 

rural infrastructure is characterized by the level of 

development of agricultural production. Today, the 

vast majority of the rural population is engaged in 

agricultural production, as it is the main activity in the 

countryside. Rural areas occupy a special place in the 

socio-economic life of Ukraine. Agriculture is a vital 

branch of the national economy, as more than 75% of 

the consumption fund is formed by agricultural 

products. The low prestige of agricultural work and 

inadequate living conditions in rural areas do not 

contribute to the formation of conditions for 

improving rural development, therefore, it is important 

to increase the level of rural infrastructure, which 

depends not only on the welfare and social protection 

of the rural population. and the efficiency of 

production activities in rural areas.  

In this regard, the development of rural areas is 

one of the main priorities of state policy of Ukraine 

aimed at raising living standards of the rural popula-

tion, increasing the efficiency of the agricultural sec-

tor, improving the environment and improving the 

quality of human capital. 

Methods.  

Research on the development of rural infrastruc-

ture has led to the feasibility of using modern methods 

of general scientific and economic knowledge of so-

cio-economic phenomena and processes. The study 

used historical, monographic, statistical analysis, 

graphical and other methods to preserve and develop 

new fundamental approaches to identifying existing 

reserves of expanded reproduction of rural infrastruc-

ture, which are based on improving the institutional 

and organizational framework for using the potential 

of regional economic systems. 

Presentation of the main research material.  
Infrastructure is a set of components of an object, 

which have a subordinate ancillary nature and provide 

conditions for the normal operation of the object as a 

whole. In the infrastructure of the village there are 

production and social components. In modern condi-

tions, the achievement of high technical and economic 

indicators of production is impossible without the bal-

anced development of both basic production and pro-

duction and social infrastructure [3; 7]. The produc-

tion infrastructure aims to ensure the efficient func-

tioning of agricultural production and is aimed at 

completing the formation and intensification of agri-

cultural exchanges, wholesale markets, agricultural 

trading houses, fairs, procurement cooperatives, agri-

cultural processing enterprises, development of brand-

ed trade, auctions, credit, etc. 

The social sphere of the village is a priority for 

the development of rural areas. Social infrastructure 

plays a particularly important role in building the de-

mographic potential in rural areas. The current state of 

social infrastructure of rural areas requires enhanced 

support in this area [11; 14], as public authorities and 

local governments are unable to effectively implement 

social reforms aimed at meeting the basic living needs 

of the rural population due to lack of sufficient budget 

funds.  

The development of the infrastructure of rural ar-

eas of Ukraine is directly influenced by the agricultur-

al sector. Although, today it is characterized by minor 

positive changes, but the improvement of rural infra-

structure (Fig. 1) is not happening and addressing this 

issue remains an important issue in the state.  

 

 
Fig. 1. The main components of rural infrastructure 

 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 
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Rural areas are not only the spatial basis of pro-

duction, but also the natural environment and place of 

human life. That is why the efficiency of land use de-

pends on a person, his cultural and educational level, 

professional training, political activity, skills, motiva-

tion, desire and ability to work and manage [2; 12].  

Effective development of rural areas is deter-

mined by many components, one of which is social 

infrastructure (Table 1). The latter must meet the vital 

needs of the leading productive force of society - man, 

and thus contribute to the development of the rural 

economy.  

Table 1  

Systematization of conceptual approaches to the classification of elements of social infrastructure 

 
Classification feature 

of social infrastructure 
Elements of social infrastructure 

1 
The level of organiza-

tion of society 
• Social infrastructure of the country, region, city, enterprise; 

2 Form of infrastructure 
• linear (network of railways, highways, etc.); 

• point (schools, theaters, universities, etc.); 

3 
Problem-target 

principle 

• temporary; 

• constant; 

4 Meeting people's needs 
• infrastructure related to meeting the daily needs of the population; 

• infrastructure related to meeting the potential needs of the population; 

5 Type of human activity 

• labor infrastructure; 

• socio-political activities; 

• education and culture; 

• health and physical education; 

• other branches of the non-productive sphere; 

6 
Functional-objective 

principle 

• socio-political and intellectual-cultural activities; 

• restoration and preservation of physical health of the population; 

7 Industry principle 

• distribution and exchange; 

• provision of consumer services; 

• health care; 

• education; 

• management and protection of public order; 

8 Availability principle 

• social infrastructure with unimpeded access; 

• social infrastructure with limited access; 

• social infrastructure is not available. 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

The availability of an effectively functioning so-

cial infrastructure in rural areas is one of the determin-

ing factors not only of social stability, but also of effi-

cient management. The lack of important structural 

elements of the social sphere is the reason for the mass 

outflow of labor from rural areas and the decline of 

rural areas [8; 11].  

The unfavorable demographic situation and the 

constant decrease in the population in rural areas are 

the consequences of the decline in the educational 

component of the infrastructure of rural areas. In addi-

tion, the institutional guarantee of state policy on the 

effective functioning of rural areas is insufficient. 

During the years of formation of the independent 

Ukrainian state, deep structural reforms were carried 

out in the countryside. At the stage of reform, land and 

property relations were radically reconstructed, in 

addition, organizational and legal structures of market 

orientation were established on the basis of private 

ownership of land and property. Also, the form of 

work organization has changed, in particular: individ-

ual, family and collective.  

Rural areas have become a center of increased 

economic activity, and their investment attractiveness 

has also increased. Currently, there are a number of 

current problems in the development of rural areas, 

which not only inherited from the previous adminis-

trative system, but also resulted from some mistakes 

in their reform, insufficient consistency in the imple-

mentation of reforms (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 2. Problems of agricultural development of rural areas 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Today, the solution to the problems of rural 

development and their effective functioning, and at the 

same time, improving their infrastructure, can be the 

introduction of non-agricultural activities, in particular 

- agritourism and more. In recent years, the problem of 

developing rural green tourism in conditions close to 

nature has become especially relevant. The 

organization of recreation and tourism on the basis of 

rural settlements can have an extremely positive 

impact on the economy and ecology of many 

administrative districts of Ukraine due to: use of 

available private housing, financial resources of rural 

population for construction and adaptation of private 

housing for tourists [9; 13], self-employment of 

peasants and providing tourists with environmentally 

friendly food.  

In addition, numerous studies show that there is a 

positive correlation between non-agricultural em-

ployment and:  

 - higher incomes of rural families;  

 - better ability to diversify sources of income;  

 - higher productivity of agricultural species  

Other research on non-agricultural employment 

has found a positive link between better diversifica-

tion of non-agricultural activities, income and:  

 - level of education;  

 - quality and access to service infrastructure;  

 - quality, objectives and organization of services;  

 - opportunities created through the implementa-

tion of local, regional and national government poli-

cies; 

 - access to credit and financial services.  

Introduction of non-agricultural activities in rural 

areas is one of the ways to solve modern problems of 

rural development (Table 2).  

Table 2  

The main problems of rural development 

 Key features  

1  • High unemployment  

2  • Increased migration of the rural population  

3  • Reduction of the network of socio-cultural institutions  

4  • Depreciation and obsolescence of the material and technical base of socio-cultural appointment  

5  • Lack of resources to preserve and reproduce the productive potential of the village  

6  • Reduction of natural increase of rural population  

7  • Poor and untimely medical care  

8  • Complete or partial lack of household services  

9  • Insufficient level of trade service in both qualitative and quantitative terms  

10  • Decrease in housing construction 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Based on the experience of the European Union 

in promoting the development of non-agricultural 

economic activities in rural areas, it is necessary to 

identify the following main potential areas:  

 - activities in the field of rural (green) tourism;  

 - energy production based on renewable sources;  

 - activities in the field of culture, art and nation-

al-ethnic heritage;  

 - land regulation and landscaping;  

 - development of social services;  

 - implementation of remote provision of services 

(information, trade, research, etc.) through the use of 

the Internet [7; 11]. 

According to I. Honcharuk, the development of 

"green business", which is largely shaped by environ-

mental innovations - innovations for sustainable de-

velopment, including products, processes, organiza-

tional change, institutional factors of "greening" the 

economy, an integral part of the development of non-

agricultural economic activities in rural areas of 
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Ukraine. In addition, the concept of "green business" 

represents the introduction of various "green" innova-

tions that will promote the introduction of "green 

economy" as an organizational and economic mecha-

nism for achieving stability, solving global problems 

of rural development [2; 3]. 

Experts of the National Institute for Strategic 

Studies rightly note that a number of measures should 

be taken to provide rural settlements with the neces-

sary infrastructure (Table 3). 

Table 3  

Priority measures to provide rural areas with the necessary infrastructure 

 Characteristics of measures 

І 
• Ensure control over the implementation of the tasks of the State Target Program for the Development of 

Ukrainian Villages. 

ІІ 

• When developing and approving the State Budget of Ukraine to provide budget funds in the areas of 

health, education, culture, housing and communal services for rural areas in accordance with the Law of 

Ukraine "On the priority of social development of rural areas and agro-industrial complex in the national 

economy" compliance with the amount of funding for rural development and giving the village an ad-

vantage over the city, as well as providing in accordance with scientifically sound standards of rural ser-

vice.  

ІІІ 

 • Develop and submit to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine a draft Long-Term Rural Development Program 

(as an object of regulation), will create a legal basis for the economic base of their development, will en-

sure the formation of the institutional environment for the development of rural areas; will differentiate 

between measures to support agriculture and rural areas, implement interdepartmental programs aimed at 

returning to the village graduates of agricultural universities and social workers (doctors, teachers, cultural 

workers, etc.) by providing the first job, housing, etc. 

IV 

• Consider the establishment of a Ukrainian Rural Development Support Fund, which will accumulate 

funds through contributions of economic entities of all forms of ownership in the amount of 1.5% of their 

income in order to direct funds to address urgent issues of rural development.  

V 

 • Consider the feasibility of introducing preferential taxation for newly established enterprises in rural 

areas in the case of innovative nature of production activities, the provision of socially necessary services 

or the provision of infrastructure for these areas. 

VI 

Local authorities and local governments: 

 • to ensure the implementation of regional and local strategies and programs for the development of non-

agricultural economic activities based on available resource potential and existing needs for products and 

services of specific rural areas. To develop alternative types of economic activity in rural areas, in particu-

lar, by increasing the level of arrangement of spheres of life, activity and life of peasants; 

• in order to stop the closure and gradually resume the activities of previously closed, the opening of new 

socio-cultural institutions in rural areas, to ensure the distribution of expenditures for their financing be-

tween local authorities and agricultural holdings on a public-private partnership basis. 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Currently, the primary steps in shaping rural de-

velopment policy are measures to stimulate invest-

ment in agriculture and declining sectors. Processing 

and marketing support was designed to integrate all 

components of the production chain from production 

to sales and to further improve agricultural structures 

and the competitiveness of the raw materials sector. 

Over time, attention has also begun to be paid to hu-

man capital development through accelerated retire-

ment and vocational training. 

The current state of rural areas can be adapted to 

a specific concept of their development. At the nation-

al and regional levels, there are several concepts (ap-

proaches) in parallel, from which three concepts of 

rural development can be clearly distinguished, name-

ly:  

- a concept that identifies a sectoral model - rural 

development with general modernization of agricul-

ture and agri-food complex. Under this model, the 

main function of rural areas is the production of mar-

ketable agricultural products;  

- the concept of convergence, which identifies a 

redistributive model that links rural development sole-

ly to reducing disparities between the most backward 

rural areas and the rest of the economy. According to 

the redistributive model, rural areas are considered 

mainly as underdeveloped areas, structurally lagging 

behind the development of urban areas due to adverse 

natural and socio-economic factors, and therefore re-

quire special attention from public policy;  

- a concept that identifies the territorial model, 

that is, rural development with the development of 

rural areas in general through the use of all resources 

located in their territory (human, physical, natural, 

landscape, etc.), and integration between all compo-

nents and industries at the local level. This concept 

uses the possibilities of the territory in its broadest 

sense. That is, these three concepts correspond to three 

different, albeit non-formalized models used in Euro-

pean countries to shape rural development policy. 

Ukraine should use the European experience, as its 

existing potential is able to ensure the development of 

rural areas, to intensify the formation of new, includ-

ing non-agricultural, economic activities; growth of 

agricultural production and improving both its quality 

and production processes [10; 16]. The main problem 

that slows down these processes at present is the 
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quality of governance - state, regional and local devel-

opment. 

The experience of Ireland shows that public poli-

cy is an effective means of promoting rural prosperity 

(wealth), strengthening rural values. These compo-

nents are based on the adoption by the state of appro-

priate programs (declarations) that will promote in-

vestment in the viability and development of rural 

areas, as well as the preservation of the rural environ-

ment, effective management of natural resources. In 

addition, they will help increase knowledge and im-

plement innovations, increase the efficiency of rural 

management and relieve pressure on fiscal services.  

Rural areas in Council of Europe member states 

are characterized by social, economic and environ-

mental diversity. These discrepancies have become 

more pronounced since the 2008 financial crisis. To-

day, Europe's rural areas face the challenges of territo-

rial cohesion, social sustainability, employment op-

portunities and infrastructure development. At the 

meeting of the Congress of Council of Europe mem-

ber states on October 19, 2017, it was proposed to 

develop new strategies for rural development that will 

adapt to the specific features of rural areas and modern 

conditions of their existence [4; 15]. This strategy will 

be based on an investment approach that will improve 

infrastructure and improve the well-being of rural are-

as of Council of Europe member states. 

Today, the socio-economic situation in rural are-

as of Ukraine requires an urgent solution to the sys-

temic crisis and the solution of social problems of the 

Ukrainian peasantry. The priority now is to improve 

the standard and quality of life of the country's popu-

lation, in particular rural areas, improve its overall 

well-being and enrich it with spiritual and moral val-

ues. The consequence of this should be the develop-

ment of a free, humane and responsible personality. 

This approach is the basis for the formation of effec-

tive labor potential of the region, which will become 

the "locomotive" of infrastructure development in 

rural areas.  

To do this, it is necessary to focus not on the ex-

port of raw materials, but on the sale of finished food 

products in foreign markets [1; 10]. Therefore, the 

development of rural infrastructure and support for 

agriculture should be one of the key areas of public 

policy. 

Experience shows that agricultural policy is not 

able to fully address the development of rural 

settlements. Activation of the Ukrainian countryside is 

possible due to state support of the agricultural sector 

in combination with the development of rural areas. 

However, one should not ignore the importance of 

improving the agricultural sector in order to address 

the issues of rural revitalization, because today it 

creates an economic basis for the prosperity of rural 

settlements [8; 12].  

The experience of foreign countries, especially 

economically developed ones, indicates the growing 

importance of non-agricultural activities in rural areas 

as alternative sources of income and prerequisites for 

further socio-economic development of individual 

areas. For several decades now, the world has been 

actively promoting the diversification of economic 

activities in rural areas, which have traditionally been 

only a place of agriculture.  

Currently, the priority task of state authorities of 

Ukraine and local self-government is the social revival 

of the village. The main conditions for the 

development of rural areas are set out in the new 

version of the Concept of the State Target Program for 

Sustainable Rural Development for the period up to 

2025. One of the conditions for the development of 

rural areas is that the basis for the revival of rural 

areas should be the development of agricultural and 

non-agricultural activities that can create the necessary 

financial base for serious socio-economic 

transformations in rural areas and ensure proper living 

conditions [10; 16]. It is necessary to develop a new 

paradigm of management of agricultural enterprises in 

order to increase the efficiency of their economic 

activities, to implement a comprehensive program of 

rural development in the region by creating an 

effective system of relations at all levels of 

government.  

According to M. Zhybak, at the present stage the 

problems of inconsistency of the level of development 

of the Ukrainian agricultural sector and rural areas in 

general with the world level and the standards of the 

EU countries remain unresolved. Current agricultural 

policy, especially in the context of domestic support 

for agricultural producers, is inconsistent [7]. The new 

era requires new forms of social and territorial 

organization, and the challenge is to invent them on 

the basis of successful systematic experience. Foreign 

experience suggests that we focus on clear planning of 

rural infrastructure development and the creation of 

new forms of associations in the countryside - 

business associations that will stimulate human 

development and be based on the principles of urban 

and rural balance.  

Ukraine's state policy in the field of local self-

government is based on the interests of residents of 

territorial communities and provides for the 

decentralization of power - ie the transfer of much 

power, resources and responsibilities from local 

governments to local governments. This policy is 

based on the provisions of the European Charter of 

Local Self-Government and the best international 

standards of public relations in this area. Every 

inhabitant of a village or city has the right to modern 

medicine and education, accessible and high-quality 

administrative, communal, social services, good roads, 

clean and lighted streets. But people can influence the 

quality of these services only when those responsible 

for their provision are close [9; 14]. The closest 

authorities to the people are local governments: 

village, settlement city councils and their executive 

committees. Therefore, they must have broad powers 

and sufficient resources to be able to address all local 

issues and be responsible for them. 

To this end, decentralization is taking place in 

Ukraine - the transfer of powers and finances from 

state authorities as close as possible to the people - 

local governments. In fig. 3 provides information on 

state financial support for community development 
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and infrastructure development in Ukraine in 2020, 

60% of which is aimed at road infrastructure 

development. 

 
Fig. 3. State financial support for community development and infrastructure development in Ukraine in 2020, 

UAH billion. 

Source: formed on the basis of [6] 

 

Today, an important task of social and domestic 

purposes is to provide housing for the population. 

Gasification of rural settlements is one of the priorities 

of the village revival. In addition, trade is a sphere of 

social infrastructure that has a direct impact on all 

spheres of life, as well as to provide quality services to 

rural residents by trade establishments. 

Currently, the complexity of solving the 

problems of development of social infrastructure of 

rural areas requires the following:  

- in the field of housing and communal services: 

introduction of market mechanisms for housing 

construction in rural areas; preservation and rational 

use of housing; improving the living conditions of 

families;  

- in the field of consumer services for the rural 

population of the region: providing a wide range of 

services to rural residents; strengthening the impact of 

consumer services; partial compensation for rent, etc. 

In the table 4 provides information on the volume of 

services provided by enterprises in the service sector 

by type of economic activity in the third quarter of 

2020 in Ukraine. The total amount of which is about 

8.510 billion dollars USA. 

Table 4  

Volume of services provided by enterprises in the service sector by type of economic activity in the third 

quarter of 2020 in Ukraine 

 

Volume of sold 

services, 

thousand UAH 

Including implemented 

services to the population 

total, 

thousand 

UAH 

in% to the 

total 

Total  238268527,5 46022169,8 19,3 

Transport, warehousing, postal and courier activities  102347144,7 6650770,2 6,5 

Land and pipeline transport  45491056,8 2738152,3 6,0 

Freight rail transport  3466449,9 56259,1 1,6 

Other passenger land transport  3438869,8 2599516,3 75,6 

Freight road transport transport, provision of transportation 

services 
14482669,8 42711,3 0,3 

Warehousing and support activities for transportation  46774370,5 1069923,2 2,3 

Postal and courier activities  2425647,9 775131,6 32,0 

National postal activities  1985943,5 751025,2 37,8 

Other postal and courier activities  439704,4 24106,4 5,5 

Temporary accommodation and catering  5149923,4 3671530,8 71,3 

Temporary accommodation 1578239,0 937478,0 59,4 

Activities of hotels and similar temporary accommodation 1229928,1 793708,0 64,5 
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Holiday and other accommodation  331380,2 134053,5 40,5 

Food and beverage activities  3571684,4 2734052,8 76,5 

Restaurants and mobile food service activities  2805102,5 2567551,1 91,5 

Catering services  685521,0 114103,1 16,6 

Beverage service activities  81060,9 52398,6 64,6 

Information and telecommunications 44475877,8 14650686,5 32,9 

Publishing activities  1018955,6 83033,1 8,1 

Production of motion pictures and television films, televi-

sion programs, publishing of sound recordings 
1234923,7 272505,4 22,1 

Radio and television broadcasting activities  3044721,6 312366,0 10,3 

Computer programming, consultancy and related activities  12718383,6 24726,9 0,2 

Provision of information services  4924659,9 358467,9 7,3 

Real estate activities  23511134,5 1043624,5 4,4 

Buying and selling own real estate  351859,7 34053,3 9,7 

Leasing and operation of own or leased real estate  22345853,7 640238,4 2,9 

Real estate transactions for remuneration or on a contract 

basis 
813421,1 369332,8 45,4 

Professional, scientific and technical activities  26366458,5 1089453,5 4,1 

Activities in the fields of architecture and engineering; tech-

nical testing and research  
6706797,8 404992,5 6,0 

Activities in the fields of architecture and engineering, tech-

nical consulting services  
5434315,0 360520,2 6,6 

Technical testing and research  1272482,8 44472,3 3,5 

Research and development  3200991,5 78527,9 2,5 

Research and experimental development in the field of natu-

ral sciences and technical sciences  
3127111,4 73403,0 2,3 

Research and experimental development on social sciences 

and humanities  
73880,1 5124,9 6,9 

Other professional, scientific and technical activities  658682,0 11002,2 1,7 

Activities in the field of photography  16615,3 1768,2 10,6 

Other professional, scientific and technical activity 469865,7 6098,6 1,3 

Veterinary activity 202455,7 76522,0 37,8 

Administrative and support service activities  19000462,0 5278263,0 27,8 

Rental, hire and leasing  3960942,9 51944,6 1,3 

Renting of motor vehicles  799732,5 19500,3 2,4 

Employment activities  1720840,3 20491,8 1,2 

Employment agency activities  665834,6 15617,2 2,3 

Security activities services and investigations  3150522,8 116731,5 3,7 

Private security services  2819394,5 96181,8 3,4 

Maintenance of buildings and areas  5723776,2 2932874,6 51,2 

Comprehensive maintenance of facilities  3710634,0 2632523,8 70,9 

Cleaning activities  1676739,4 294865,3 17,6 

Provision of landscape services  336402,8 5485,5 1,6 

Providing ancillary commercial services 841687,8 34073,8 4,0 

Education  6235770,2 5911454,2 94,8 

Preschool education  157102,7 147174,1 93,7 

Primary education  53526,4 53088,5 99,2 

Secondary education  401761,2 328332,9 81,7 

Higher education  5203310,9 5061820,6 97,3 

Other education  406121,9 312026,3 76,8 

Supporting activities in the field of education 13947,1 9011,8 64,6 

Health and social work  9023483,2 6721899,9 74,5 

Health  8998164,2 6698377,0 74,4 

Hospital activities  2943166,1 2155101,5 73,2 

Medical and dental practice  5060667,2 4037492,5 79,8 

Other health activities 

Provision of residential care services  
994330,9 505783,0 50,9 

Provision of residential care services for people with mental 

disabilities and drug addicts  
14543,0 13299,3 91,4 

Provision of residential care services for the elderly and 

disabled  
3198,4 3198,4 100,0 
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Provision of social assistance without accommodation  9564,1 8330,9 87,1 

Provision of social assistance without accommodation for 

the elderly and disabled  
10776,0 10223,6 94,9 

Provision of other social assistance without accommodation 9328,7 8796,8 94,3 

Health and social work  1447,3 1426,8 98,6 

Arts, sports, entertainment and recreation  1325633,0 792748,5 59,8 

Functioning of libraries, archives, museums and other cul-

tural institutions  
162847,2 109068,3 67,0 

Activities in the field of sports, organization of recreation 

and entertainment  
879298,4 455190,0 51,8 

Activities in the field of sports  558171,9 328941,6 58,9 

Recreation and entertainment  321126,5 126248,4 39,3 

Provision of other services  832640,2 211738,7 25,4 

Repair of computers, household goods and personal and 

household goods  
463641,2 25363,5 5,5 

Repair of computers and communication equipment  370427,8 13167,9 3,6 

Repair of household appliances articles and articles of per-

sonal use  
93213,4 12195,6 13,1 

Provision of other personal services 368999,0 186375,2 50,5 

Source: formed on the basis [6] 

 

In the field of trade and restaurants there is a 

need to achieve a balance of supply and demand in the 

market of consumer goods; meeting consumer demand 

with high quality service and minimal costs; 

increasing the number of procurement organizations; 

improvement of forms of customer service, etc.  

In the field of education it is necessary to carry 

out reconstruction, overhaul and equipping the 

premises of preschool institutions; equipping 

kindergartens; enriching the spirituality of the 

individual; promoting the implementation of 

computerization programs for rural schools and the 

"School Bus", etc. In the table 5 shows the dynamics 

of indicators of the education sector in Ukraine for the 

period 2014-2021.  

Table 5  

General secondary education institutions (according to the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine) 

(at the beginning of the school year, thousand) 

Years 

Number of 

general 

secondary 

education 

institutions 

Number of 

students in 

general 

secondary 

education 

institutions 

Of these in 

institutions 

Graduation of students from 

general secondary education 

institutions Number of 

teachers in 

general 

secondary 

education 

institutions 
daily 

evening 

(variable) 

received a 

certificate of  

basic general 

secondary 

education 

received a 

certificate of 

completion of  

complete 

general 

secondary 

education 

2014/15 17,6 3757 3718 39 339 247 454 

2015/16 17,3 3783 3750 33 336 229 444 

2016/17 16,9 3846 3815 30 329 211 438 

2017/18 16,2 3922 3894 28 329 203 440 

2018/19 15,5 4042 4017 25 345 195 441 

2019/20 15,2 4138 4116 22 352 198 440 

2020/21 14,9 4211 4191 20 345 222 440 

Source: formed on the basis [6] 

 

In the field of health care, there is a need to equip 

medical offices; providing rural health care facilities 

with modern medical equipment, mobile dental offices 

and other modern equipment. In the table 6 shows the 

dynamics of health care facilities in Ukraine in the 

period 2014-2017. 
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Table 6  

Health care facilities 

Years 
Number of 

hospitals, thousand 

Number of hospital 

beds Number of outpa-

tient clinics, thou-

sand 

Planned capacity of outpatient 

clinics 

total, 

thousand 

per 10,000 

population 
number of visits 

per shift, thousand 

per 10,000 

population 

2014 1,8 336 78,5 9,8 912 213,4 

2015 1,8 332 78,1 10,0 912 214,2 

2016 1,7 315 74,3 10,2 915 215,6 

2017 1,7 309 73,1 10,4 923 218,6 

Source: formed on the basis [6] 

 

In fig. 4 provides information on the amount of 

state financial support for community development 

and infrastructure development in Ukraine in 2021. 

 
Fig. 4. State financial support for community development and infrastructure development in 2021, UAH billion. 

Source: formed on the basis [6] 

 

We believe that the national policy of rural 

development should be based on a scientific basis, 

which, in turn, should be focused on compliance with 

certain norms and requirements that have already been 

formed in most developed countries (Fig. 5). 

 
Fig. 5. The main components of the realization of the infrastructural potential of innovative development of rural 

areas of Ukraine 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 
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The process of decentralization of power started 

in 2014 is aimed at resolving these and many other 

issues of the village and the city. clear division of 

powers between public authorities and local govern-

ments, as well as between different levels of local 

government. Local governments are responsible for 

school and preschool education, primary health care 

(clinics, medical and obstetric centers), cultural insti-

tutions, landscaping, public order and many other 

pressing issues [3; 4]. The organization of local self-

government through the formation of territorial com-

munities is enshrined in the Constitution of Ukraine, 

which presents the definition of a territorial communi-

ty as the primary subject of local self-government.  

Local self-government is the right of a territorial 

community - residents of a village or voluntary 

association of residents of several villages, settlements 

and cities into a rural community - to decide on issues 

of local significance. Territorial communities are a 

community of citizens who are aware of their rights 

and interests, demonstrate the ability to constructively 

resolve their own development, resolve conflicts, can 

manage the economic, social and cultural spheres of 

community life and implement their own development 

strategy [8; 10]. In fig. 6 shows the components of 

modern strategic guidelines for rural development. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Strategic guidelines for rural development 

Source: formed based on the results of the study 

 

Today, the task of state regional policy should be 

to support strategic projects for the regions, because 

full-fledged local self-government is a prerequisite for 

the development of regions, taking into account their 

characteristics. All issues related to the functioning of 

local communities and infrastructure development 

(construction or repair of schools, kindergartens, 

roads, obtaining permits, registrations, certificates) 

will be resolved on the ground without any permits 

from above [1; 9]. The Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine 

adopted a number of laws to increase the powers of 

local governments and optimize the provision of 

administrative services, namely: state registration of 

legal entities and individuals, entrepreneurs, 

associations of citizens, as well as registration of 

residence, civil status, property rights, land regulation 

issues, issuance of passport documents. 

Results and discussion. 

The adoption of new laws on decentralization has 

created a legal basis and mechanisms for the 

accelerated unification of territorial communities of 

villages, settlements, cities, directing their joint 

capabilities to address the problems of their territories. 

An active role was played by local budgets, which 

gained full independence in the use of available 

financial resources, regardless of the central budget. In 

fig. 7 provides information on the share of local 

budget revenues (excluding transfers) in the 

consolidated budget of Ukraine in the period 2015-

2021, the largest amount of which falls on 2019 and is 

23,3%. 
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Fig. 7. The share of local budget revenues (excluding transfers) in the consolidated budget of Ukraine in the 

period 2015-2021, % 

Source: formed on the basis [5] 

 

In fig. 8 provides information on the share of lo-

cal budget expenditures in the consolidated budget of 

Ukraine in the period 2015-2021, the largest amount 

of which falls on 2017 and is 46,9%. 
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Fig. 8. The share of local budget expenditures in the consolidated budget of Ukraine in the period 2015-2021, % 

Source: formed on the basis [5] 

 

On July 17, 2020, the Verkhovna Rada of 

Ukraine adopted Resolution № 807-IX "On the 

formation and liquidation of districts." Today in 

Ukraine there are 119 district councils and 119 district 

state administrations. The new system of 

administrative-territorial organization of the 

subregional level in Ukraine today has 136 districts.  

Today, the policy of rural development in 

Ukraine is carried out mainly within the framework of 

state regional policy and state agrarian policy. 

Therefore, it is necessary to single out rural areas as a 

self-sufficient object of regulation and solve the 

problems of their development comprehensively with 

reference to European principles and standards. 

 

Conclusions. 

The level of infrastructure of rural areas is one of 

the important internal factors of quality and living 

standards of the rural population. Today, the state of 

rural infrastructure largely depends on the 

development of agricultural production. The 

combination of joint efforts of the state, local 

authorities and business entities is a source of 

financial development of rural infrastructure. In 

addition, promoting the development of non-

agricultural economic activities in rural areas should 

be the key to the effective development of rural 

infrastructure.  

The task of state regional policy should be to 

support strategic projects for the regions, because full-
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fledged local self-government is a prerequisite for the 

development of regions, taking into account their 

characteristics. All issues related to the functioning of 

local communities and infrastructure development will 

be resolved on the ground without any permits. Local 

budgets will play an active role in gaining full 

independence in the use of available financial 

resources, regardless of the central budget. directing 

joint opportunities of united territorial communities to 

solve problematic issues of formation and 

development of rural infrastructure. 
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Abstract.  
The article examines the main aspects of state support for agriculture in modern conditions, which are 

regulated by regulations. The economic significance of state support is determined, its current state and main 

directions for agricultural enterprises are studied. The results of the analysis of preconditions and measures that 

led to the change of directions and volumes of state support in the budget for 2020 are presented. Ways to 

develop state support for the country's agricultural sector have been identified. It is noted that the analysis of 

state support should take into account the macro- and microeconomic principles of efficiency and the regional 

aspect. 

Some world models of state support are analyzed and prospects for Ukraine are outlined. The obtained 

results are similar to domestic studies and defend the belief in the need for state support of the competitive 

environment, and not only certain forms of management and ensuring food security by regulatory policies 

coordinated to support the industry. 

The main points of formation of the motivational mechanism of effective state support of farms are 

determined. The key problems that arise with state support for agricultural producers are analyzed. 

It is proved that in order to increase the volume and increase the efficiency of state support for agricultural 

producers, it is necessary to focus on three types of state support: targeted partial investment support for small 

and medium-sized agricultural producers through credit subsidies; support for the capitalization and operation 

of the partial credit guarantee agency; support in teaching financial literacy and disseminating knowledge. 

It is substantiated that the ways to increase the effectiveness of state budget support for agriculture are to 

identify priority strategic directions and development indicators. It is emphasized that state support should be 

provided with the greatest efficiency and promote the development of production. This requires the development 

of modern methods for determining the effectiveness of budget programs, which would include optimal domestic 

and international comparisons. 
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Formulation of the problem. Ukraine's 

transition to a market economy is determined by the 

need for a number of effective reforms, which means 

increasing the role of the state in economic 

development and, in particular, its priority agricultural 

sector. Radical state regulation of the industry is 

necessary to overcome the crisis and ensure further 

intensive development of the agro-industrial complex. 

The experience of progressive highly developed 

countries, whose agro-industrial complex has long 

been formed under the influence of the state, shows 

that in a market economy, the effectiveness of 

agricultural production largely depends on the level of 

state support. 

Analysis of recent research and publications. 
The problem of state support for agriculture has 

always been relevant. Scientific developments of such 

scientists as M. Demyanenko, V. Rutytska, L. Pronko, 

K. Mazur, A. Mazur, I. Furman, J. Gontaruk, I. 

Tomashuk, A. Dibrova, O. Panukhnyk are devoted to 

this issue. , M. Borodin, Y. Lupenko, O. Mohylny, T. 

Ostashko, P. Sabluk and others. Although the process 

of reform in the agricultural sector of the economy has 

been going on for a long time, the instruments of state 

support used are not always effective, and in the 

conditions of abolition of special tax regimes, ie 

indirect support and insignificant budgetary resources 

allocated to finance the sector, they are generally 

unviable. 

The purpose of the article is to determine the 

importance of state support, to study its current state 

and the most important areas for agricultural 

enterprises, to establish ways to develop state support 

for the country's agricultural sector. Also analyze 

global models of state support and outline prospects 

for Ukraine. 

Material and research methods. The solution of 

the tasks set in the scientific article is carried out by 

general scientific methods. The study is based on the 

current regulatory, informational, statistical base. The 

methodological tools used in the article allow to 

systematize a number of phenomena in the process of 

agricultural development, to standardize the procedure 

for determining the formal volume and effectiveness 

of state support by direct and indirect methods, taking 

into account the influence of various factors. 

Results of the research. State support for the 

agricultural sector is an economic necessity that is 

recognized and implemented through various 

methods, forms and tools. Due to the increased 

sensitivity to the impact of various negative factors of 

instability, agriculture needs some government 
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support. Thus, one of the factors of successful 

development of agriculture is state support (its 

effective implementation helps to accelerate the 

growth rate of agricultural production and increase the 

competitiveness of the industry). 

At the present stage, the areas of state support for 

the agricultural sector of Ukraine are: 

1. Price regulation of the agricultural market 

through the introduction of minimum purchase prices 

(for grain, sunflower seeds, sugar beets, livestock 

products). The Agrarian Fund was established in 2005 

to implement an effective pricing policy. 

2. Subsidies for the purchase of resources 

(compensation for part of the investments made 

(within the framework of targeted programs, in 

particular, the construction of farms and greenhouses, 

etc.). 

3. Production subsidies to producers (direct 

budget support in terms of crop and livestock). 

4. Financial and credit support (subsidies to pay 

part of the insurance payment accrued under the 

insurance contract, partial compensation of interest 

rates on loans from commercial banks and leasing 

payments. 

5. Specialized support in certain areas and 

programs (development of farming, advisory, credit 

cooperation, crop production, animal husbandry, 

increasing soil fertility, agriculture in contaminated 

areas, etc.). 

6. Stimulation of technical re-equipment of farms 

of the agro-industrial sector, in particular machine-

building products on the basis of leasing. 

7. Financing of programs and activities for the 

development of the social sphere. 

The basis for the formation of the volume of 

agricultural state support in 2019 is the project of the 

Ministry of Agriculture to allocate 1% of GDP from 

agricultural products, highlighted in the strategic plan 

for reforming the industry "3 + 5". 

This simple arithmetic provides three 

strategically important directions: 

- state support for farmers, 

- rural development 

- completion of land reform 

 and 5 priorities arising from them: 

1. development of markets, 

2. organic production and niche crops, 

3. development of state enterprises, 

4. irrigation, 

5. food safety. 

The budget of Ukraine provides for three sources 

of support for the agricultural sector of Ukraine: 

• budget funds for general and special funds, 

• loan funds of the European Investment Bank, 

• state guarantees. 

The decisive problems of state support of 

agriculture in Ukraine include: 

 - lack of trust in the state in this area by 

agricultural producers; 

 - Insufficient level of impact of budget support 

measures on the development of domestic agriculture. 

The study showed that the formation of financial 

resources in the agricultural sector is influenced by the 

following factors [24]: 

- First, in agriculture the main means of 

production is land, which is not depreciated and, 

therefore, does not participate in the formation of 

production costs. At the same time, different levels of 

natural fertility and location contribute to the 

formation of differentiated profits (rents). 

- Secondly, in the composition of fixed assets a 

significant place is occupied by productive and 

working cattle, the reproduction of which is carried 

out directly in the industry itself by raising young 

animals. Depreciation is not accrued on productive 

livestock, its value is not transferred to the cost of 

production. 

- Third, a significant specificity of this industry is 

self-reproduction. A significant part of the obtained 

products is not sold aside, but remains on the farm as 

young animals, fodder, manure for fertilizing fields, 

etc. Therefore, it is not part of marketable products 

and does not take the form of money, but participates 

in domestic turnover. 

- Fourth, the natural process of growing animals 

and plants determines the features of the cycle of 

agricultural producers: its relative slowness, gradual 

increase in costs, the release of funds from the cycle at 

the same time, ie during periods of output and sales. 

The above factors lead to specific forms of 

organization of finance of agricultural producers. 

During the year, they form a seasonal gap between the 

terms of expenditure and profit. As a result, 

commodity producers must have significant amounts 

of working capital. However, not at the expense of 

own sources as it is inexpedient, and at the expense of 

the involved, including credit means [4]. 

Therefore, the organization of financial support 

for the activities of economic entities is carried out 

mainly in three forms [21]: 

- self-financing, ie use of own resources; 

- lending on the basis of mobilization and 

redistribution of temporarily free funds; 

- budget financing on a non-refundable basis at 

the expense of state and local budgets. 

Not only the volume of state support but also the 

mechanisms of its provision are important. The 

mechanism of state support of the agricultural sector is 

regulated by the Law of Ukraine "On the State Budget 

of Ukraine" [11] and "On State Support of Agriculture 

of Ukraine" [12], and the procedure for spending 

budget funds is determined annually by separate 

resolutions of the Cabinet of Ministers. 

Each year, in the law on the state budget, the 

Parliament determines the directions and amounts of 

expenditures for the support of agricultural producers 

for the next budget year. The Law of Ukraine “On the 

State Budget of Ukraine for 2020” of November 14, 

2019 № 294-IX [11] is no exception. 

In the last few years, legislators have been 

investing less and less in the state budget for state 

support from agricultural producers. Thus, in the State 

Budget of Ukraine for 2020, about UAH 4 billion is 

provided to support farmers on a non-refundable basis. 

(for comparison: in 2019 - UAH 5.9 billion). 

In 2019, agricultural producers used UAH 4.34 
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billion. state support. In total, 1,667 business entities 

and 230,025 individuals, about 10,000 farmers and 2 

agricultural cooperatives received state support [6]. 

State support was provided in six separate areas: 

- cheaper loans; 

- support for the development of farms; 

- support for the development of horticulture, 

berry growing, viticulture and hop growing; 

- providing loans to farms; 

- support for the development of the livestock 

industry; 

- cheapening of agricultural machinery and 

equipment [6]. 

This allowed to purchase 6262 heads of cattle, 

781 heads of sheep, 5532 heads of pigs and 257900 

doses of reproductive material, partially reimburse the 

cost of 49 livestock facilities and 61 facilities for 

storage and processing of grain, lay 3897 hectares of 

orchards, 246 hectares of vineyards and 9 hectares of 

hop gardens, build 5 refrigerators with RGS with a 

capacity of 8.5 thousand tons, 1 facility for freezing 

fruit and berry products, purchase 5 lines of 

commodity processing of fruits, 3 mechanisms for 

granulation of hops and 1 automated line for drying 

fruits, etc. In addition, 9502 agricultural producers 

purchased 25065 units of equipment, 426 enterprises 

attracted soft loans [19]. 

In the current 2020, almost all funds intended for 

support of agricultural producers are sent under the 

budget program KPKVK 1201150 "Financial support 

of agricultural producers", which was approved by the 

Order of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 

Agriculture of Ukraine dated 10.04.2020 № 687. 

The Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of 19 

February 2002 2. 109 defines the areas in which funds 

are distributed under this program, and the order of the 

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Agriculture of 

Ukraine dated 10.04.2020 № 687 allocates funds in 

these areas (Table 1). 

The Ministry of Economic Development, Trade 

and Agriculture of Ukraine for 2020 has developed a 

number of options to support the development of 

entrepreneurship in rural areas for farmers. Below are 

8 support programs for different types of agricultural 

activities [7]. 

Table 1 

Directions and distribution of funds under the budget program KPKVK 1201150 "Financial support of 

agricultural producers", thousand UAH 

№ 

Directions of financial support of agro-industrial enterprises The amount of 

costs 

for 2020 

1.  
State support for the development of animal husbandry and processing of agri-

cultural products 
1 000 000 

2.  Financial support for farm development 380 000 

3.  
Partial compensation for the cost of agricultural machinery and equipment of 

domestic production 
1 000 000 

4.  
Financial support of measures in the agro-industrial complex by reducing the 

cost of loans 
1 200 000 

5.  Financial support for horticulture, viticulture and hop growing 400 000 

6.  

Providing additional financial support to family farms through the mechanism of 

additional payment in favor of insured persons - members / head of the family 

farm of a single contribution to the obligatory state social insurance 

20 000 

Всього 4 000 000 

Source: [6; 24] 

 

In the area of "Financial support for the 

development of farms". in 2020 it is planned to send 

UAH 380 million. State support will be provided: 

1) Farm, which has a net income from sales of 

products (services) for the last year up to UAH 20 

million. by: 

• budget subsidy for keeping cows (UAH 5,000, 

but not more than UAH 250,000. Farms owned by 5 

cows, identified and registered in accordance with the 

law, for each available cow as of August 1 of the 

current year) 

• partial reimbursement of costs related to the 

provided agricultural advisory services (payment of 

90% of the cost, but not more than UAH 10,000 to 

agricultural advisory services); 

• budget subsidy per unit of cultivated land (1 ha) 

- to a newly established farm (UAH 3,000 per 1 ha, 

but not more than UAH 60,000 per farm); 

• agricultural service cooperative, which includes 

one or more farms, by reimbursing 70% of the cost of 

domestic machinery and equipment purchased, both at 

their own expense and for credit (up to 3 million, per 

cooperative) [14]. 

2) Financial support on a repayable basis 

(interest-free loans) through the Ukrainian State Farm 

Support Fund. In 2020, UAH 67 million is planned to 

be directed in this direction. (from the special fund of 

the state budget) in the amount of up to UAH 500,000. 

per farm. 

This assistance, in accordance with the Procedure 

for using funds provided in the state budget to support 

farms, approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of 

Ukraine dated 25.08.2004 № 1102, can be received on 

a competitive basis by all farms, except those that 

have debts to the Ukrgosfond and its regional 

branches, which have been declared bankrupt, in 

respect of which bankruptcy proceedings have been 

initiated and which are in the process of liquidation, as 

well as in which the facts of illegal receipt and / or 

misuse of budget funds have been revealed [9]. 
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State support through surcharges in favor of 

insured persons - members / chairmen of SFG. UAH 

20 million is provided in this direction in 2020. 

According to the Resolution of the Cabinet of 

Ministers of Ukraine dated 22.05.2019 № 565 "On 

approval of the Procedure for providing additional 

financial support to family farms through the 

mechanism of additional payment in favor of insured 

persons - members / heads of family farms of a single 

contribution to compulsory state social insurance" for 

10 years in the amount of 0.9 to 0.1 of the minimum 

insurance premium, only if the remaining contribution 

is paid by the chairman / members of the SFG. The 

surcharge can be received by members / chairman of 

SFG without the status of a legal entity, which is 

created in accordance with Article 8-1 of the Law of 

Ukraine "On Farming" and registered as a single tax 

payer of the fourth group. 

1) State support for the development of animal 

husbandry and processing of agricultural products. 

UAH 1 billion is planned to be directed to the 

direction in 2020. 

According to the Procedure for the use of funds 

provided in the state budget for state support of 

livestock development and processing of agricultural 

products, approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of 

07.02.2018 № 107 (as amended by the Cabinet of 

Ministers of 20.05.2020 № 395) will be provided in 

the following areas: 

• subsidy for bee colonies (for existing from 10 to 

300 bee colonies in the amount of UAH 200 per bee 

colony); 

• reimbursement of the cost of purchased 

breeding animals, bees, sperm and embryos (up to 

50% of the cost); 

• reimbursement of the cost of livestock facilities 

(up to 30% of the cost); 

• reimbursement of the cost of grain storage and 

processing facilities (up to 30% of the cost); 

• compensation for the value of objects financed 

by bank loans (up to 25% of the amount of borrowed 

funds for recipients in 2018-2019) [12]. 

2) Financial support for the development of 

horticulture, viticulture and hop growing. In 2020, 

UAH 400 million is planned to be directed in this 

direction. for a total amount of not more than UAH 25 

million. per one business entity, by partial 

reimbursement: 

• purchase of planting material (after planting) in 

the amount of up to 80% of the cost; 

• construction of wallpaper and installation of 

drip irrigation systems in the amount of up to 30% of 

the cost (after installation); 

• new construction and reconstruction of 

refrigerators for storage of fruits, berries, table 

varieties of grapes and hops of own production, shops 

of primary processing of technical varieties of grapes, 

fruits and berries of own production, facilities for 

freezing fruits and berries to producers growing fruits 

and berries, in up to 30% of the cost; 

• purchase of lines for commercial processing of 

fruits and berries by producers who grow fruits and 

berries, automated lines for drying fruits, berries and 

hops of own production, lines for processing home-

grown fruits, berries and technical varieties of grapes 

into juices, purees, wine materials up to 30 % of cost 

after completion of commissioning works; 

• purchase of machinery and equipment 

(including foreign production, which are not produced 

in Ukraine) for technological operations in viticulture, 

horticulture, hop growing, according to the list set by 

the Ministry of Economy, up to 30% of the cost [13]. 

Partial compensation of the cost of agricultural 

machinery and equipment of domestic production. In 

2020, UAH 437 million is planned to be directed in 

this direction. In addition, compensation will be paid 

to agricultural producers who purchased machinery 

and equipment in October - November 2019, but for 

reasons beyond their control did not receive 

compensation. Support will be provided in accordance 

with the Procedure for the use of funds provided in the 

state budget for partial compensation of the cost of 

agricultural machinery and equipment of domestic 

production, approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of 

Ukraine from March 1, 2017 № 130, on a non-

refundable basis, 25% of the cost and / or their 

machinery and equipment dealers. 

Recipients of budget funds are legal entities and 

individuals - entrepreneurs - agricultural producers, 

whose main activity is the supply of agricultural goods 

produced by them on their own or leased fixed assets, 

provided that the share of the value of such 

agricultural goods is not less than 75% the value of all 

goods supplied by such legal entities and individuals 

during the previous 12 consecutive reporting tax 

periods together, and newly formed agricultural 

producers who carry out economic activities for less 

than 12 calendar months - according to the results of 

each reporting period). 

Support will be provided in accordance with the 

Procedure for the use of funds provided in the state 

budget for partial compensation of the cost of 

agricultural machinery and equipment of domestic 

production, approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of 

Ukraine from 01.03.2017 № 130, on a non-refundable 

basis, 25% and / or their machinery and equipment 

dealers. 

Recipients of budget funds are legal entities and 

individuals - entrepreneurs - agricultural producers, 

whose main activity is the supply of agricultural goods 

(as defined in paragraph 2.15 of Article 2 of the Law 

"On State Support of Agriculture of Ukraine"), 

produced by them on their own or leased fixed assets, 

provided that the share of the value of such 

agricultural goods is not less than 75% of the value of 

all goods supplied by such legal entities and 

individuals during the previous 12 consecutive 

reporting tax periods combined, and newly formed 

agricultural producers engaged in less than 12 

calendar months - according to the results of each 

reporting period) [4, 10]. 

– Financial support of measures in the agro-

industrial complex by reducing the cost of loans In 

this area in 2020 it is planned to direct 1.2 billion 

UAH. 

– According to the Procedure for using funds 
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provided in the state budget for financial support of 

measures in the agro-industrial complex by reducing 

the cost of loans, approved by the Cabinet of Ministers 

of Ukraine from 29.04.2015 № 300, support is 

provided on a competitive basis to agro-industrial 

complex entities - legal entities organizational and 

legal form and form of ownership and individuals - 

entrepreneurs (hereinafter - borrowers), who: 

– 1. carry out activities in the livestock industry 

and use credit funds to cover current and capital 

(investment) costs associated with carrying out 

activities in the livestock sector; 

– 2. carry out activities in other types of 

agricultural activities (except livestock) and 

processing of agricultural products. 

– Compensation is provided to borrowers on a 

monthly basis for actually accrued and paid interest in 

the amount of 1.5 of the discount rate of the National 

Bank, effective on the date of accrual of interest, but 

not higher than the amounts provided by loan 

agreements, reduced by 5 percentage points for: 

– - short-term loans raised to cover production 

costs; 

– - medium- and long-term loans raised for the 

purchase of fixed assets of agricultural production, the 

implementation of costs associated with the 

construction and reconstruction of agricultural 

production facilities, as well as for the construction 

and reconstruction of production facilities. 

– Volumes of support: 

– - to borrowers engaged in animal husbandry - 

up to UAH 15 million. 

– - to other borrowers - up to UAH 5 million. 

[5]. 

– 1) Available loans 5-7-9%. In this direction 

in 2020 it is planned to send UAH 2 billion. from the 

special fund of the state budget 

– The Ministry of Finance of Ukraine, in 

accordance with the Procedure for providing financial 

state support to micro and small businesses, approved 

by the Cabinet of Ministers of 24.01.2020 № 28, 

through the Fund for Entrepreneurship Development, 

provides a program of interest rate compensation for 

businesses, which, in particular, carry out their 

activities in the agricultural sector, in which they can 

reduce the payment of the base interest rate to the 

level of 9 to 7, or 5 percent per annum. 

– This reduction in the cost of loans can be 

used by legal entities and natural persons - 

entrepreneurs, in particular: 

– - farms, including family farms; 

– - agricultural service and production 

cooperatives; 

– - other agricultural producers; 

– - subjects of micro-entrepreneurship and 

small business, which conduct economic activity in 

rural areas [5]. 

– For each area of state support, the procedures 

for providing funds are approved, which contain a 

mechanism for receiving budget funds and a list of 

conditions under which agricultural producers can 

apply for state aid (some have already been published 

and some projects have been published). 

– The general conditions of almost all areas are 

that farmers cannot count on state aid: 

- who have arrears of taxes and fees; 

- who have been declared bankrupt or in respect 

of whom a bankruptcy case has been initiated; 

- which are in the process of liquidation; 

- in which the facts of illegal receipt and / or 

misuse of budget funds were previously revealed [6]. 

The main problems with state support for 

agricultural producers are as follows [23]: 

- fragmentation, chaotic formation and budgeting 

of support programs, as well as systemic underfunding 

/ underperformance of programs; focusing mainly on 

supporting large agricultural producers; 

- limited opportunities to return public 

investment due to higher tax revenues from the 

agricultural sector; 

- limited investment incentives and access to 

credit due to the moratorium on the purchase and sale 

of agricultural land [7]. 

To increase the volume and increase the 

efficiency of state support for agricultural producers, 

we propose to focus on three types of state support: 

1. targeted partial support for investments for 

small and medium-sized farmers in high value-added 

production (including non-grain and oilseeds) through 

loan subsidies in the form of grants (partial loan 

compensation) and / or interest rate compensation on 

loans; 

2. support for the capitalization and operation of 

the partial credit guarantee agency in order to improve 

access to credit and support productive investments by 

small and medium-sized farmers; 

3. support in the training of financial literacy and 

dissemination of knowledge to raise awareness of the 

target group about the possibilities of diversification 

of production; increasing the ability of the target 

group to make successful investment proposals [8]. 

Analysis of foreign experience shows that the 

governments of developed countries, such as the 

United States, France, Australia, Canada, China and 

others provide active state support to the agricultural 

sector of the economy, as its condition depends on 

food security. 

 In the United States, for example, in 2014 the 

Law "On Agriculture" was adopted. The document 

retains a trade facilitation loan program, in the form of 

subsidies to farmers, when prices for major crops fall 

below a certain level. However, direct payments were 

replaced by insurance. That is, the main focus was 

crop insurance, and the concept of insurance was 

extended to other areas, such as milk production. In 

general, American farmers can choose a product 

support scheme from two main programs. 

The first is price fall insurance (PLC), which 

provides compensation if crop prices fall below 

predetermined levels. 

The second is agricultural risk insurance (ARC). 

It provides payments to farmers in the event of a 

decline in income below the national average. In 

addition, there are several options for insurance of 

crops or profits. At the same time, the federal 

government can subsidize insurance premiums at rates 
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ranging from 38% to 80%, depending on the level of 

coverage and the options chosen by the manufacturers. 

Such a high level of subsidies is necessary in order to 

make products affordable [20]. 

France's agricultural policy is significantly 

influenced by a well-developed network of trade 

unions that care about the working and living 

conditions of farmers, as well as maintaining a 

"minimum level of income" even in the event of crop 

failures or natural disasters. The taxation system is 

also special: the calculation of the amount of income 

subject to taxation is based on land cadastre data, 

average cost of production, production costs, crop 

yields and livestock productivity. Credit Agricole 

Bank plays a central role in the agricultural credit 

system. The mechanism of soft loans for agriculture is 

based on the principle of state repayment by the bank 

of the difference between the contractual interest rate 

and the rate of soft loan granted to the farmer. In 

addition to the government, French farmers also 

support the European Union through the Common 

Agricultural Policy (ECHR). France receives about 

17% of the total budget. On average, one farm 

receives about 12 thousand euros in subsidies per year 

[20]. 

Financial support from the Australian 

Government is provided to farmers, usually to 

compensate for damage caused by natural or man-

made factors - mainly long periods of drought 

(irrigation and dry farming are combined throughout 

the country), floods, fires or some other natural 

disasters. At the same time, government subsidies are 

provided only when a significant number of farms in 

the region suffer losses due to the natural disaster. 

Such support can take various forms: grants, short-

term loans at low interest rates, and so on. The state 

also provides tax benefits to farmers to compensate for 

the depreciation of agricultural equipment. Finally, to 

protect the national agricultural sector, the government 

applies a system of special payments and import 

duties. With regard to taxation, producers of different 

types of agricultural products pay taxes at different 

rates. For example, the sugar industry does not receive 

tax benefits, while winemaking has certain advantages 

in taxation [20]. 

Canadian agriculture receives significant 

government support (ranging from $ 6-8 billion 

annually), although it is many times less than in the 

EU. However, such low rates are due to the unique 

Canadian system of state monopoly on the purchase of 

milk, cheese, eggs and poultry called "supply 

management". Specially created state-owned 

companies regulate the supply of these goods on the 

market, controlling domestic production and limiting 

imports through high duties, which can reach 200%. 

Such a system, on the one hand, allows Canada to 

avoid direct subsidies to the sector, and on the other - 

harms consumers, because due to government 

regulation, prices for the final product in Canada are 

30 to 300% higher than in other countries. Thus, 

buyers out of pocket can support the national producer 

at high prices [20]. 

In China, agricultural taxes are: the tax on 

agriculture and the tax on keeping and breeding 

livestock. Taxpayers are legal entities and / or 

individuals who receive income from agriculture or 

livestock activities. Tax on the use of agricultural land 

is also paid. This tax is levied on agricultural land in 

state and collective ownership. Tax rates are 

differentiated by regions (localities) depending on the 

average size of land per capita and the economic 

situation in the region. In order to prevent a large gap 

in rates between neighboring regions, the Ministry of 

Finance has approved an average tax rate per unit - for 

provinces, autonomous districts and municipalities in 

the provinces, equal to 2.5-9 yuan. The tax is paid 

once. Products of own production of agricultural 

enterprises and farmers, which they sell 

independently, are not subject to VAT [19]. 

To compare individual countries of the world by 

the amount of state support for agriculture, you can 

use the data in Figure 1. 

As can be seen from the analysis, the highest 

level of state financial support per 1 ha of arable land 

in the EU and Turkey, which is, respectively, 931.7 

and 839.2 dollars. In the US, this figure reaches about 

492.4 dollars, and in Canada - 121.8 dollars. USA 

[20]. 

Thus, the reasons for the inefficiency of modern 

methods of state support for agricultural producers 

[22]: 

- unstable economic and political situation; 

- incompleteness and unconstructiveness of 

certain measures of agrarian policy and mechanisms 

of state support of agriculture; 

- price disparity; 

- selectivity of support measures; 

- frequent changes in budget support programs 

and the order of their distribution; 

- low level of awareness of peasants about the 

possibilities of receiving state aid, complex procedural 

mechanism and non-transparency of its receipt, as a 

result of which the bulk of domestic producers who 

need such support remain outside it; 

- low level of state use of indirect measures to 

support the agricultural sector. (lack of programs for 

the protection of agricultural lands, their rational land 

use, conservation of degraded and unproductive 

lands); 

- cases of inefficient and inappropriate use of 

state support funds; 

- the presence of corruption schemes. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of individual countries by size of state support for agriculture 

Source: [16, 20] 

 

Regarding the innovations on state support for 

the agro-industrial complex for 2021, they are as 

follows: 

1. first - state support for the agricultural sector in 

2021 is much less than 1% of agricultural GDP; 

2. secondly, it lacks funds for lending to 

Ukrainians to purchase land. There is no separate line 

on land mortgages for the needs of individuals for the 

purchase of land from July 1, 2021 after the entry into 

force of the law on land. That is, the state will not 

even minimally finance this process for Ukrainians 

from the budget; 

3. thirdly, all state support should now be 

distributed through the State Agrarian Register of 

Ukraine. It will be recalled that the idea of creating an 

agricultural register has been promoted for several 

years. It was launched as a pilot project in January 

2020 and farmers started registering on February 4, 

2020. According to the website of the State Agrarian 

Register (SAR), the project is implemented in 

coordination with the State Geocadastre, the Ministry 

of Justice and with the assistance of the World Bank 

and EU project "Support for Transparent Land 

Management in Ukraine" and the USAID Agricultural 

and Rural Development Program (AGRO). . 

Ukraine should use the positive experience of the 

world to provide state support for agricultural 

production and take the following measures to help 

provide the population with quality and affordable 

food, create new jobs in rural areas, increase revenues 

from exports, provide agricultural production with 

highly skilled workers. For this purpose it is 

necessary: 

1. The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine: to review 

and simplify the conditions for obtaining preferential 

credit resources by agricultural producers by reducing 

the list of required documents and ensuring 

transparency in the decision-making of tender 

commissions; to approve the National Program for 

Soil Fertility Protection, developed by the Ministry of 

Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine together with the 

National Academy of Agrarian Sciences of Ukraine, 

which provides for the allocation of funds to 

compensate for agricultural activities to preserve and 

increase soil fertility, lands, etc. 

2. The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, the 

Ministry of Finance of Ukraine: to provide in the State 

Budget for 2018 and subsequent years to increase 

funding for measures to support farms under the 

budget programs "Financial support of farms" and 

"Lending to farms", which will support start-up 

farmers, creation and development of family farms. 

3. To the Ministry of Economic Development, 

Trade and Agriculture of Ukraine: to develop the State 

program of development of domestic machine-

building for an agro-industrial complex in which to 

provide the measures directed on use and system 

development of domestic capacities of machine-

building for an agro-industrial complex and providing 

agricultural and processing enterprises with highly 

efficient equipment; develop measures to introduce 

subsidies and compensatory surcharges for the 

production of crop and livestock products within the 

total measurement of support agreed with the World 

Trade Organization. 

4. The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, the 

Ministry of Finance of Ukraine to develop and 

approve the procedure and conditions for providing 

state support to reduce insurance payments, approve 

the list of agricultural products to be insured, the list 

of agricultural insurance risks and objects of 

insurance, determine the share of insurance payments, 

which must be reimbursed from the State Budget. 

5. The Ministry of Economic Development, 

Trade and Agriculture of Ukraine together with 

regional and district state administrations, institutions 
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of the National Academy of Agrarian Sciences and the 

Agricultural Advisory Service, higher and 

professional educational institutions of Ukraine to 

organize trainings, seminars and courses for managers 

and employees agricultural enterprises, farmers, 

peasants, employees of state administrations in order 

to improve their skills in the field of agricultural 

production, changes in the regulatory field, the 

management system of the industry, state support 

mechanisms, mastering the latest scientific and 

technical developments, etc. 

State support for agricultural producers is a 

prerequisite for the sustainable development of the 

agricultural sector of the economy and ensuring food 

security of the state. At present, the organization of 

financial support for the agricultural sector of the 

economy requires a modern approach, improvement of 

the considered areas of state support through active 

measures at the level of agricultural enterprises, the 

creation of new financial and credit structures. The 

country's agricultural policy should be aimed at the 

development of sustainable and competitive agro-

industrial production. 

Conclusions. For successful existence and 

development in the system of market relations, the 

agro-industrial complex needs effective state support, 

which should be carried out taking into account the 

achieved level of productivity of economic entities, 

rapid changes in market conditions and innovative 

development, creating new sources of economic 

growth. Therefore, first of all, the state must provide 

guarantees of fair business conditions for all 

participants, budget support to enterprises that need it, 

creating a favorable investment climate, as well as the 

availability of renewal of fixed assets, which is 

reflected in the support of domestic producers. 

It is argued that the ways to increase the 

effectiveness of state budget support for agriculture 

are to identify priority strategic directions and 

development indicators. State support should be 

provided with the greatest efficiency, promote the 

development of production, certain forms of 

management and rural areas. To do this, it is essential 

to develop a modern methodology for determining the 

effectiveness of budget programs, which would 

include optimal domestic and international 

comparisons and would serve as a basis for the 

development of government programs. 
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Анотація.  
В статті досліджується вплив розвитку цифрової економіки на конкурентоспроможність еконо-

мічних систем та узагальнює тенденції розвитку цифрової економіки в сучасному соціально-

економічному середовищі. Розкрито зміст цифрової економіки та її особливості. Проаналізовано рівень 

розвитку цифрової економіки України та країн Європейського Союзу, обрано країни ЄС з найвищим рів-

нем технологічного розвитку та рівнем цифровізації економіки. 

Термін «цифрова економіка» хоча і використовувався протягом тривалого часу в економічному сві-

ті, але не всі його особливості виділені з точки зору теорії економіки, і тим більше, конкретних термі-

нів, які супроводжують її в економічних дослідженнях вчених. 

Метою даної роботи є узагальнення понять інформаційних технологій в економіці, тенденцій 

комп’ютеризації та можливостей, які пропонує ця технологія. В умовах цифрової економіки викорис-

тання інформаційних технологій надає бізнесу нові можливості для виходу на світові ринки, а також 

розвивати ділову діяльність в режимі он-лайн. 

Встановлено, що використання цифрових технологій у бізнесі дозволить зберігати великий масив 

даних, аналізувати результати, на основі яких приймати обґрунтовані рішення, які допомагають міні-

мізувати витрати, максимізувати прибуток та підвищити конкурентоспроможність підприємств. 

Наведено популярні інформаційні системи та технології, що використовуються у бізнесі. 

Наведено перелік новітніх цифрових продуктів та послуг, що використовуються в соціально-

економічному середовищі, розкрито їх зміст. Технологія BlockChain розглядається як одна з найперспе-

ктивніших технологій в контексті кібербезпеки та підвищення ефективності діяльності суб’єктів гос-

подарювання. 

Abstract.  

The research examines the impact of digital economy development on the competitiveness of economic sys-

tems, and summarizes the trends of the digital economy in the modern socio-economic environment. The content 

of the digital economy and its features are revealed. The level of development of the digital economy of Ukraine 

and the countries of the European Union is analyzed, the EU countries with the highest level of technological 

development and the level of digitalization of the economy are selected. 

The term «digital economy», although used for a long time in economics community, but not all its charac-

teristics have already been highlighted in terms of theory economy, and even more so, the specific terms that 

accompany it in economic research scientists. 
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The aim of this paper is to present the importance of information technology in economy, computerization 

trends and the opportunities offered by this technology. In the condition of digital economy, the usage of infor-

mation technology provide businesses with new opportunities to access global markets and also develop busi-

ness activities on-line. 

It is established that the use of digital technologies in business will allow to store a large array of data, an-

alyze the results, based on which to make informed decisions that help minimize costs, maximize profits and in-

crease the competitiveness of enterprises. Popular information systems and technologies used in business are 

given. 

The list of the newest digital products and services used in the socio-economic environment is given, their 

content is revealed. BlockChain technology is considered as one of the most promising technologies in the con-

text of cybersecurity and increasing the efficiency of business entities. 

 

Ключові слова: цифрова економіка, цифровізація, соціально-економічне середовище, глобалізація, 

цифрові технології. 

Key words: digital economy, digitalization, socio-economic environment, globalization, digital technolo-

gies. 

 

Formulation of the problem. Today, the pro-

cesses of international economic integration dominate 

the development of the world economy. In these cir-

cumstances, most advanced countries have chosen as a 

priority vector of digitization. 

Digitalization of the economy is one of the main 

directions of innovative development of economic 

systems and a tool for creating long-term competitive 

advantages. However, digitalization processes in 

Ukraine, unfortunately, are very slow, which leads to a 

loss of competitive advantage in the international are-

na. 

An important component of the digital transfor-

mation of the economy is the service provision of its 

subsystems, which is carried out on the basis of a plat-

form approach that is able to digitize social, economic 

and technological processes in the construction of 

ecosystems. 

Literature analysis. Many scientific works of 

domestic and foreign economists are devoted to the 

problems of digital economy introduction in the world 

and in Ukraine. In particular, the following researchers 

studied digitalization: L. Kit, S. Veretyuk, P. Drucker, 

S. Kolyadenko, G. Karcheva, K. Schwab, I. Malika, 

and others. Despite numerous scientific studies on the 

problems of seeing the concept of digital develop-

ment, the types of products of this economy and the 

services that the digital economy produces and pro-

vides, remain insufficiently disclosed. 

The purpose of the article is to reveal the es-

sence and features of the formation of the digital 

economy in the context of its impact on the efficiency, 

competitiveness and development of national and in-

ternational economies. 

Research results. The concept of digital econo-

my is complex and multifaceted. In the classical sense, 

the «digital economy» is a certain activity in which 

the key factors of production are digital data and their 

use, which can significantly increase productivity in 

various economic activities. 

The foundation of the digital economy is devel-

oped and effectively functioning infrastructure. In the 

Concept Development of the digital economy and 

society of Ukraine under the digital infrastructure is 

understood a set of communications, technologies, 

products and processes that provide computing, tele-

communications and network capabilities and work on 

a digital (non-analog) basis. 

To date, there is no general opinion in the scien-

tific community as to what is meant by digitization. 

According to V. Fischuk [1], the “digital economy” is 

the economy that uses digital technologies and ser-

vices. Also, terms such as «data economy», «internet 

economy», «new economy», or «web economy» are 

often used. Kolyadenko S. [2] considers the digital 

economy as one based on the production of electronic 

goods and services by high-tech business structures 

and the distribution of these products through e-

commerce. Cat. L. [3] believes that the digital econo-

my is the transformation of all areas of the economy 

through the transfer of information resources and 

knowledge to a computer platform for further use (in-

cluding, where possible) on this platform. S. Veretyuk 

interprets the digital economy taking into account its 

potential - as an unrealized transformation of all 

spheres of the economy by transferring all information 

resources and knowledge to a computer platform [4]. 

In a digital economy, production is transformed 

in terms of production methods and distribution of 

goods through digitization of processes. Increasing 

sales of personal computers and other digital devices, 

and increasing the proportion of devices connected to 

the Internet allowed to significantly reduce the cost of 

attracting participants to online communities, which 

contributed to the fact that billions of people have 

become potential participants in the digital economy. 

Scientists distinguish three stages of digital trans-

formation [11]: 

‑  digitization - the process of converting analog 

to digital, 

‑  digitalization - the use of digital technologies, 

‑  digital transformation. 

In order to measure the development of the digi-

tal economy, the Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD) developed a sys-

tem of indicators [6], which determines the following 

trends: 

‑  the formation of a high-tech sector of the 

economy; 

‑  investment in research, software development, 

education costs and auxiliary retraining; 
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‑  creation and production of information and 

communication equipment; 

‑  formation of working zones in the field of sci-

ence and high technologies; 

‑  data of cooperation between corporations, in-

stitutions and research organizations; international 

cooperation in the field of science and innovation; 

‑  the dynamics of the spread of the internet on 

the international market. 

In general terms, it is possible to note four crite-

ria for analyzing the digital economy, to varying de-

grees examined by different researchers: 

‑  the criterion associated with the sphere of em-

ployment; 

‑  spatial criterion; 

‑  technological criterion; 

‑  economic criterion. 

Digital transformation is a unique tool of the 

digital revolution, with timely and proper use of which 

domestic companies will be able to reproduce the lost 

leadership in the new digital economy. To this end, 

the processes of digital transformation initiated at en-

terprises should, first of all, be based on a scientifical-

ly sound methodology. 

Digital technologies save transaction costs, and 

sometimes minimize them, create new potential, and 

at the same time new demands and requirements to the 

market, which speeds up business and production, and 

thus reduces the life of not only the product but also 

the company. 

Digitization of the economy characterizes the 

general the state of digital transformations in the pro-

cess of organization of socio-economic relations in the 

conditions of three sectoral models of society, which 

corresponds to domestic realities and includes: citi-

zens (society), business (economy) and state (govern-

ment). 

Digital transformation is the introduction of 

modern technologies into the business processes of the 

enterprise. This approach involves not only the instal-

lation of modern hardware or software, but also fun-

damental changes in approaches to management, cor-

porate culture, external communications. As a result, 

the productivity of each employee and the level of 

customer satisfaction increase, and the company gains 

a reputation as a progressive and modern organization. 

Summarizing the existing definitions of the digi-

tal economy, we can say that the digital economy is an 

innovation-oriented dynamic economy based on the 

active introduction of innovations and information and 

communication technologies in all economic activities 

and spheres of society, which increases efficiency and 

competitiveness of individual companies, economy 

and living standards. 

To determine the level of digitalization of the 

country’s economy, there are a number of common 

parameters, including Internet coverage, the share of 

e-commerce in retail trade, the share of society that 

has digital competencies and receives services from 

the state online. The International Telecommunication 

Union determines the Index of Development of In-

formation and Communication Technologies in the 

Countries of the World, the Index of Development of 

the Internet in the Countries of the World, and the 

World Economic Forum determines the Index of Net-

work Readiness. 

The ICT Development Index (IDI) takes into ac-

count 11 indicators for three groups, such as access to 

ICT, use of ICT, ICT skills, and is designed to moni-

tor the development of IT in countries, their position-

ing in the global IT market [5]. 

Thus, the IDI rating in 2017 is led by Iceland 

(Table 1). It is followed by two countries in the Asia-

Pacific region and six countries in Europe, where for 

many years there has been a high level of investment 

in this industry. 

 

Table 1. 

IDI rating (2013-2017) 

Country 
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

rating index rating index rating index rating index rating index 

Iceland 3 8,36 4 8,64 3 8,86 2 8,78 1 8,98 

South Korea 1 8,57 2 8,85 1 8,93 1 8,8 2 8,85 

Switzerland 13 7,78 13 8,11 7 8,56 4 8,66 3 8,74 

Denmark 4 8,35 1 8,86 2 8,88 3 8,68 4 8,71 

UK 8 7,98 5 8,5 4 8,72 5 8,53 5 8,65 

… … … … … … … … … … … 

… … … … … … … … … … … 

Ukraine 68 4,64 73 5,15 79 5,23 72 6,45 79 5,62 

Source: http://www.itu.int/net4/ITU-D/idi/2017/index.html 

 

As we can see, Ukraine in 2017 took 79th place 

with a rating of 5.62 points, compared to 2013 - 68th 

place. Given the presented in table. 1 data can be con-

cluded that in Ukraine there is a growth of «digital 

divide» due to a significant lag in the development of 

digital technologies from this indicator of developed 

countries. 
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Fig. 1. Dynamics of change in the rating of the index of development of information and communication tech-

nologies of Ukraine in 2013-2017. 

 

According to the value of the DESI index, in 

2017 the leaders in the development of digital tech-

nologies among the European Union are Denmark, 

Finland, Sweden, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Bel-

gium, Great Britain, Ireland, Estonia, Austria (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. DESI index for the EU and 10 leading countries in the development of the digital economy 

Source: developed according to the source [6]. 

 

According to the rating of the World Economic 

Forum (WEF) on technological development, Ukraine 

in 2016-2017 took only 85th place among other coun-

tries. Analyzing some components of the use of ICT, 

Ukraine has significantly worsened its position com-

pared to the previous year (Fig. 3). 

 

 
Fig. 3. WEF rating of Ukraine by components of ICT use in 2016-2017. 

Source: developed according to the source [6]. 
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Innovations controlled by data, the latest business 

modifications and digital applications have an impact 

not only on the science of this field, but also on the 

government itself, where these innovations are devel-

oped and introduced. Policy actions to support digital 

innovation tend to focus on innovation networks, ac-

cess to finance and (secondary) application of infor-

mation, but pay less attention to investments in ICT, 

knowledge-based capital and data considerations. 

The information and communication technology 

(ICT) sector is an important factor in the development 

of the digital economy and society. 

The benefits of information technology trends 

mostly seen in: 

⁃  reducing the cost of production, travel, materi-

als, marketing and distribution; 

⁃  increase the value chain management and im-

proving internal functioning; 

⁃  construction of the markets and more ad-

vanced service to customers; 

⁃  gaining competitive skills and speed when per-

forming transactions; 

In fact, digitalization dictates new conditions in 

working with customers. Breakthroughs in science 

and economics make it possible to use artificial intel-

ligence widely, from software to discover new drugs 

to algorithms that identify our cultural interests and 

predict our behavior. 

The digital vector of development changes the 

approach to doing business, as well as the system of 

challenges regarding the information technologies 

used: marketing, sales and service management sys-

tems; telephony and messengers; document manage-

ment and personnel management systems; accounting 

systems and many other enterprise applications. Table 

2 presents digital technologies, products and services 

that are currently considered innovative trends in the 

modern socio-economic environment. 

 

Table 2.  

Digital technologies as innovative trends of the modern socio-economic environment 

Type of product / 

service 

General characteristics of the product / service of the digital economy 

BlockChain 

Blockchain was designed as part of a very specific task, namely - how to build a decen-

tralized (without a single control center) financial system, the correctness of which could 

be verified by anyone. Based on this, we can define a blockchain as a way to store and 

reconcile a database, a copy of which is available to each participant. 

Digital marketing 

Digital Marketing is a set of promotion tools that involve digital channels. Internet mar-

keting has evolved into digital marketing, which uses comprehensive methods of on-line 

strategy, website development and mobile applications, creative and copywriting, con-

textual advertising and SMM, as well as other interactive products. The most popular 

forms of digital channels: search promotion; contextual and teaser advertising; media 

and banner; promotion on social media and blogs; creation of mobile applications for 

smartphones, tablets and other media; viral advertising. 

CRM&BPM 

CRM - sales system: ready-made processes for managing all types of transactions. 

Bpm’online CRM combines the capabilities of a customer relationship management 

(CRM) system and a business process management system (BPM). This is the first ap-

plication solution developed on the bpm’online platform. 

Grid-технології 

Grid computing is a geographically distributed infrastructure that combines many differ-

ent types that a user can access from anywhere, regardless of where they are located. 

Grid provides a collective distributed mode of access to resources and related services 

within globally distributed organizations (enterprises that share global resources, data-

bases, specialized software). 

Digital insurance 

Digital strategy in insurance is not only Internet sales, but the transformation of the 

whole business in the direction of working with an electronic policy. Digital insurance 

allows insurance companies to reduce costs, increase the speed of customer service. 

Consumers have the opportunity to receive timely updates on changes in the company's 

insurance policy. Digitalization provides standardization and improves the quality of 

responses and services provided. A significant advantage of Digital Insurance is the 

presence of social networks, which helps to improve the quality of service and establish 

a close relationship between the insurance company and the client. 

ePrescription 

ePrescription (electronic prescription) is carried out on the basis of 3 procedures: eCap-

ture - formation of an electronic prescription by a doctor of a medical institution; 

eTransfer - confidential transfer of an electronic prescription to a pharmacy; eDispensa-

tion - data transfer from the pharmacy back to the medical institution, confirmation. 

TeleHealth 
«Digital» technologies for the provision of remote medical services and support for doc-

tors. 

Source: [7] 

 

Modern information systems and technologies 

are able not only to fully meet the requirements of 

production agrosystems, but also act as an important 

prerequisite for their development.Modern infor-
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mation systems and technologies are able not only to 

fully meet the requirements of production agrosys-

tems, but also act as an important prerequisite for their 

development. 

Note that the benefits of digital technology 

should be sought not in the immediate reduction of 

costs and increase the economic efficiency of agricul-

tural enterprises, but in finding the most optimal in-

formation technology for business process manage-

ment, which ensures coordination of management and 

effective achievement of strategic and operational 

goals. 

Digitization technologies make it possible to or-

ganize the most personalized interaction, which is 

preferred by most customers. Digital communication 

channels, uniqueness, artificial intelligence, robotics - 

all this we are already dealing with in our daily lives. 

For example, the digital transformation of banks could 

not do without chatbots, and pharmaceuticals are ac-

tively using modern mobile devices. 

Particular attention should be paid to Block-

Chain-technology, because according to the develop-

ers, this technology eliminates theft, fraud, property 

rights violations and more. The information stored in 

BlockChain cannot be lost. It stays there forever. In 

addition, BlockChain saves not only the final state, but 

also all previous states. Therefore, everyone can check 

the correctness of the final state, listing the facts from 

the beginning. The fact that this technology is invul-

nerable to criminals makes it a priority area of study. 

BlockChain works with a complex encryption 

system (keys). Each block has its own unique key. 

The inability to «break the chain», i.e., to make 

changes to the block or add a block among others - is 

ensured by the fact that the codes (hashes) of the pre-

vious and next blocks are interconnected and making 

changes to one block immediately makes it and all 

other blocks invalid, which is automatically displayed 

on the screen. 

Table 3  

Advantages and disadvantages of BlockChain-technology 

Key features of the blockchain 

 

Disadvantages of the blockchain 

 

Efficiency and reliability. The circuit records only the 

transactions that have been checked and guarantees 

protection against failures and hash substitution (trans-

action recording function, encoder) 

Blockchain involves the use of powerful computer 

technology, which increases the cost of re-equipment 

and cuts off a significant number of potential users. 

Unlimited chain of blocks. Theoretically, the chain can 

be supplemented indefinitely, which stimulates the 

analogy of a blockchain with a supercomputer.. 

 

Lack of legislative regulation of the blockchain. There 

are no established standards and levels of compliance. 

Until the technology reaches a certain framework, it 

will significantly limit its implementation. 

Openness. Information on transactions, concluded 

agreements and contracts is stored in free access. 

However, it is impossible to change them - just review. 

"51% attack" - if more than half of the power will be-

long to one device, the integrity of the circuit is violat-

ed. 

 

Lack of center. Equality and branching of the system 

makes its breaking and damage almost impossible. 

Each individual participant is an independent server. 

Each operation is irreversible, so if the transaction was 

even erroneous, it is impossible to change and return it. 

Source: [8] 

 

Implementing BlockChain in business processes 

requires significant knowledge in many areas, such as 

security, law, decentralized management, and organi-

zations that choose to use BlockChain will be forced 

to completely change their historical structure, whose 

traditional business processes do not correspond to the 

very idea of BlockChain. also, trying to integrate 

BlockChain into outdated value and system streams, 

face a loss of investment, or find that the technology 

doesn't suit them. At the same time, the presence of 

BlockChain in the service or service ensures that there 

is no interference in the process and results. The guar-

antee of invariability of data is given by a special 

method of their storage. It stipulates that if the infor-

mation is replaced or deleted, the rest of the entries in 

the blockchain will also need to be changed, as each 

subsequent block refers to the previous one. 

Apparently, there is no single vision for Block-

Chain technology, but the use of BlockChain has its 

advantages for the government: this technology facili-

tates the process of digitizing documents and access to 

public services. For example, IBM is working with the 

US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the 

Center for Disease Prevention on the possible use of 

BlockChain in this area. Congressional Blockchain 

Caucus, launched in 2016, is working to gather infor-

mation on BlockChain projects. This data is needed so 

that in the future, people can securely verify their 

identity online, make online payments (such as tax 

payments), and track supply chains. 

The general pattern of digital economy projects is 

the focus on a specific consumer and the comprehen-

sive use of information as a driving resource, taking 

into account the specific features of a particular con-

sumer in a particular place, and the global use of digi-

tal transformations of real business processes. Thus, 

these digital projects are characterized by very specific 

circumstances of their implementation in a particular 

place and only with the accumulation of economically 

positive results can become the subject of standardiza-

tion and other regulations. Another feature of building 

a tree of goals of transformation is the implementa-

tion, maturity of opportunities and their completeness 
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at the present stage of certain digital projects and ac-

counting for risks in their implementation. 

Digital conversions are a challenge - countries 

that have reached the highest level of digital maturity 

have had to deal with complex cultural, organization-

al, and technical challenges, and only taking all these 

factors into account has made these transformations 

successful. In order to become today's digital leaders 

in specific areas of the economy, it is necessary to 

identify priority digital projects that are implemented 

by specific organizational teams. Digital teams need to 

focus on three key functional activities, namely: de-

veloping a digital strategy, managing digital activities 

through their national companies, and turning their 

digital performance into an operational advantage [9]. 

The main problem in the development of the 

digital economy in Ukraine today is the lack of a sys-

tematic state policy in this area. Ukraine is the only 

country in Europe without its own «digital» vision. 

Virtually all EU countries have already approved and 

are implementing their own «digital agendas», or 

«digital strategies», but we have only the project 

«Digital Agenda of Ukraine - 2020», which provides a 

strategic goal - to close the technological gap between 

Ukraine and developed countries. It should be noted 

that Ukraine corresponds to the average value of the 

Eastern Partnership countries only in some areas, 

while digitalization of the country will contribute to 

economic growth and its transformation from raw 

materials to digital, eradicate corruption through 

transparency of electronic systems and Ukraine's inte-

gration into the EU Digital Single Market. 

The use of the blockchain reveals the newest op-

portunities in numerous spheres, including in the eco-

nomic sector, in education, the Internet, by reducing 

the price of transactions, simplifying accounting and 

providing performance obligations through smart con-

tracts. Its capabilities will largely depend on the solu-

tion of technical problems and socio-political chal-

lenges such as the provision of the use of laws and the 

protection of order in the absence of any intermediary 

or the achievement of an accurate representation of 

how and to whom the legal responsibility lies in the 

case Damage to systems based on the blockchain [9]. 

To successfully shape the digital economy and 

bridge the «digital divide», it is necessary to focus on 

the development of some effectively functioning com-

ponents [10]: 

1) developed digital infrastructure that will pro-

vide new quality and coverage of the territory of 

Ukraine with broadband Internet, and especially re-

mote settlements, business and social infrastructure, 

many of which are in the so-called digital divide; 

2) formation of an effective system of identifica-

tion, protection of personal data, trust services, which 

are the primary elements of the so-called soft infra-

structure; 

3) development of applications and services, such 

as «smart city» and «digitalization of education», 

which are important components of «Industry 4.0.» 

and relate to those areas of life (industry, public safe-

ty, medicine, ecology, transport, etc.) that are still in 

analog format; 

4) development of highly qualified human capi-

tal, which meets the requirements that form new tech-

nologies for human possession of specific skills and 

competencies for full integration into the digital space; 

5) protection of intellectual property, which is a 

key factor influencing the motivation to create creative 

ideas, the possibility of obtaining commercial profit 

and guarantees the protection of their intellectual 

work; 

6) relevant «digital» legislation, which should de-

fine and consolidate the digital rights of citizens, de-

fine the principles of digitalization, ensure the adop-

tion of an action plan to eliminate legislative, institu-

tional, tax barriers and stimulate the digitalization of 

economic sectors. 

Thus, the analysis of the use of ICT in Ukraine 

showed a growing «digital divide», a significant lag of 

Ukraine in the development of digital technologies 

compared to EU countries. 

Conclusions. Today, the digital economy is an 

effective basis for the development of public admin-

istration, economy, business, social sphere and society 

as a whole. Looking at the digital technologies that 

exist in the socio-economic space, the digital economy 

is also a matter of national security, competition of 

domestic enterprises regardless of their size, the coun-

try's position on the world stage in the long run. 

Digital economy allows to increase the potential 

of the enterprise, in particular in the search for non-

standard new ideas for the development of new adver-

tising or a new product name through communication 

with consumers. Consumers are always ready to take 

an active part in such events, because as a reward they 

will see their idea realized. The most common goals 

that motivate users to participate in events organized 

by businesses are: 

⁃  self-realization - by participating in online ac-

tivities, certain individuals gain a sense of need and 

self-realization, especially when they are marked in 

some way or listen to their advice; 

⁃  search for a new job - today quite often inter-

national companies attract new employees based on 

the results of competitions, completed tasks; 

⁃  disclosure of own potential - solving the tasks 

offered by a certain company, crowdsourcing partici-

pants have the opportunity to increase their creativity, 

find new ones professional qualities; 

⁃  satisfaction of ambitions - individual contest-

ants may pursue the goal of being better and thus sat-

isfy their own psychological needs. 

The priority task for the formation of Ukraine`s 

digital economy is to work with the domestic market, 

effective public policy, mechanisms to stimulate the 

digital economy, and a key initiative - the formation of 

consumers' motivations and needs for «digital tech-

nologies». At the same time, it should be noted that 

the digitalization of the economy can enable real sec-

tors of the economy to quickly find ways out of the 

crisis in which it found itself as a result of imperfect 

management of the entity, or problems with produc-

tion and provision of goods and services. 

Powerful, perspective digital infrastructure is de-

signed to provide access to digital technologies (con-
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nectivity) and conditionally includes the following key 

components: 

- fixed telecommunication infrastructure (main, 

distribution and local networks, points traffic ex-

change, etc.);  

- mobile telecommunication infrastructure (3G, 

4G, 5G, radio and satellite technologies, WIFI, etc.);  

- digital television infrastructure (terrestrial, ca-

ble, satellite);  

- radio infrastructure (long range frequency, unli-

censed frequencies) for Internet of Things projects 

(sensors, sensors, etc.);  

- infrastructure of data processing and storage 

centers (so-called cloud or virtualized infrastructure); 

- cybersecurity infrastructure; 

- specialized infrastructures (special networks, 

video surveillance, related engineering systems). 

The development of the digital economy in 

Ukraine is impossible without the regulatory frame-

work, strategy for the development of the digital 

economy, including the classical one. At the same 

time, no less important, and perhaps even a major fac-

tor, is the formation of professional skills, basic com-

puter literacy, as well as preparation for a professional 

career, promoting lifelong learning.  

Thus, in the digital economy, domestic enterpris-

es should pay attention to capacity building through 

more active communication with consumers by means 

of Internet technologies. 
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